Introduction
I am writing in face book more or less regularly to express
and share the views, observations, findings, and opinions of
ICWF to communicate others as I am a member of the
ICWF.
Observations, aim and objects of the ICWF in short is as:
There is no communist movement since 1896, but
communism is an unavoidable condition for the
emancipation, and undoubtedly, the historical consequence
of capitalism is communism. So, communism is inevitable.
Information Centre For Workers Freedom ( ICWF @
www.icwfreedom.org ) is working to help and cooperate to
rebuild the communist movement to form a communist
party- a party of working class to unite the workers of the
world to fight against the capitalist class by fighting against
the wage slavery to end it to end exploitation by ending the
selling and buying by disappearing the commodity by
vanishing the capital by vanishing the capitalist mode of
production by abolishing the capitalist private property by a
communist revolution -the ever biggest and ever important
event of the world by the working class alone for the
emancipation by the communism- a most modern and
scientific society but free from discrimination thereby, its
free from rule, man by man thus, communism is a society
free from ideology, politics, state, etc& etc class weapons
and instruments thereby, communism is not only a society
of equals but also a society of uninterrupted peace but
working to win the nature to use for the best of the
undivided but healthy and ever young human being with
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full sense of humanity with an association of all for the all
by the all of the world with social/commune/common
ownership of means of production, transportation and
communication by searching and investigating history and
historical facts;
collecting and storing the concern
documents related to the social change, mainly communist
movement; And gathering the theories and contemporary
information to review and conclude on the basis of science
of communism, discovered by Marx by discovering the
code of capital and the code of society for change to
publish, store and circulate the observations, findings,
views and opinions to share and communicate the liberty
hungers and freedom lovers.
Noted, rejection of poisonous Leninism- the corruption of
science of communism is an unavoidable condition to
rebuild the communist movement.
As I am not so sound in English but its need to write in
English to communicate to liberty hungers and freedom
lovers of the world therefore, I am writing in English. Thus,
its not unnatural that there are some grammatical error and
mistakes. But, expectation is that everyone will take it easy
but take issues what we expressed seriously to correct our
error or wrong in views, opinions etc to help to rebuild the
communist movement.

Shah Alam
Dhaka-2oth May, 2017.
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Was Che a communist
revolutionary?
Shah Alam·Tuesday, June 14, 2016

Was Che a communist revolutionary? Have there any
reason? Lets examine.
Was Che against wage slavery to vanish it by a
communist revolution by the working class alone for
communism? No.
But, a communist is against the wage slavery to vanish it
by a communist revolution- the ever biggest event of the
world by the working class alone for their emancipation
by communism- a society of equals thus, its free from
hero, leader etc parasitic nonsense.
Was Che against the selling and buying of labor power to
produce commodity to accumulate capital by exploiting
the wage slaves? No. But, a communist is against selling
and buying system to vanish commodity production to
accumulate capital by exploiting the wage slaves by
socialism - a society free from exploitation.
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Was Che against the private property to vanish it with
rights of inheritance for socialism- a society with social
ownership of means of production, transportation? No.
But, a communist is against the private property to vanish
it with all rights of inheritance by a socialist society- a
society free from class and class rule thus, its a society
free from discrimination and disparity among the human
being, so socialism is a society free from rule man by
man- the highest form of disrespect to the human being
by confirming the below standard of the human being
than wild animals.
Was Che against the state capitalism to end it to end the
exploitation and rule man by man? No.
But, a communist is against state capitalism to end the
exploitation and rule man by man for the liberty and
freedom of all of the world. Was Che against the parasitic
organizations including state, political party etc
nonsense? No.
But, a communist is against all parasitic organizations
including IMF, state, political party etc & etc to free the
whole human being from the parasiticism and
oppression.
Was Che against nationalism and all other ideologies to
vanish these including Leninism for communism- a
scientific society with a single human being with a single
identity of human being along with full sense of
humanity to work to win the nature? No.
But, a communist is a scientist thus he is not only against
nationalism, colorism, sexism but also against all
ideologies including Leninism- the corruption of science
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of communism, discovered by Marx to vanish all these
rubbishes for communism- a most modern and scientific
society to work for the scientific development of the
society for the scientific life of all of the world by the
ever green and healthy life of all by defeating even death.
However, Che was a collaborator of Fidel & com to
found a state of state capitalism,where the rate of
exploitation was much higher than USA, wage slaves had
no right to bargain their wage and other benefits.
Sure, Fidel was for the religious constitution of CUBA1940.
Fidel and Che has created a false and bogus impression
about the socialist revolution by some heroes and
socialism in one country alone by ignoring and denying
the science of communism, even they did not care the
manifesto of the communist party to say such nonsense .
Undoubtedly, communist revolution is nothing but the
culmination of contradiction of capitalist class and
working class by the condition of production of
commodity to accumulate capital by exploiting the wage
slaves, thus, the range of communist revolution is
universal so, communist revolution is the job of millions
and millions of wage slaves to end the exploitation.
So, both were liar not only about socialist revolution and
socialism but also capitalism and they tried to hide the
science of communism but used the name of Marx to
confuse the working class to serve the capitalist interest.
Finally, who provided them all required things including
arms and ships to come and captured the state power of
CUBA?
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So, there is no reason to consider Che as a communist
revolutionary.

12-06-16.
He who think, that a leader is need to lead to live is not
free from slavery in mind.
A leader is nothing but a boss to serve the parasitic
interest of exploiters by overpowering the exploited by
various false, foul and bogus but ill-motivated and
fabricated statements about the lives and activities of
human being.
But, wild animals have no leader to live. Because, they
have no private property to protect it by saying so many
lies about the origin of the private property, family, state,
politics etc & etc to justify the private property ship to
exploit others.
Sure, the production of commodity is not by any leader
but wage slaves- the producer of capital- the unpaid part
of commodity.
So, the capitalist mode of production is the producer of
the concept of life without leader.
Therefore, socialism- the replacement of capitalism is a
society not only free from leader but also free from rule,
man by man - the highest form of disrespecting to the
human being by confirming the below standard of human
than the wild animals.
But, Lenin was not only for leadership but also for a
absolute leader to lead the nation. Mosses was a ' great'
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leader and teacher of his nation. Leninist boss Mao was '
great' teacher of his nation, and his nation is yet guided
by the ' great' teaching of Mao by the constitutions of
both the party and state, founded by Mao.
In spite of that, Lenin or Mao was communist? Sorry.
Communists are communist revolutionary friends to
work to end the exploitation, man by man by the working
class alone by vanishing all false and bogus stories ,
concepts, ideas, ideologies etc nonsense manufactured by
the so-called ' great' teachers and leaders.

05-06-16.
They are claimed Marxist of India but do not agree with
Marx that the East India Company has introduced the
capitalist mode of production in India and that was a
revolution,so, the East India Company has played a
progressive role in history.
Sure, such revolution was so important to develop the
capitalist world by defeating the local, self-dependent but
so poor economy by observation of Marx.
CPI(M) is also against the observations and analysis of
Marx on capitalism in India by the East India Company
by practicing the Leninist politics of so-called right of
self-determination of nations by opposing the colonial
policy-the integral part of capitalist development.
Therefore, Marxists of India are not only against the
formulation of capitalist development thereby the
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consequence of capitalism by socialization of means of
production, transportation and communication by the
working class alone by Marx but also against the history
of capitalist development by the revolutionary capitalist
class.
Because, Marxists of India are not against the capitalist
system. Thus, they have no need to acknowledged the
historical development of capitalist mode of production
to know capitalism to fight against the capitalism to
vanish it for the emancipation.
But, Marx was with the history of capitalist development
to know the consequence of capitalism.
Because, Marx was a communist therefore, he was
against the capitalist mode of production so, he was with
history to know the code of society for change.
But, Marxists of India are not interested to change the
capitalist society by the working class alone. Rather, they
are very much interested to captured the state power of
India to build a better India to serve the capitalist interest
under a capitalist constitution of India. Though, the
executives of India have no capacity to ignore or deny
the IMF, to determine the financial policies of India.
But, Marx was against the capitalist interest, rather, he
was for the interest of the working class.
But, Marxists of India are not with the interest of
working class.
So, Marxists of India are so expert to say lie and false but
fabricated stories about India by glorifying the dark age
of barbaric India to justify their politics, what is also
doing BJP-the ruling party.
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Noted, Marx was not a Marxist but a communist but the
Marxists of India are Marxist but not communist.

04-06-16.
There are cowboys to control the cows to protect them
for the interest of the owners of the cows.
Human being is not cow.
But, there were self-claimed masters to control the slaves
by ignoring and denying the ability of slaves to live
without master.
But, there is history of revolt by the slaves and currently
slavery society is not exist.
In fact, masters had no ability to live a parasitic life
without slaves.
However, masters did not care and consider the slaves as
human being with power to live by denying and ignoring
the facts and past of human being to live.
Facts remain that the human being has passed not less
than 90,000 years before slavery society.
Therefore, the fabricated but ill-motivated concept of
created by the masters to control, to guide, to lead and to
save the slaves by the masters is not only against the
dignity of humanity but also denial the past of human
being. Therefore, masters were the historical liar about
the role of both slaves and masters.
Capitalists are not against the parasiticism, thus, they are
for leadership to lead and to rule the wage slaves -the
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producer of capital. But, they do not know that wage
slaves are wage slaves but not slave. Rather, wage slaves
has been knowing the fact form their working process
that they are equally important to produce commodity to
accumulate capital, thereby, they have no need the
capitalist class to live. So, working class has no need any
leader - the boss of parasitic people.
In fact, the capitalist production system has introduced
the views and truth that each and every one is equally
equal though there is discrimination among the human
being by the private property.
So, if there is no private property, there is no
discrimination thus, each and everyone is equally equal
in socialism. Thus, there is no masters, no guide, no
leader, no boss, no savior, no hero or no slave in
socialism, but all are human being with full sense of
humanity.
But, Lenin was for teaching, guiding and leading the
wage slaves.
Leninist boss Mao was for teaching the nations by his
teaching.
Leninist bosses are for teaching of Lenin and some are
for teaching of Lenin and Mao.
Therefore, Leninist bosses are not free to think the wage
slaves as like as cow or slave.
But, sorry, wage slaves will win their world by reducing
the all such nonsense and rubbish concepts originated
from the private property but against the dignity of
human being.
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03-06-16.
No individual can produce commodity.
No individual can produce capital.
No individual can maintain the capitalist system.
No individual can solve the capitalist problem.
No individual can change the capitalist society.
No individual can build a social history.
So, no individual is so important to produce commodity
or to accumulate capital or to maintain the capitalist
system or to solve the capitalist problem or to change the
capitalist society or to build a social history though every
individual is an important one in every job what
mentioned above.
Commodity is a social product.
Capital is a social product.
Problem and crisis of capitalism is a social problem.
Change of capitalist society is a social mater by the code
of society for change by the working class by the existing
conditions of capital.
But, Lenin - a liar about capitalism too is a so important
to the Leninist bosses to captured the state power to serve
the capitalist interest by the state capitalism but they has
been claiming that they are against the capitalist system ,
which is totally lie and false.
Therefore, every Leninist party has a Lenin to teach,
guide and lead the party to capture the state power.
Thus, no Leninist is ready to consider the process of
commodity production, accumulation of capital, capitalist
global system, code of society for change, communist
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revolution is the job of the working class alone, and
communism - a society of equals where there is no room
for any guide or leader win by the working class alone.
Sure, masters has introduced so many fabricated stories
and bogus concepts that they are so important to teach,
guide, lead, save and protect the slaves to live to justify
their parasitic role as the ruler of the slavery society.
Leninists parties are not free from such concepts, though
it is the capitalist society with most modern information
and communication system.
So, Leninists parties are not free from mental slavery.
Noted, a slave can revolt, but a mental slave can not live
without his master.

02-06-16.
We are speechless. We are soundless.We have no
language to condemn and protest the brutal atrocities of
Bangladesh police against the unemployed diploma
nurses those were went to street of the capital cityDhaka, yesterday to attract the attention of the concern
authorities to realize their demands.
A pregnant nurse has lost her immatured baby by the
atrocity of police. More then 100 nurses were severely
injured by the report of the media, and in spite of that
they are in the street till now.
Its their right to get job and thereby, its their right to
demand to the authority to fulfill their rights to live a
normal life. But, who care?
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Therefore, they are in the street. Sure, no one have right
to torture them.
No more such brutality against them or stop all steps by
the police against them including filling false cases to
stop, disturb and vanish the movement.
We strongly demand to the concern authority to take all
necessary steps to treat the injured properly and free of
cost and release all arrested nurses if arrested.
In fact, the concern authority have no option except meet
their demand.
So, its good to do the so as early as possible.

31-05-16.
BOLSHEVIK
PARTY
COMMUNIST PARTY

AND

Bolshevik party was not a working class party.
But, a communist party is a working class party.
Bolshevik party was a multi-class party with reactionary
peasants.
But, a communist party is a class party.
Bolshevik party was not for uniting the workers of the
world to fight against the capitalist class, rather, it was
for capitalist development at Russia,
But, a communist party is working to unite the workers
of the world to fight against the capitalist class to vanish
it by vanishing the capitalist mode of production.
Bolshevik party was not a party for a communist
revolution by the working class alone. Rather, it has
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captured the state power of the Russia by a military coup
by killing 2 guards at night.
But, a communist party is a party for a communist
revolution- the ever biggest event of the world by the
working class alone. So, a communist revolution is the
job of millions and millions wage slaves.
Bolshevik party was not a party for
socialism/communism. Rather, it has founded a state of
state capitalism, where the rate of exploitation was much
higher than USA.
But, a communist party is for socialism/communism- a
most modern society with social/commue/common
ownership of means of production, transportation and
communication. So, socialism -the replacement of
capitalism is a society free from exploitation.
Bolshevik party was not against the class weapons of
capitalist to free the society form the parasiticism by
vanishing the all class weapons including political party.
But, a communist party is against the all class weapons to
vanish these for the liberty and freedom of all of the
world.
The origin of all Leninist parties is the Bolshevik party,
founded by Lenin and his associates.
So, no Leninist party is communist party.

29-05-16.
(2)
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He who acknowledge that some are intellectual, is not
free from the slavery of mind or thinking.
He who identify some people are non-intellectual by
acknowledging the so-called intellectuals is not free from
highly disrespecting the human being as human being.
Sure, there is discrimination among the human being but
it does not mean that some are intellectuals and rest are
non-intellectual.
Rather, cause of such discrimination among the human
being is nothing but the private property- the cause of all
nonsense and evil concepts and jobs.
Lenin was not only intellectual but also extra-ordinary by
the recognition of all Leninist bosses and Lenin he himself was for division of human being by intellectual and
non-intellectuals.
So, Lenin and his disciples are not free from both highly
disrespecting the human being and slavery mentality.

(1)
CAPITAL WILL NOT EXIST:
Capital is the mightiest power. But, capital will not exist.
Because, capital is the cause of disappearance of capital.
National boundary was not enough to develop the
capitalist mode of production. Therefore, colonial policy
was the integral part of capitalist development, practiced
by the progressive capitalist class. Thereby, the
revolutionary capitalist class has created a capitalist
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world by uniting the divided and unknown world by
defeating the self-dependent, local but so poor economy.
So, capitalist class, historically has played a most
revolutionary part.
But, capital can not exist without reproduction and
circulation and the capitalist class can not exist without
constantly revolutionizing the instruments of production.
But, the conditions of capitalist society are too narrow to
comprise the wealth created by the capitalist society.
Therefore, capitalism has suffered by recession- a non
curable disease of the capitalist economy by the existing
conditions of capital, 1815.
Marx was born 1818. He has discovered the code of
capital and the code of society for change.
Therefore, he determined the old age of the capitalism by
the first recession of the world so rightly.
The outcome of recession is so many including labor
unrest, economic anarchy, war, killing, destruction,
negation of private property by bankruptcy and social
contract to limit the production and amalgamation of
companies . And finally, the historical consequence of
capitalism is social ownership of the means of
production, transportation and communication by the
negation of negation of the private property by the
working class- the producer of capital but its a product of
capitalist class.
So, capital is the cause of disappearance of capital and
capitalism by the existing conditions of capita.
Therefore, the manifesto of the communist party (
Published-1848) has written by Marx and Engels by
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declaring the historical death sentence for the capitalist
class by considering the historical facts of previous
societies, development of capitalism, existing conditions
of capital and capitalist class, the historical conditions
and consequence of recessions and thereby the historical
and ultimate consequence of capital by the capital is
socialization of the means of production, transportation
and communication by vanishing the capitalist private
property by the working class alone.
But, CPSU and CPI(M) has manufactured a fake
manifesto of the communist party to confuse the workers
of the world to serve and protected the so old capitalism.
In spite of that, the moribund capitalism will not exist by
the existing conditions of capital.
So, capital will not exist.

28-05-16.
There was not a single sentence against capitalist
exploitation to end it for the emancipation of the working
class by the socialism in the founding declaration of the
Bolshevik party, founded by Lenin and his associates.
In spite of that all Leninist parties, originated from the
Bolshevik party has been claiming that they are
communist party. How funny!
There was not a single sentence for communism in the
founding declaration of the Bolshevik party, founded by
Lenin and his associates.
In spite of that all Leninist parties, originated from the
Bolshevik party has been claiming that they are
communist party. How funny!
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Are the bosses of the Leninist parties stupid or so
cunning to spread the poisonous Leninism to serve the
capitalist interest by confusing and dividing the working
class?

27-05-16.
THE
NAXALIST
WAS
MOVEEMNT A
REVOLUTIONARY JOB?
Any such job by the working class to vanish the wage
slavery to end the exploitation by disappearing the
capitalist private property is a revolutionary job in this
epoch.
Therefore, was the Naxalist movement for the same aim?
No.
Sure, land distribution among the landless people is
nothing but a heinous reactionary effort to reform the
capitalist society to protect it by chaining the free men by
land by creating such aspiration among the newly land
holders that they will not only be happy but also become
rich men by producing the crops.
But, they were simply wage slaves in country side in
various fields including agriculture thus they were the
revolutionary force as the sellers of labour power to
produce commodity to accumulate capital.
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Undoubtedly, the cause of all such sufferings, miseries,
hardship etc of the working class is the private property.
So, no alternate except abolition of the private property
by the working class alone for the emancipation of the
working class.
But, a newly land holder has become a capitalist not only
in thinking but also in reality by the private ownership of
the said land. Thus, he became a member of the
reactionary peasant.
Therefore, he is trying to do all possible things to be a
rich man by all nonsense jobs including political
hooliganism and even by involving his babies in his
property to work to save money for buying the labor
power to produce crops.
Thereby, such newly land holders has become the enemy
of the working class. Though, so many of them has lost
their land by the rule of the capitalist system, based on
private property but failed to protect the private
properties of all by the existing conditions of capital.
Military rulers of different countries including
Bangladesh also has done the same job by distributing
the land among the landless people to protect the
moribund capitalism.
Lenin- a claimed socialist leader with success also has
done the same thing to destroy the revolutionary concepts
to abolish the private property for the emancipation by a
new society with social/ common/ commune ownership
of the means of production, transportation and
communication.
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Therefore, have there any difference between the said
military rulers and so-called communist Lenin is this case
to protect the capitalist society? No.
The Naxlaist movement of West Bengal, India has done
the same job and has created the aspiration to landless
people to be a capitalist by betraying the revolutionary
working class.
Sure, any such efforts to protect the capitalist system in
this moribund condition of capitalism is a so reactionary
job.
So, the leaders of the Naxal movement has done the same
reactionary job by the support of the another world
famous liar about the capitalism too- the Leninist bossMao, the infamous killer of the world and a tactful and
cunning servant of the capitalist interest by founding a
state of state capitalism and a bogus communist party.

22-05-16.
He who is not against the rule man by man to end it is
either a master or a slave in mind.
Communism is a society of equals by ending the rule
man by man.
Therefore, a communist is against the rule man by man to
end it.
But, Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, Mao, Ho-Chi-Min, Kim, PolPot, Hoxa, Tito, etc Leninist bosses were not against the
rule man by man.
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Rather, they all were ruler to oppress and overpowering
the wage slaves to accumulate capital by exploiting the
wage slaves- the producer of capital.
A ruler is a ruler may be he is Changish Khan or Lenin or
Obama.
Undoubtedly, a rule is nothing but a political boss of the
exploiters to manage the exploitative system by
oppressing
and
overpowering
the
exploited.
In fact, rule man by man is the highest form of disrespect
to the humanity or sense of humanity by creating and
spreading the nonsense and rubbish concept that
maximum members of the human being are not able to
live without a ruler or rulers, thus, such dangerous
concept is so useful to ignore and deny the ability and
capacity of the ruled people to live without rulers .
Though, wild animals have no ruler but the animals of
forest can live.
Therefore, its clear by such foul and bogus but ill
motivated and fabricated concept of rulers to rule man by
man that the living ability and capacity of maximum
members of the human being are bellow then the wild
animals.
Though, all rulers has been claiming that the human
being is the best among the animals.
Noted, history of rule man by man is not more than 5,600
years but the age of human being is not less than
2,00,000 years.
Sure, working class will end such inhuman and shameful
condition of human being by ending the rule man by man
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by ending the exploitative capitalist system by ending the
capitalist private property.
Therefore, Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, Mao etc Leninist
bosses and rulers were : (1) Heinous collaborators of all
rulers including the rulers of Farah Dynasty of Egypt the bosses of dark age and the founder and maintainer of
the slavery society by dividing the human being as
master and slave but liar about the creation of the earth
and earthly animals including human being; (2) Fraud
and liar about not only socialism but also capitalism; (3)
Shameful elements of the human being though they were
shameless to say lie about their role as communist; (4)
Bosses of exploiters; (5) Creators of poisonous Leninism,
Mao thought etc to confuse the wage slaves to ignore and
deny the class identity and class interest of the working
class to serve the capitalist interest; (6) Dividers of the
workers of the world to protect the decayed capitalist
system; (7) Creators of disturbance and obstacles to
change the capitalist society by creating their states of
state capitalism but claiming socialist; (8) Cunning men
to hide the socialist movement by practicing the politics
of so-called right of self-determination of nations ; (9)
Infamous killers of the world by killing even their party
men and long time friends; And (10) Enemies of working
class- the best hope of the future.

20.05.16.
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA (
MARXIST)
IS
NEVER
A
COMMUNIST PARTYA communist party is a party of working class to fight
against the capitalist class to vanish the capitalism by a
communist revolution for the emancipation of wage
slaves by the communist society- a society free from
exploitation.
Thereby, a communist party is a party for class struggle
to end the class and class rule for the liberty and freedom
of all of the world by vanishing all weapons of capitalist
class including state.
But, the 2nd biggest Leninist party of the world-the
CPI(M) has been trying to occupying the governments of
various level - local to central by election to serve and
protect the capitalist interest by working by supporting,
defending and protecting the constitution of India - a
constitution for capitalist interest.
Moreover, India is the founding member of the IMF- the
controller of the world economy.
So, the government of India has no option except
implementing the policies of the IMF- a global but ever
mightiest syndicate to serve and protect the capitalist
interest globally.
Thereby, the government of India is not only serving the
capitalists of the India but also the whole capitalists of
the world.
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Thus, Government of Tripura state or Kerala state have
no scope to work against the IMF, rather both
government lead by the CPI(M) are bound to comply the
conditions of the IMF for the economical activities in
their respective jurisdiction.
So, as a ruling party of the state government - the CPI(M)
is not only serving the capitalists of India but has been
serving the capitalists of the world.
But, as a Leninist party-the CPI(M) has been claiming
that its work to develop the national economy thereby,
work to build better India is the current slogan of the
CPI(M).
Therefore, CPI(M) has ignore and deny the class question
and class interest of the working class thereby, its for socalled alliance of 'men' to hide the class struggle.
Undoubtedly, such politics to hide the class struggle is so
helpful for the capitalist class as a whole.
But, name of the CPI(M) is a communist party even it
has using the name of Marx - the discoverer of the
science of communism to marking it as a pure communist
party to confuse the workers.
Thus, CPI(M) is not only a party of capitalist interest but
also working against the working class but so tactfully
and cunningly.
In fact, CPI(M) is a party of double standard, and the
capitalist is not free from double standard to maximize its
interest by maximizing the exploitation.
Thereby, CPI(M) is a corrupt party, thus, the CPI(M) did
not feel any type of shame to manufactured a fake
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manifesto of the communist party to justify its misdeeds
against the working class to serve the capitalist interest.
So, CPI(M) is never a communist party.

16.05.16.
There was no king- a boss of masters to serve and protect
the parasitic interest by oppressing and overpowering
slaves and subjects before the slavery society-the first
class divided society.
So, there was no politics before the slavery society,
introduced by the boss of the masters- the king, a liar,
cheater, fraud, brutal ,heinous, cunning but a dangerous
person of the dark age.
Therefore, there was no discrimination among the human
being before, the politics has introduced by the bosses of
masters to live a parasitic life by exploiting the slaves.
But, it was necessary to justify the political power of
kings to rule and oppress by producing so many false and
bogus stories about their source of power by hiding their
inhuman and brutal jobs to create the slavery society.
Therefore, they have produced so many fabricated stories
about the creation of the earth, and earthly lives including
human being.
Thereby, they were divine right holders to rule on behalf
of the creator or creators and maintainers of the world by
the description of the manufactured but ill motivated
stories.
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Therefore, they have every right to do anything along
with killing or saving the life of anyone in his kingdom to
protect the peace.
But, no claimed creator or none of the creators or
maintainers of a single earth was aware even about the
diameter of the earth. The said earth of them was
constant and fixed. So, none of them was known that the
earth is moving around the sun.
Because, the creators of the said but false and bogus
creator or creators or maintainers of the earth were not
aware about the real earth.
It was impossible to know the origin of life in the earth
by the kings or their theoreticians because, cell theory
was not formulated before 1839.
So, kings- the political bosses of the masters and lords
were so expert to say anything without knowing the fact
to justify their political action.
So, politics is nothing but a bundle of lies to justify the
actions of politicians to oppress and overpowering others.
In fact, politics is the supreme policy of all evil polices to
serve and protect the parasitic interest.
But, working class will vanish the politics to end the
parasitic interest for the emancipation by vanishing the
private property- the cause of all evil jobs.

14.05.16.
He who sale his labor power to produce commodity to
accumulate capital is a worker or wage slave.
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Engineers, doctors, journalists, academic professionals,
acting singing, and writing professionals, and
professional researchers and scientists etc are also seller
of labor power to produce commodity to accumulate
capital.
Therefore, they are worker or wage slave.
But, they do not agree it in general.
Rather, they think that they are the intellectual class of
the society by ignoring and denying the intellectual
power of other workers.
Thus, other workers are manual labor by their
consideration.
But, no one can produce anything without intellectual
capacity.
Therefore, working class- the producer of all
commodities of the world are also intellectual.
So, all workers of the world are intellectual.
Thereby, such false and bogus concepts about the
intellectual power of a sizeable but academically or
professionally sound part of the working class is not only
a dangerous weakness of the working class rather it is
effective but a poisonous concept to divide the working
class by so-called manual and intellectual by denying the
class identity of the claimed ' intellectuals' as wage slave
and ignoring the working class interest.
Therefore, holding such unscientific concept about the
intellectual power by insulting a section of wage slaves
by a sizeable part of the working class is not only helpful
for the capitalist class, but its so useful to create a hateful
atmosphere among the workers of the world.
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Thus, such poisonous concepts about the intellectual
power is suicidal for the working class.
But, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
for the emancipation.
So, there is no option except rejecting such false, foul,
bogus and poisonous concept about labor and
intellectualism.

13.05.16.
He who knows that the CPI(M) has manufactured a fake
manifesto of the communist party but not opposing such
heinous crime of the CPI(M) is against the capitalism-the
producer of all crimes or is he a honest by the capitalist
law? No.
He who knows that the CPSU has distorted and
disfigured the writing of Marx and Engels including the
manifesto of the communist party but not opposing such
heinous crime of the CPSU is against the capitalism-the
producer of all crimes or is he a honest by the capitalist
law? No.
So many Leninist leaders, workers and supporters knows
the facts about the such forgery of both CPSU and
CPI(M).
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But, none of them yet come forward to oppose the such
evil jobs done by the CPSU and CPI(M) to serve the
capitalist interest.
Therefore, are the said Leninist leaders, workers, and
supporters those who know the such crimes, committed
by the CPSU and CPI(M) to confuse the workers of the
world about the capitalism, capitalist contradiction,
communist revolution, socialism etc to serve the
capitalist interest at least honest by the standard of the
capitalist law? No.
Leninists [ CPSU-CPI(M)] done fraud in translation of
the manifesto of the communist party too, a book,
published by the ICWF, @ icwfreedom.org .

11-05-16.
If there is judiciary, there is injustice to judge.
But, if there is no injustice, there is no utility of judiciary.
Therefore, there is necessity of injustice to judge by the
judiciary.
But, if there is no judiciary, there is no injustice.
So, injustice and justice are nothing but the opposite side
of a coin.
There was no judiciary before the private property has
introduced by the masters.
Therefore, there was no injustice before, the private
property, and judiciary.
Judiciary has introduced by the master to serve and
protect the interest of the parasitic ruling class to rule the
ruled classes.
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Thus, not fair justice but abolition of private property
along with its all weapons including judiciary is the
condition for a fair society free from injustice.
Noted, the code of Hammurabi is the first written code on
the basis of eye for eye, nose for nose, and killing for
killing.
The age of this code is not more than 3,800 years but the
age of human being is not less than 2 lacs years.
Furthermore, rule man by man is the highest form
insulting to the humanity by ignoring and denying the
equal dignity of every member of the human being as a
human being and everyone of human being is from 23
pairs of Chromosome.

10-05-16.
(2)
They are for socialism, but they are not interested about
capital to disappear it for socialism, win by wage slavesthe producer of capital.
Therefore, are they for socialism, the historical
consequence of capital? No.
They are for socialism, but they are not interested about
commodity to disappear it for socialism, win by wage
slaves-the producer of commodity..
Therefore, are they for socialism, the historical
consequence of commodity production? No.
They are for socialism, but they are not interested about
selling and buying system to disappear it for socialism,
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win by wage slaves-the seller of labor power to producer
commodity to accumulate capital.
Therefore, are they for socialism, the historical
consequence of selling and buying system ? No.
They are for socialism, but they are not interested about
wage slavery to disappear it for socialism, win by wage
slaves-the exploited class.
Therefore, are they for socialism, the historical
consequence of wage slavery system? No.
Leninist parties are not interested to disappear the capital
by disappearing the commodity production by ending the
selling and buying system to end the exploitation by
vanishing the wage slavery system by vanishing the
capitalist private property by the wage slaves of the
world for socialism.
So, no Leninist party is for socialism.

(1)
Everyone for success, but capitalism is not a society for
success of all.
In fact, the ultimate meaning of success is nothing but
gaining and holding the private property in this capitalist
society, based on private property- the cause of
competition, contest, conflict, quarrel, violence, war,
theft, robbery, hijacking, kidnapping, plundering,
exploitation, corruption, contamination, cheating,
forgery, misappropriation, lie, blamegame, false
propaganda, provocation, hypocrisy, torture, killing, rape,
crime, punishment, discrimination, disparity, power and
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powerlessness, rich and poor, bankruptcy, lose of private
property,
people
without
private
property,
unemployment, poverty, hungry, ill health, illiteracy,
darkness, ignorance, blindness, unscientific concepts,
faith and ideology, failure to gain the private property,
differences of scope to get equal opportunity and facility
by every kid to develop equally etc nonsense.
But, socialism is a society for success of all.
Because, there is no private but social/common
ownership of means of production, transportation and
communication for all of the world in socialism.

07-05-16.
Babur- the founder of Mughal Dynasty was a descendant
of Genghis Khan a heinous and infamous killer of the
world history. He conquered the India by defeating the
Ibrahim Lodi, the last ruler of the Delhi Sultanate in the
First Battle of Panipat (1526).
He was the eldest son of Umar Sheikh Mirza. ruler of the
Fergana Valley,contemporary Uzbekistan. Mirza was a
descendant of Yunus Khan, the ruler of Moghulistan.
Bahadur Shah II, was the last Mughal emperor was
deposed in 1858 by the British East India company and
exiled to Burma following the War of 1857 after the fall
of Delhi to the company troops.
None of the emperors of Mughal Dynasty ( 1526 to
1858) from Babur to Bahadur Shah ll, has taken any step
against the nature and self-dependent but so poor local
economy.
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Therefore, the lives of Indian mass people were as like as
the lives of plants, but with so serious hardship, miseries,
unnatural death by so many causes including famine in
every year more or less and suffering from the inhuman
caste system by considering the cow as mother of
Hindus.
India was conquered by many more invaders from
different parts of the world but no one took any
meaningful step to develop the so poor economy of India
by introducing capitalist mode of production.
But, the East India company has introduced the capitalist
mode of production by defeating the Nawab Siraj-uddaulah, Nawab of Bengal and his French, allies on 23
June 1757. Though, the EIC was not the king of UK,
rather it was formed for trade and commerce in India.
Undoubtedly, the East India Company has introduced the
capitalist mode of production in India.
Therefore, the East India Company has played a
revolution role by introducing the capitalist mode of
production by defeating the self-dependent, local but a
poor economy of India.
Marx has described it as the first revolution in India.
France East India Company has also played a progressive
role to develop the capitalist mode of India. Though,
there was contradiction between the said companies for
their capitalist interest.
Sure, national boundary was not enough to develop the
capitalist mode of production. Thus, the progressive
capitalist class has practiced the colonial policy to
develop the capitalist system globally by the existing
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conditions of capital by defeating the self-dependent but
so poor local economy all over the world.
Discovery of USA was the effort of the same policy by
the progressive capitalist class.
But, the Leninist parties are against the colonial policy by
practicing the politics of so-called right of selfdetermination of nations.
Thus, Leninist parties of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh etc
are against the introduction of capitalist mode of
production by the East India Company, even they are not
considering it as a company formed for the capitalist
interest by the some capitalists but not all people of
British to serve the all people of British. In fact, these
parties do not care to consider that there was class
division at UK and the capitalist class is exploiter of
working class. Thus, Leninist parties of India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh has been ignoring not only the class question
and class interest both UK and the then India but also
denying the history of capitalist development.
Parasitic ruling class but defeated by another parasitic but
progressive capitalist class is against the capitalist class
and capitalism. Thus, the said defeated and reactionary
force- the boss of dark age has tried to regain the political
power what they lost by the capitalist for the sectarian
parasitic interest of it. But, failed. Because, capitalism is
a worldwide system with modern industry thus, there is
no scope to back it in the self-dependent, local and poor
economy.
But, the Leninist parties of India, Pakistan, and
Bangladesh etc are considering Bahadur Shah ll- the last
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emperor of Mughal Dynasty as the national hero of the
so-called first independence war of India but merely a
mutiny by the some East Indian Company soldiers
because of professional dissatisfaction.
Sure, there is contradiction between the exploited
working class and the exploiter capitalist class by the
condition of the production of commodity to accumulate
capital.
Thereby, working class-the product of capitalist class
will vanish the capitalist class by vanishing the capitalist
system by vanishing the selling and buying by vanishing
the capitalist private/ company/ state properties to end the
exploitation to end the parasiticism to end the rule man
by man for the emancipation by a new but most modern
scientific society, communism- a society of friends and
lovers with a single identity of all of the world as a single
human being with full sense of humanity by a communist
revolution.
Therefore, there is no scope to consider any parasitic
interest by the revolutionary working class to defeat the
reactionary capitalist class for the new society. Or,
working class have no scope to ignore the class division,
class interest and conflict of class interest of different
classes except losing its own class interest. Or, working
class has no need to deny the history capitalist
development by the progressive capitalist class.
Therefore, the working class has no need to consider any
defeated force by the progressive capitalist class to
consider as the friend of the revolutionary class though
the both force are against the capitalist class.
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But, Leninist parties of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh etc
are for Invader Babur Dynasty by practicing the politics
nationalism, patriotism, development of national
economy etc.
How funny!

05-05-16.
MARX WAS A COMMUNIST
Communism is a society of equals.
So, a communist is not an extra-ordinary people.
Rather, a communist is working for communism to vanish the
discrimination among the human being.
Marx was a communist and thereby he worked for communism.
Sure, as a communist he was a scientist and thereby he has
discovered the science of communism by discovering the code of
capital and the code of society for change.
Masters and lords were extra-ordinary by their fabricated and illmotivated politics to justify their political authority to rule, oppress
and overpowering the slaves, serfs and subjects by defining all of
them as ordinary.
But, scientific fact is everyone from 23 pairs of Chromosome,
therefore, all are equal equal by born condition but there is
discrimination because there is private property.
Therefore, he who uphold the politics of ordinary and extraordinary, introduced by the masters and lords is not free from
slavery mentality.
But, Leninist bosses has been marking Marx as an extra-ordinary
but communist Marx was against all slavery for the freedom of all
of the world.
Even, Leninist bosses has been celebrating the birth day of Marx
by following the culture and customs introduced by the masters.
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Therefore, Leninist bosses has been not only undermining Marx
but also ignoring the science of communism and thereby denying
and opposing the communist movement for communism- a society
free from all slavery concepts, ideas, ideologies, mythologies,
customs, cultures etc

02-05-16.
(2)
The manifesto of the communist party has described that
the capitalist class can not exist without constantly
revolutionizing the instruments of production, and
thereby the relations of production.
Such condition to exist the capitalist class as capitalist is
one of the main conditions to disappear the capitalist
society by the communist society by the working class
alone.
Communist society is a scientific society along with all
most modern and sophisticated equipments and
instruments to use by every one to try to minimize the
hardship of human labor to produce all required things
for all of the world by possible shortest time and without
risk.
So, modernization of instruments of production by the
capitalist class is a historical task for the capitalists to
exist.
Thereby, its not a bad thing for the working class, though
the immediate of effect of such modernization in
capitalism is cause of lose of job by some workers.
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In spite of that such modernization is not finally against
the interest of the working class.
But, some workers did not allow the modernization
process by the bitter experience for jobless life.
Therefore, they went against the modernization works of
their buyers of labour power. But, they failed to resist the
historical process.
The famous John Henry was one of the defeated railway
worker.
But, Leninist parties has been upholding the stupid action
of John for what he died by challenging a new
equipment. Sad.

(1)
An accused have right to defend and thereby no accused
is free to defend him-self from the accusation.
But, a criminal have nothing to do except saying so many
nonsense to hide the fact to avoid the consequence.
A compliant is not free to prove the complain by the
required evidences including sufficient records.
The failure to prove the facts by the required evidences is
not only dismissal the complain but also punishable in
some cases by the law of the exploiter capitalist class.
But, there are so many Leninist bosses are not ready to
prove their complain against the activists of the ICWF,
but they are very much interested to accuse the activists
of the ICWF, with so many fabricated,manufactured,
false and foul allegations.
How funny!
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On the other hand there are so many Leninist bosses but
none of them are interested to defend Lenin- as a
communist and Leninism as an useful things for
communist movement where the published findings,
views and conclusion of the ICWF, expressed in its
various books is that Lenin was never a communist
rather, he was a servant of capitalist interest and
Leninism is nothing but the corruption of science of
communism, discovered by Marx and thereby Leninismthe politics of state capitalism and the so-called right of
self-determination of nations is so useful to confuse the
working class about even capitalism and to divide the
workers of the world by nation and country.
Therefore, are the both types of Leninist bosses free from
crime or have any right of them to say Lenin was a
communist and Leninism is helpful for the communist
movement ?

01-05-16.
(2)
ILO Conventions are not for the interest of working class
to fight against capitalist class by fighting against wage
slavery to vanish the wage slavery by a communist
revolution by working class alone. Rather, ILO
Conventions are for peaceful co-existence of capitalist
class and working class to increase the production and
productivity to increase the volume of capital by
exploiting the wage slaves.
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Moreover, states are defunct under the rule of the IMF
but no state is free from serving the capitalist interest by
oppressing and overpowering the wage slaves, but such
states has determined as a middle man to conciliate the
disputes between the capitalist class and working class.
Therefore, no organization is working to serve the
working class interest if it is not against the ILO and its
Conventions.
But, not only Leninist parties but also more or less all
trade unions of different countries including Bangladesh
are for ILO convention. On the other hand May day is a
historical day for wage slaves of the world to celebrate it
to take required steps to fight against all capitalist
organizations including IOL to fight against the capitalist
class to fight against wage slavery to vanish it for the
emancipation of working class by vanishing the capitalist
class.
Therefore, celebration of the historical May day by all
such organizations those are not against the all capitalist
organizations including ILO is nothing but a heinous and
bad effort to chained the wage slaves by rules,
conventions etc of capitalist organizations including IMF,
ILO etc & etc.
Sure, working class will celebrate the historical May day
to fight against all such capitalist organizations including
the trade unions for ILO Conventions.
(1)
MAY DAY CELEBRATION AND..........
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May day is a historical day is the day of only working
class and thereby its the day for the working class to
celebrate it to marking the difference and discrimination
between the exploiter capitalist class and the exploited
working class to fight against the capitalist class to
vanish it for the emancipation of the working class by the
united forceful action of the workers of the world.
So, celebration of the May day for any worker of the
world is a scope to enjoy his own day to give the best
effort to try to unite the workers of the world by pointing
the weakness of the working class and unmasking the
ugly faces of the exploiter capitalists of the world to
vanish the capitalist class and capitalism by a communist
revolution by the working class alone for the
emancipation.
But, capitalist bosses of different countries has been
celebrating the May day with a nonsense slogan to unite
the owners of the means of production and of exchange
and workers of a particular country to develop the
economy of the said country by the friendly atmosphere
at work place.
Undoubtedly, such politics is not only dangerous but also
suicidal for the working class to consider the exploiters
of them are friends by ignoring the class interest and
denying the class identity of the working class as a
exploited
class.
In fact, there is no working class party to unite the
workers of the world to fight against the capitalist class
to vanish the capitalism by a communist revolution.
Thereby, working class is suffering from such suicidal
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concepts
and
views.
Thus, the workers of the world is divided by the nation,
country, color, sex, religion, etc.
But, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
for
the
emancipation.
Noted, even the working class can not raise the demand
for 4 hours working day and 4 working days for a week
and totally 20 hours work per week including overtime 1
hour per day if necessary.
Because, workers of the world are divided.
But, raising the such demand for 4 hours working day is
quite natural and logical in the context of the 1886, the
year for the glorious creation of the May day event for
the 8 hours working day by the struggling workers of the
Hey market, USA.

30-04-16.
The declaration of the independence of Vietnam, written
by Ho-Chi-Min has acknowledged the independence
declaration of America for human rights and other things.
But, socialism is a society free from selling and buying,
wage, wage slavery, commodity, capital, exploitation,
private property by the description of the manifesto of the
communist party by Marx and Engels.
But, all these capitalist things are existing at Vietnam.
Moreover, any investment from any part of the world in
any sector including education at Vietnam is protected by
the GOV by the guaranty clause of the constitution of the
Vietnam.
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Therefore, the private property is protected by the
constitutional guaranty at Vietnam.
But, the Government of USA has the right to nationalize
any property for the national interest.
Sure, selling and buying, wage, wage slavery,
commodity, capital, private property etc all are existing
at USA.
Therefore, if the Vietnam is a socialist country with the
all such mentioned capitalist things then why not USA is
more than 1000 times socialist by not guarantying the
private property to protect?

29-04-16.
(2)
Stop repression and released arrested:
France government has tried to stop the movement of
workers of various sectors of France supported by the
thousands students and young to protect the existing
rights and benefits by taking some oppressive measures
including arrest.
TV news reported that more than 100 workers were
arrested.
Such repressive steps taken by the France Government is
not only a condemnable and heinous action but also
against the rights of the workers- the producer capital.
Undoubtedly, workers have every right to protect their
rights and benefits by the movement.
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Strike, protest, assembly etc are the natural rights of the
workers.
But, the government of France has denied and ignored
such rights of workers those are in movement in different
city of France.
Sure, nothing except win is the only option for the
workers of France.
I think, workers of various countries will come forward
to support the ongoing movement of workers of France to
win.
Workers of the world unite.

(1)
Was Ishwar Chandra really a sea of knowledge?
Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar (26 September 1820 – 29
July 1891, West Bengal, India ), still is considered as a
sea of knowledge (Vidyasagar) even by the Leninist
bosses of India and Bangladesh.
As a government officer for education department he did
a good job to spreed the education.
But, the education system has introduced by the
government of East India company to produce human
tools for the capitalist system to produce commodity to
accumulate capital by exploiting the wage slaves.
Sure, he wrote some books about Bengali Language and
Religion.
He has tried to reform the some religion rules, customs
and tradition of Hinduism and succeed to introduce the
law for marriage of Hindu widow by the government.
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Marriage has introduced by the masters to protect the
private property by the legitimate inheritances.
Sure, one of the main causes of sufferings of Hindu
widows was the marriage system.
When he did such reform activities then capitalist class
has been destroying the capitalist ownership along with
family relation by the existing conditions of capital.
Therefore, capitalist society had become old before the
manifesto of the communist party by Marx and Engels,
has public, 1848. Therefore, no work which is not
effective to vanish the capitalist society is progressive
work after the manifesto has published. Thus, such
reform work which was not against the capitalist private
property rather an effort to protect the private property by
the legitimate inheritance by introducing the Hindu
widow marriage is not at all a progressive but a
reactionary job of Ishwar Chandra.
Socialism is a society free from the private property,
therefore, there is no utility of right of inheritance.
Moreover, not family but the individual is the basic unit
of the socialist society.
So, the marriage system is an immaterial issue in
socialism- a scientific society by the historical
consequence of capitalism.
Was Ishwar Chandra fully aware about the consequence
of capitalism, though the manifesto of the communist
party has published before 43 years of his death by
declaring the death sentence to the capitalist class by
discovering the code of capital and the code of society
for change; and proving that the capital-the unpaid labor
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will vanish by the working class by the existing
conditions of capital? No.
Therefore, if Mr. Ishwar Chandra was a sea of knowledge
without knowing the cause of disappearance of
capitalism along with it all weapons and instruments
including state, family then what about Marx and Engels?
Mr. Ishwar Chandra was totally unknown about the life
of plants. Because, Jagadish Chandra Bose, (30
November 1858 – 23 November 1937, Bengal, India )
did not discover it within the lifetime of Ishwar Chandra.
Therefore, if Mr. Ishwar Chandra was a sea of knowledge
then what about Jagadish Chandra Bose?
Ishwar Chandra was totally unknown about the theory of
relativity.
Because, Albert Einstein, (14 March 1879 – 18 April
1955) did not formulate it in the life time of Ishwar
Chandra. Therefore, If Mr. Ishwar Chandra was a sea of
knowledge then what about Albert Einstein?
Ishwar Chandra was totally unknown about the air plan.
Because,The Wright brothers, Orville (August 19, 1871 –
January 30, 1948) and Wilbur (April 16, 1867 – May 30,
1912) did not invent the air plan before 1903. Therefore,
if Mr. Ishwar Chandra was a sea of knowledge then what
about the Wright brothers?
Ishwar Chandra was totally unknown about the
Television. Because, Constantin Perskyi had coined the
word television in a paper read to the International
Electricity Congress at the International World Fair in
Paris on August 25, 1900. And the first demonstration of
the instantaneous transmission of images was by Georges
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Rignoux and A. Fournier in Paris in 1909. Therefore, if
Mr. ishwar Chandra was a sea of knowledge then what
about them?
Ishwar Chandra was totally unknown about the modern
computer.
Because, Konrad Zuse ( 22 June 1910 – 18 December
1995) has invented it in the year, 1941. Therefore, if Mr.
Ishwar Chandra was a sea of knowledge then what about
Konrad Zuse?
Ishwar Chandra was totally unknown about the mobile
phone.
Because, Martin Cooper brought it at market in the year,
1983.
Therefore, If Mr. Ishwar Chandra was a sea of
knowledge then what about Martin Cooper?
Undoubtedly , identified anyone as an extra-ordinary is
nothing but a slavery mentality.
But, Leninist bosses are not free from the mental slavery
thus the Leninist bosses of India and Bangladesh still
considering Ishwar Chandra as a sea of knowledge and a
progressive man.
Nothing to say.

28-04-16.
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The basic difference between capitalism and socialism in
one sentence is : Capitalism is a exploitative society,
based on private property, but socialism is a society free
from exploitation with social/ common ownership of the
means of production, transportation and communication.

26-04-16.
A reply to Laboni Mondol- 26-04-16. (
https://www.facebook.com/labonirimi )
A post of Laboni Mondol was as :
Laboni Mondol
5 hrs · Dhaka ·
হ্যা আপনা দে র বলছি --যা রা কমি উনি স্ট পা র্টিগু লোএবং কমি উনি স্টদে র
সমা লো
চনা য় সা রা ক্ষণ মগ্নথা েকন।িনেজরা ঘরে ঘরে বসে আঙুল চুেষন।
এখন পর্যন্তসকল শো
ষণ-বৈ ষম্যের বি রু দ্ধে যা কি ছু করে ছে ন--কমি উনি স্টরা ই
কেরেছন। অা পনি বা আমরা শু ধু ঘরে বসে বসে দু'কলম লি খে লে খক
হেয়িছ। সমা লো
চনা র পা হা ড় গেড়িছ। কি ন্ত
ু সমা জ,প্রগতি , মা নুষে র স্বার্থে
কি চ্ছু করি নি /করতে পািরিন।
কমি উনি স্ট, কমি উনি স্ট পা র্টিগু লোনি য়ে সমা লো
চনা হতে পা রে --কি ন্ত
ু যে বা
যা রা কমি উনি স্টএবং কমি উনি স্ট পা র্টিগু লো
কে একে বা রে খা রি জ করে দে ন-তা দে র বলছি : আপনা র বা বা র ভুল-ক্রুটি হলে যে মন আপনি সমা লো
চনা
করতে পা রে ন--কি ন্ত
ু জন্মদা তা হি সে বে তা কে খা রি জ করতে পা রে ন না। ঠি ক
তে মনি ভা বে কমি উনি স্ট এবং কমি উনি স্ট পা র্টিগু লো
কে খা রি জ করতে পা রে ন
না। খা রি জ করলে --আপনি জা রজ হয়ে যান। অবশ্যই জা রজ হয়ে যান।
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অস্তিত
্ বহী ন মা নুষ বা চে না। কমি উনি স্টরা আমা দে র অস্তিত
্ ব, কমি উনি স্ট
পা র্টিগু লোআমা দে র েচতনা।
আমি আর স্ পষ্টভা বে বলছি -- যা রা কমি উনি স্টদে র খা রি জ করে দে ন, তা দে র
অবদা নকে অস্বীকা র কেরন। তা দে র জে নে রা খা উচি ত--তা রা এই
সমা জ,প্রগতি র জন্যএখন পর্যন্তএকটা বা লোছি ড়তে পােরনিন। এখন সকল
অন্যায় বৈ ষম্যের বি রু দ্ধে প্রথম এগি য়ে আসে ন--কমি উনি স্টরা ই, কমি উনি স্ট
পািগ
েলাই। আপনা রা অফি স, আদা লতে বসে হা সে ন, নৃত্যকরে ন, বা রে র
যা ন, মজা েনন। আর প্রগতি শী লতা ফলা ন--শা হবা গে এসে , আজি জ সুপা র
মা র্কেে টে এেস। বা দ দি ন এসব ভ�ামী। নি জে র মুখো
শ উন্ মো
চন করে -ইতি হা স, ঐতি হ্যকে জা নে ন, বুঝে ন,িশেখন।
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And reply of SHAH ALAM as below:

Shah Alam: Laboni- @ Laboni. Sure, we ( ICWF, @
www.icwfreedom.org ) are against Leninism-the
corruption of science of communism. Therefore, CPSU the party of Lenin did not feel to distort the writings of
Marx and Engels. We have more than 16 printed books to
unmask the ugly face of Lenin and his disciples and one
of them is as : Leninists [ CPSU- CPI(M) } done fraud in
the translation of the manifesto of the communist party
too. Its not criticism but a conclusion about the crime of
CPSU and CPI(M) against the working class. Sure, such
disfiguration or distortion is crime by the capitalist law.
Sure, I am ready to accept any punishment, determining
by the Leninist bosses and you too Laboni , if our
conclusion about the distortion of the manifesto of the
communist party is wrong or false. I think, all of you will
come forward to confirm my punishment by proving
wrong of our statement. But, if no one will come to do
the same, then what? Are you all not the supporter of a
crime or you all are not mental slave or blind to Lenin – a
servant of capitalist interest ? Sure, I have shared a post
of me about the Bolshevik party as a reactionary party
with a note to you to defend. But, you did not so, rather,
you said so many rubbishes even about me by using
some abusive terms originated from the feudalism,
above. Sure, an accused have right to defend but a
criminal? Nothing. Thus, a criminal have no option
accept saying so many nonsense to divert the attention to
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hide the facts to avoid the consequence of his crime.
Mental slaves are also same. Sure, a mental slave cannot
live without his masters. But, communism is the end of
age of all masters. Undoubtedly, a criminal is a liar too. I
do not know how many years you are working for
Leninism-the corruption of science of communismdiscovered by Marx, but how you said that I am not
doing such rubbishes what you the disciples of Lenin has
been doing without knowing my past ? Are you aware
about the political alliance of 3 fronts, worked against the
military regime? Go through to the actions of the central
liazon committee of the alliance of the 3 political fronts
and 15 party front to find a man who was a central
member of the both alliances and thereby he challenged
the military dictator face to face for hijacking the state
power on behalf of the 15 party alliance, July, 1984 at
Bhangobahan . Do you know that who read the last
political declaration of the said alliance of the 3 political
fronts in the meeting of 5 party front in front of GPO,
19th November, 1919? Are you concern about the Jute,
Textile, Sugar etc workers and employees action council,
who fought against the privatization policy, determined
by the IMF, founded by the winners of the 2nd world war
including Leninist boss J.Stalin to serve and protect the
capitalist interest globally and thereby followed by all the
3 Governments of Bangladesh including the government
of S.Hasina, first time? Do you know how many workers
lost their lives in these action programe or how many
injured or how many convicted ? Do you know who look
after them? Do you know who was the central spokesman
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along with covering the field actions including attending
in the road blocked, of the said action council ? Do you
know the oppression to the jute miles workers at Khulna
by the so-called care taker government but not paying
their wages for 34 weeks but who has came to face it, at
first and happened various actions including a successful
shutdown program, calling by a people’s commission for
jute and jute industries, what was punishable crime by
the order of the then government ? Are you aware about
the people's commission for jute and jute industries,
under the chairmanship of Justice (rtd) G. Rabbani? Who
was the sectary of this commission and made a public
report on what basis the then government has taken some
steps? Are you aware about the council to protect the
sugar cane and sugar industries? Who was the man who
took the first step to form it to protect the total sugar
sector? I think, no. Even, you did not feel to know the
facts about a man before saying something against a man.
I don't know the age of you. But, I have lost 30 years
from my life by doing the said jobs above as a Leninist
boss but a stupid even I did not read the constitutions of
USSR, or laws or decrees or wage policy when I was
Leninist. Even, it was unknown to me that what I read as
the manifesto of the communist party is not a manifesto
of the communist party, written by Marx and Engels
rather it’s a fake manifesto. Sure, I was impressed and
griped by the Leninist literature. However, Lenin was a
liar not only about socialism but also capitalism. So,
disciples of Lenin can say so many nonsense except
defending. Finally, I am waiting to receive the
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punishment letter by all Leninist bosses including you for
our wrong statement about the distortion of the manifesto
of the communist party by any Leninist. This book is
available @ www.icwfreedom.org. Good bye. However,
no Leninist version without make sure our punishment is
readable. Noted, communists have no need to lie and
cheat. But, Lenin Cheat and Betraying Marx So IMF The
World Lord And---- is our first book, to try to rebuild the
communist movement which is absent since 1896, to
form a communist party- a gloab pary of working class to
unite the workers of the world to fight against the
capitalist class to vanish the capitalism by vanishing the
wage slavery, by vanishing the selling and buying by
vanishing the production of commodity to accumulate
capital by exploiting the wage slaves by vanishing the
capital by vanishing the capitalist private property by a
communist revolution-the ever biggest event of the world
by the working class alone for communism- a society
free from masters and slaves.
However, there are some mental slaves or blind to Lenin
or beneficiary from the poisonous Leninism has liked
your such false and foul but intentional post even some
of them has made comment by supporting you, but are
aware about me or read our writings or the said post
about the Bolshevik party, formed for developing the
capitalist mode of production at Russia, by increasing the
rate of exploitation to increased the volume of capital by
its founding declaration. Nothing to say them.
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25-04-16.
WOMAN BODY IS NOT
SEXUAL OBJECT BUT YET
TREATED POLITICALLY:
Not anatomically but the body of a woman is a sexual
object politically thereby, bodies of women are the target
of men to use them for the sexual pleasure of men.
Thus, women has been suffering from the sexual
harassment by the men even she is not free from such
harassment in the house of her husband, or father or son.
Thereby, the body of a woman is the cause of her sexual
harassment event at home.
Thus, not anatomically but the body of a woman is her
enemy.
So, a woman is living with such a enemy along with
anxiety and insecurity.
Sure, not anatomically but the breasts of women are
sexual organs politically.
A breast of a lady is nothing but a gland to produce milk
for her babies.
Noted, women were human being before the private
property
has
introduced
by
the
masters.
But, a virgin girl or a woman with chastity is so
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important to produce a legitimate inheritance to protect
the private property.
Therefore, the masters has produced so many fabricated
stories even about the origin of women from the man to
serve the interest of male including sexual desire of men.
Thereafter, the female has become women as a sexual
object by the politics of masters.
Therefore, the customary description of a female body
along with functions of its different organs and parts are
not anatomical but political.
Sure, the masters and lords has introduce so many rules
and customs to chained the women body to protect the
virginity of girls and chastity of women to produce the
legitimate inheritance.
Violations of such rules and customs is punishable even
by death sentence.
Therefore, girls and women are always in fear if she is
violated by any male. In fact, ladies are living always
under threat even by conceptually.
Thus, lives of ladies are in miserable condition by such
politics, originated from the private property.
The capitalist class is not against the private property,
thus the attitude of capitalist class towards women is not
different from the idiot, ignorant and ill motivated but
masters and lords of dark age.
So, there is no option except vanish the politics by
vanishing the private property to consider and confirm
the females as human being with a single identity of
human being.
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Sure, socialism - a society free from politics thus its a
society of equals so, there is no discrimination among the
human being even by sex in socialism, where everyone is
a human being with full sense of humanity.

23-04-16.
SOCIALIST REVOLUTION AND
LENIN
The culmination of contradiction of 2 developed classes
of the capitalist society is the socialist revolution to end
the contradiction among human being by ending the
capitalist private property to end the commodity
production to end the accumulation of capital to end the
wage slavery to end the exploitation.
The capitalist society is a global society.
Thus, the range of the socialist revolution is global.
So, socialist revolution is not possible in one country
alone.
And, the socialist revolution is the job of working class
alone, but imposed by the capitalist class.
Such formulation about the socialist revolution by the
existing conditions of capital has drawn by Marx and
Engels.
( The principle of communism; The Manifesto of the
communist party; Socialism: Utopian and Scientific, and
others writings of them)
But, some army personals, loyal to the Bolshevik party a multi-class party has captured the state power of
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Russia, 25th October, 1917, under the leadership of
Lenin.
Therefore, there is no reason to marked it as socialist
revolution if there is no bad intention to confuse the wage
slaves to serve the capitalist interest.
But, Lenin did so.
So, Lenin was a liar about the socialist revolution.
But, disciples of Lenin still believe Lenin as a great
leader of the October socialist revolution at Russia.
Really, are they stupid or criminal?

22-04-16.
(7)
He who is a buyer of labor power to produce commodity
to accumulate capital by paying wage to the seller of the
labor power is a exploiter.
Lenin was the chief executive of his state therefore,
Lenin was the buyer of labor power of his state to
produce commodity to accumulate capital, thus, Lenin
was the gang leader of exploiters.
He who know at least ABCD about the capital can not
say that a buyer of labor power to produce commodity to
accumulate capital is not a exploiter.
As a boss of exploiters Lenin was a criminal though the
capitalist exploitation is not crime by the law of capitalist
class. But, the cause of all crimes is the capitalist
exploitative system.
A beneficiary from the Leninist politics is not free from
such crime against the wage slaves.
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Criminals are criminal. No criminal is welcomed.

(6)
A boss of the capitalist exploiters is not the friend of
wage slaves.
Because, a boss of capitalist exploiters can do anything
against the wage slaves including killing to serve the
interest of the capitalist exploiters to accumulate capital
by exploiting the wage slaves.
Sure, Lenin did everything against the wage slaves
including killing to accumulate capital by exploiting the
wage slaves as the chief executive of his state. Therefore,
the rate of exploitation in his state was much higher than
USA.
So, Lenin was never a friend of working class.
Sure, Marx and Engels both were the friends of wage
slaves.
Marx has wrote various books including Das Capital to
unmask the ugly faces of the capitalist exploiters to fight
against the capitalist class to vanish the exploitative
capitalist system by the working class alone.
The cunning but fraud Lenin has used the name of Marx
to impressed the working class to consider Lenin as the
friend of wage slaves. In fact, Lenin has done everything
against the writings of Marx. Thereby, CPSU- the party
of Lenin has distorted the writings of Marx including Das
Capital.
Sure, no one except a fraud or supporter of a fraud or
stupid can say that Lenin -the boss of capitalist exploiters
is the friend of wage slaves.
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(5)

LENIN WAS A REACTIONARY
BOSS
Leninist parties has been claiming that Lenin was a
communist revolutionary.
But the manifesto of the communist party has described
so rightly that " Of all the classes that stand face to face
with the bourgeoisie today, the proletariat alone is a
genuinely revolutionary class. The other classes decay
and finally disappear in the face of Modern Industry, the
proletariat is its special and essential product.
The lower middle class, the small manufacturer, the
shopkeeper, the artisan, the peasant, all these fight
against the bourgeoisie to save from extinction their
existence as fraction of the middle class. They are
therefore not revolutionary, but conservative. Nay, more
they are reactionary, for they try to roll back the wheel of
history. "
But, the Bolshevik was a party of reactionary peasants
too thus, the Bolshevik party was a reactionary party.
Therefore, Lenin as a key founder of the Bolshevik party
was a communist revolutionary by the founding
declaration of the reactionary Bolshevik party.
Thus, any party, originated from the reactionary
Bolshevik party is nothing but a reactionary party.
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So, Lenin was a reactionary boss by the description of the
manifesto of the communist party.

(4)
Capital is not a matter of imagination, rather its the fruit
of hard labor by the wage slaves.
The capitalist society is not a matter of imagination,
rather its a hard reality and thereby existed along with so
many parasitic people with a huge cost to maintain them
including 2% of the total production of the world only in
the military sector to serve and protect the capitalist
interest.
So, the change of the capitalist society is not a matter of
imagination but a hard reality by the working class by a
communist revolution-the ever biggest event of the
world.
But, Leninist parties has been thinking that its a matter of
one mid night by some army personals by killing 2
guards, what did Lenin to captured the state power of the
Russia.
Really, are they stupid or criminal?

(3)
Is socialist revolution a mid night show by some army
personal?
Undoubtedly, the culmination of the contradictions of 2
developed 2 classes of the capitalist society is socialist
revolution.
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Such formulation about socialist revolution has drawn by
both Marx and Engels. No doubt, they are right on it.
Thereby, the socialist revolution is the ever biggest event
of the world to vanish the all rubbishes originated from
the private property by vanishing the private property for
socialization of means of production, transportation and
communication.
But, Lenin has captured the state power of Russia by a
planed military coup in mid night but claimed it a
socialist revolution by ignoring and denying the
formulation of Marx and Engels what was not unknown
to Lenin. But, Lenin has claimed him-self a Marxist.
Therefore, was Lenin only a liar and cheater or a
betrayer?
Undoubtedly, Lenin was a liar, cheater and betrayer.

(2)
Once upon a time in a good morning a cunning but ill
motivated man has said that he is the grand son of some
one who is the creator of the earth and the earthly lives
thereby he is a king by the appointment of the creator to
rule the creatures.
Therefore, the said king has introduced some rules to
follow and care by the slaves and subjects of him. Sure,
violation of his rules was punishable crime. Thereby, the
human being has divided into classes by the said king - a
liar but politician.
The place of such introduction of class, rule, slave,
private property etc nonsense is Egypt.
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The capitalist class has proved that no one has created the
earth and the earthly lives rather, all these are natural
product.
Therefore, the secular capitalist class has abolished the
rule of the Church and King of France at France by the
historical France revolution-1789.
In spite of that there are so many people are yet believed
the false and fabricated stories about the creation of the
earth and the earthly lives, produced by the so many liars
but ill motivated kings, masters, lords etc. Though, they
do not hesitate to use the mobile phone, net etc scientific
instruments, produced by the capitalist class to contact
and communicate.
Noted, one big liar Mr.Lenin has said that he has founded
a socialist state at Russia, in the year 1917.
Therefore, so many people has believed it. Thousands of
people of the world has lost their lives for establishing
the same state as considering it socialism. Countless
people has suffered.
But, USSR-the state of Lenin was a state of state
capitalism, and state capitalism is capitalism.
Thereby, by the consequence of state capitalism- the
USSR has dissolved in the year-1991.
In spite of that there are some people has been claiming
that Lenin was a great communist leader and the USSR is
the first socialist state in the world. How funny!
Really, are they stupid or criminal?
More details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published
by the ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .
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(1)
LENIN WAS NEVER A COMMUNISTLenin was never a communist to unite the workers of the
world to fight against the capitalist class to vanish the
capitalism by a communist revolution by the working
class alone for communism- a society free from
exploitation.
Rather, he has founded a state of state capitalism, where
the rate of exploitation was much higher than USA. But,
he claimed that it was a socialist country, which was
totally false even by his own writings about his state as a
state of state capitalism. But, no doubt, state capitalism is
capitalism, and it was not unknown to Lenin.
So, Lenin was a liar not only about socialism but also
capitalism. Thereby, he has created a false and wrong
conception and impression among the wage slaves of the
world about the capitalism and socialism to serve the
capitalist interest to protect the decayed capitalism.
A socialist revolution is nothing but the culmination of
contradiction of 2 developed classes of the capitalist
society to end the selling and buying to end the wage
slavery to end the production of commodity to
accumulate capital by vanishing the capitalist private
property to end the exploitation to end the rule, man by
man for the liberty and freedom of all of the world.
Thereby, socialist revolution is the job of working class
alone.
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But, Lenin has captured the state power of Russia by
planed military coup by killing 2 guards in the mid-night.
Records shows that the government of Lenin by the
military coup has rejected by the voters of the Russia by
the election of the constituent assembly, held under the
government of Lenin.
Lenin has introduced a constitution to constitute his state
and he was the chief executive of his state till his death
but the very post what he holds was not narrated in his
own constitution-1918.
So, Lenin was not only a gang leader of the exploiters but
also a extreme and absolute but more dangerous dictator
than Tsar, because, the post of Tsar with its source of
power, scope, power and function was mentioned in his
constitution-1906.
Therefore, Lenin has betrayed not only with the people of
Russia but also the workers of the Bolshevik party on its
founding program on democracy and the sovereignty of
people.
Sure, there was judicial killing under the rule of the Tsar,
but killing without trial was restricted by the constitution
of Tsar-1906.
But, Lenin did not care any court or trail to kill his enemy
or opponents thus, there was extra-judicial killing under
the government of Lenin and he killed so many
So, Lenin was a infamous killer of the world.
As a dictator Lenin did not care even his constitution to
introduced the new economic policy ( NEP) by violating
his own constitution on restriction of selling and buying
of labor power in private sector.
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Lenin was a atheist personally, but he was not against
religion and religious practice in his state, by his own
constitution-1918.
Unity of workers of the world is the first condition for the
emancipation of the working class, but Lenin has divided
the workers of the world by nation and country by
practicing the politics of so-called right of selfdetermination of nations. Thereby, Lenin has committed
crimes against the working class to serve the capitalist
interest.
So, Lenin was a heinous criminal.
Bolshevik party- the party Lenin was a multi-class party
to developed the capitalist mode of production at Russia
to increased the rate of accumulation of capital by
exploiting the wage slaves by its founding declaration.
Thereby, Bolshevik party was not a party of working
class to unite the workers of the world for a communist
revolution for communism. Thus, the Bolshevik party
was never a communist party. But, Lenin has changed the
name of his party as communist party to create confusion
and misunderstanding among the wage slaves even about
the communist party- a global party of working class
alone.
So, Lenin was not only a liar but also cheat and fraud
about
the
communist
party.
More information @ www.icwfreedom.org .

19-04-16.
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Capital it-self is the cause of disappearance of capital and
capitalism.
Therefore, capitalism has been creating all necessary
conditions for the disappearance of capitalism by the
existing conditions of capital: (1) Reproduction; And ( 2)
Circulation.
Thus, capitalism is the foundation of socialism.
So, socialism is unavoidable and inevitable.
The ownership of means of production, transportation
and communication by the society is socialism.
The ownership of means of production, transportation
and communication by the commune is communism.
So, there is no difference between the terms socialism
and communism.
Sure, there is difference between socialism, originated
from the capitalism and socialism developed form the
socialism by the conditions of living standard but not in
principle.
But, Lenin has created an artificial difference between
both the terms to confuse the wage slaves to accept his
state of state capitalism as socialist to serve the capitalist
interest.

18-04-16.
POVERTY IS UNTHINKABLE IN
SOCIALISM
No country of the world is free from poverty- an artificial
creation of capitalist class.
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Total labor force was 3.1 billions out of 7.17 billions
population of the world, in spite of that per head average
income of the world population was not less than $
12,800 in the last year and its enough & enough for any
individual to live a life with a good style. But, 14.5 % of
the total population was bellow extreme poverty line that
means they had no ability to spend $1.2 per day per head
by the report of the World Bank.
But, World Bank is working for a poverty free world
since its birth,1945.
There were so many politicians in this world those who
committed to make their respective country free from
poverty. But, failed.
The rate of poverty in USA- 15% (2012); Japan-16.1%
(2012); Germany-19.9% (2011); France - 13.5% (2010)
and UK-5.5% (2010).
These are the 5 big members of the World Bank by their
share.
In spite of that there are so many politicians and
economists those are yet committing to free their
respective countries from the poverty!
How funny.
Noted, there are sellers and buyers of labor power to
produce commodity to accumulate capital by paying the
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wage to the wage slaves-the sellers of labour power but
the producer of capital in the capitalist system. Therefore,
capital is nothing but the unpaid part of commodity or
unpaid labour by paying wage to the sellers of labour
power. Thus, wage slaves are unavoidable and essential
factors to maintain the capitalist system.
So, if there is no seller of labour power then who will
produce capital, if there is no poverty? Or if all are rich
then who will produce the capital to run the capitalist
society ?
Sure, all poor are not sellers of labour power but the
sellers of labour power are poor, because they have no
means of production, transportation and communication
to live. Thus, they are sellers of labour power to produce
commodity to accumulate capital.
Really, if any one have the ownership of any means of
production, transportation and communication, he is at
least rich, then why he will go for sale his labour power?
On the other hand capital can not exist without
reproduction and circulation.
So, if there is capital, there is wage slavery and if there is
wage slavery there is poor. Thus, there is no scope to be
free from poverty in capitalism.
Thereby, Capitalist bosses, politicians, economist etc are
not only liar but also fraud and cheat even about poverty.
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But, the term poverty is unthinkable in socialism, win by
working class alone by defeating the cheater and liar
capitalist class.
Because, there are no parasitic to exploit, thereby, there
is no weapons including state to serve the parasitic
interest rather all able bodied are worker but no one is
wage slave thus, everyone will work for the best well fair
of the human being by using their best effort in socialism.

17-04-16.
(2)
He who do not know the diameter of the earth, is he
aware about the earth? No.
He who is not aware about the earth, is he a maintainer or
creator of the earth? Question does not arise at all.
He who do not know the speed of the earth, is he aware
about the earth? No.
He who is not aware about the earth, is he a maintainer or
creator of the earth?
Question does not arise at all.
He who do not know that the earth is orbiting the sun, is
he aware about the earth? No.
He who is not aware about the earth, is he a maintainer or
creator of the earth?
Question does not arise at all.
He who do not know the mass of the earth, is he aware
about the earth? No.
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He who is not aware about the earth, is he a maintainer or
creator of the earth?
Question does not arise at all.
He who do not know the distance of the earth from the
sun, is he aware about the earth? No.
He who is not aware about the earth, is he a maintainer or
creator of the earth? Question does not arise at all.
He who not know the age of the earth, is he aware about
the earth? No.
He who is not aware about the earth, is he a maintainer or
creator of the earth?
Question does not arise at all.
He who do not know the chemical properties of the earth,
is he aware about the earth? No.
He who is not aware about the earth, is he a maintainer or
creator of the earth? Question does not arise at all.
Noted, there are 1 billion 1 hundred claimed maintainers
and creators of the 1 single earth! But, none of them
knows the above mentioned facts about the earth.
How funny!

(1)
Girls are not commodity to sale , but yet treated, because
there is private property -the cause of all evils.
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Girls are nor sex object to use, but yet treated, because
there is private property-the cause of sexism.
Women are not property to belong or owned by males ,
but yet treated, because there is private property- the
cause of all nonsense.
Women are not sex slave of males but yet treated,
because there is private property- the cause of all slavery
including wage.
Women are not reproductive machine to produce the
inheritances for husbands, but yet treated, because there
is private property to protect it by the legitimate
inheritances- the cause of all violence even against
women including rape.
Women are not lower caste but yet treated, because, there
is private property- the cause of all disparity and
discrimination among the human being.
Women are not weakened but yet treated, because there
is private property- the cause of all nonsense political
concepts, ideas etc but unscientific about the human body
and functions of human body.
Women are not the cause of crime, but yet treated,
because, there is private property - the cause of all crimes
including killing, rape.
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Therefore, if there is no private property, there is no
reason to consider the girls and women as commodity, or
sex object, or sex slave, or reproductive machine etc
nonsense.
Thus, there is no reason to commit crime and violence
even against women including rape, in society where
there is no private property.
So, there is no reason to exist any such disparity and
discrimination among the human being even by sex, in a
society where there is no private property.
Rather, all are members of a human being with full sense
of humanity in a society where there is no private
property.
Therefore, all are free to do anything including love and
union, in a society where there is no private property.
Thus, there is no option except abolition the private
property to be free from all nonsense concepts, ideas
about girls and women as they are sex object or sex slave
or property of males etc.
So, the abolition of private property is unavoidable
condition to free the whole human being from such
crimes including rape, violence.
Undoubtedly, the working class- the producer of capital,
will vanish the private property for the emancipation.
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15-04-16.
You are a secular but you are not against wage slavery to
vanish it for humanitarian society where there is no
discrimination among the human being, then you are not
a progressive or humanitarian
You are a atheist but not against the private property- the
source and cause of all evil and bad things to vanish it for
a free and fair society then you are not a man for a free
and fair society where there is no nonsense those are
originated from the private property including war,
violence, killing, rape.
You are a secular but you are not against exploitation to
vanish it by vanishing the wage slavery by vanishing the
private property - the cause all miseries and suffering for
the emancipation then you are not a lover of liberty and
freedom.
You are a atheist but you are not against the rule, man by
man to vanish it for a society of equals then you are not a
man for equal dignity of all of the world.
You are a secular but you are not against ideologies to
vanish it for a scientific society where everyone is
scientist to work to know the nature to win to use it for
the best well fear of the human being then you are not a
scientist.
You are a atheist but you are not against nationalism,
colorism, sexism etc nonsense, originated from the
private property to vanish all these for a united human
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being then you are not a man for a human being with a
single identity.
You are a secular but you are not against the rich- the
producer of poor to end the poverty for a joyful society of
ever greens then you are not a man for joy and pleasure
of all.
You are a atheist but you are not against the political
boarders to reduce all political boarders for the safe,
secure and best comfortable habitat for the all human
being of the world then you are not a man free from the
sectarian interest.
You are a secular but you are not against politics- the
supreme policy of all evils to end it to end the class rule
to end oppression, and overpowering for a discrimination
free society then you are not a man to fight for a society
where everyone is only human with full sense of
humanity.
You are a atheist but you are not a wage slave or with
wage slaves to fight against wage slavery to vanish it to
vanish the capitalism- a global system but a society of
certainty of uncertainty, then you are not a man for a
society of uninterrupted peace.

13-04-16.
(2)
Not year or month or day but the existing conditions of
the society has been determining the good or bad
condition of anyone.
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Therefore, not year or month or day but the existing
conditions of the society is the matter of consideration to
know the practical situation and real condition of anyone
to determine the future course of action to improve or
change the situation.
But, the exploiters of the dark age has introduced some
days including new year's day to observe and celebrate
for the well being of the observers.
How funny and how mockery!
But, such politics of masters and lords to introduce to
observe and celebrate some days for the well being of the
observers was a bad and heinous effort to confuse the
slaves and subjects about their real conditions of life by
hiding the dangerous role of the exploiters for the
miseries and hardship of exploited but ruled class.
Capitalist class is also exploiter.
So, capitalists are not free from such politics to confuse
the wage slaves by spreading so many false stories about
the better condition of them and the miseries and
hardship of wage slaves.
Thereby, capitalists are not only insisting and
encouraging but also provacating to observe such foul
events including new year's day for the well being of the
observers.
There are huge expenditure to celebrate such events
including new year's day, therefore, there are heavy
marketing, thus, there is a good scope to increase the
volume of capital of the concern capitalist.
Sure, such celebration is so useful and helpful for the
capitalist exploiters in various ways including the
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spreading the false, but ill-motivated, fabricated and
bogus concepts of dark age about the good and bad
condition of life.
But, what about wage slaves?
Not only cause of lose but also suicidal and dangerous
for the wage slaves, because, they has been ignoring and
denying their class identity and class interest by
celebrating such events, introduced by the exploiters for
their parasitic interest.

(1)
No one call him Mr.Diabetes, he who is suffering from
the diabetes.
No one call him Mr. Typhoid, he who is suffering from
the typhoid.
No one call him Mr. Aids, he who is suffering from the
aids.
But, every one call him Mad, he who is suffering from
the mental disease.
But, why? Is it not an injustice to the mental patients ?
Sure, suicide is a curable mental disease.
Thereby, its need to provide the required treatment to the
patient of suicidal attempted or suicidal tendency cases
for the recovery of them.
But, there are some laws against the attempt to suicide,
by marking it as punishable crime.
Is it not funny or mockery with them?
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Not punishment but receiving the all possible but best
treatment facilitates and opportunities are not only right
but due for a patient of suicidal case.
So, its need to null and void the all concern laws against
the patient of the suicidal case.
Sure, they are patients those are suffering from the
mental disease.
So, no one is mad.
Noted, the cause of the mental diseases is nothing but the
private property.
Because, no one is safe and secure in this capitalist
society, based on private property. Because, capitalism is
a society of certainty of uncertainty.
So, no one is free from the fear and anxiety in this
capitalist society.
Finally, its so important to stop the use of the very
nonsense word - 'MAD'.

12-04-16.
(3)
Year is not an element of commodity.
So, year have no role to create value or surplus-value that
is capital.
Thereby, year can not play any role to earn or lose the
money.
Thus, year have no role to change the financial condition
of anyone.
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Sure, year have no role to improve the health condition of
anyone.
Undoubtedly, year can not play any role to change the
political situation of any country.
Year have no role to change a society.
So, year have no role to play for good or bad of anyone.
In fact, a year is nothing but a definite period by counting
the moving time of the Earth around the Sun, which is
called a calendar year.
Calendar has introduced by the Roman King to collect
the tax and rent for every year to earn his revenue to
expend and lead a luxurious life.
Roman calendar was with 10 months.
Some kings or emperors has followed it and some others
has introduced their own calendars for the same reason.
Emperor Akbor, India, has introduced the Bengali
calendar by relating it with the harvesting season to
maximized his revenue.
Collectors of rent and tax were the beneficiary from the
calendar year too.
The said beneficiaries has introduced the new year
celebration to expend their money by arranging so many
events including fair.
But, so many tenants have left their habitats by the failure
to pay the tax and rent.

(2)
Capitalism is a society based on private property.
But, the capitalist class has been negating the private
ownership by the existing conditions of capital.
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The working class- a product of capitalist class will
finally negating the private property by a communist
revolution, imposed by the capitalist class by the existing
conditions of capital.
Therefore, the historical consequence of capitalism is
socialization of means of production, transportation and
communication that is communism by the existing
conditions of capital.
Thus, capital is the cause of totally negation of private
property.
Thereby, capital is the cause of disappearance of capital.
So, communism is inevitable by the existing conditions
of capital.
Noted, reproduction and circulation are the existing
conditions of capital. But, the effect of reproduction is
over production and the result of overproduction and
thereby the outcome of over production is recession, and
the consequence of recession is so many including lose of
private property by some property holders.
So, the consequence of repeated recession is socialism.

(1)
Was Lenin against the rule man by man ? No.
But, communism is a society free from rule many by
man.
Was Lenin for ending the rule man by man by working
class? No.
But, socialism is a society win by working class alone,
where there is no rule man by man.
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Was Lenin against political power, politics and political
party to disappear all these class weapons to vanish these
by a communist revolution by the working class alone?
No.
But, communism as a classless society is free from all
such class weapons to rule and oppressed.
Noted, politics is nothing but an organized power to
oppress and overpowering the others, introduced by the
masters for their parasitic interest and inherited by the
capitalist class- the last and final parasitic people of the
history, based on private property.
The age of human being is not less than 2,00,000 years
but the age of private property, class, class rule, class
oppression, class weapons - ideology that is religion-the
politics of masters, kingdom, king -the supreme politician
in his kingdom etc are not more than 5,600 years.
But, capitalism has been creating all conditions to destroy
the private property by the existing conditions of capital,
thereby, working class- the product of the exploiter
capitalist class will vanish the private property along with
all nonsense, originated from the private property.
Was Lenin against the capitalist mode of production to
vanish it by a communist revolution- a global event,
imposed by the reactionary capitalist class for the
commune/ social/ common ownership of the means of
production, transportation and communication? No.
But, socialism/communism is a society with
commune/social/ common ownership of the means of
production, transportation and communication to
produce, transport and communicate all required social
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necessities by the all able bodied with an association of
all of the world to coordinate, transport and communicate
all required things to the all of the world.
Was Lenin against all nonsense and rubbishes including
ideologies, originated from the private property for a
scientific society, win by only the working class by
disappearing the capitalist class- currently suffered by
serious and dangerous insanity ? No.
But, socialism/communism is a scientific society thus, its
free from all nonsense unscientific things including
Leninism-the corruption of science of communism,
discovered by Marx by discovering the code of capital
and
the
code
of
society
for
change.
Was Lenin for a communist revolution- the culmination
of contradiction of sellers and buyers of labour power of
the world to end the exploitation -the cause contradiction
between the capitalist class and working class as sellers
and buyers of labour power to produce commodity to
accumulate capital? No.
Rather, he founded a state of state capitalism by a planed
military coup, where the rate of exploitation was much
higher than USA.
But, a communist society is the outcome of the
contradiction of sellers and buyers of labour power of the
world by the condition of commodity production to
accumulate the capital.
Was Lenin interested to serve the working class? No.
Rather, he served the capitalist interest by his politics of
state capitalism and so-called right of self-determination
of nations to protect the decayed capitalism by confusing
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and dividing the workers of the world by nation, country
and a false & bogus political but motivated propaganda
about socialism, capitalism, communist party, communist
revolution, communism etc.
Therefore, Lenin was a historical cheater, fraud and
criminal by practicing the Leninist politics by committing
huge crimes against working class.
But, communism is society free from all such crimesoriginated from the private property.
So, Lenin was never a communist.
In details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published by
the ICWF, @
icwfreedom.org .

11-04-16.
There are not less than 210 states in this world but
society is one and that is capitalism- a global system.
Sure, all states are the so strong weapons of the capitalist
class to manage the capitalist system to serve and protect
the capitalist interest by oppressing and overpowering the
wage slaves to exploit the wage slaves to accumulate the
capital.
Therefore, all executives of the all states are nothing but
the managers of the capitalist class.
Thus, there is no difference between the managers of the
capitalist class to accumulate capital by exploiting the
wage slaves.
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But, Leninist parties has been claiming that Lenin, Mao,
Ho-Chi etc Leninist bosses were different than the others.
How funny!
Records shows that the rate of exploitation @ USSR was
much higher than USA.
The condition of such higher rate of exploitation were
same in the all Leninist states than USA.
So, its the difference between Lenin and the chief
executive of USA.
Sure, As chief executive of his state Lenin was a gang
leader of the exploiters.
Noted, cost and expenditure of the states are nothing but
a part of surplus-value, produce by the exploited wage
slaves.
So, no executive of any state is the friend of wage slaves.

07-04-16.
Parasitic people are not free from competition and
contradiction among themselves, because of conflict of
interest.
So, parasitic people can do every nonsense including lie,
cheat, forgery, violence, killing, rape.
Sure, parasitic people has introduced the politics and
political power that is kingdom or state to exploit, rule,
oppress and overpowering.
Noted, politics is nothing but an organized power to
oppress, and political power that is kingdom or state is
nothing but a strongest weapon of ruling class to rule,
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oppress and overpowering to serve and protect the
parasitic interest.
Certainly sure, parasitism has originated from the private
property.
Therefore, the private property is the originator of
parasiticism.
Thus. the private property is the producer of conflict of
interest among the parasitic people- the owner of private
property or the servant of private property holders.
On the other hand, there is another conflict of interest
between parasitic people and exploited people of the
society.
So, parasitic people are always involved in contradiction,
conflict etc nonsense.
Thereby, politicians -the bosses of parasitic people are
not free from contradiction, conflict, quarrel, war, killing,
lie, betray etc all nonsense to serve and protect the
parasitic interest.
Therefore, there are war, killing, rape, arson , destruction,
torture, violence etc all nonsense, because there is
parasitic people because there is private property.
But, if there is no private property, there is no parasitic
people, thereby, there is no conflict of interest, thus, there
is no lie, cheating, betraying, quarrel, violence, war,
killing, rape, torture etc all nonsense and evil things,
originated from the private property.
Thereby, a society without parasitic people is a society
free from maters, lords, leaders, guides, heroes, rather, all
are human being with full sense of humanity thus, its
society of equals.
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So, a society without parasitic people is a not only a
humanitarian society but also a society of uninterrupted
peace.

06-04-16.
Its so important to know the nature by knowing the code
of nature to win the nature for the well being of the
human being.
Capitalist class is not interested to know the nature to win
the nature for the well being of the human being.
Rather, they are very much interested to increase the
volume of capital by exploiting the wage slaves but using
the natural resource.
Therefore, capitalist class is not eligible and fit to know
and win the nature for required development of the
society for the well being of the whole human being.
In fact, capitalists are slave of capital.
Thus, capitalists have nothing to do except following,
caring and practicing the orders of capital to exist as
capitalist.
So, capitalists are not only self-centred and one eyed but
also
blind.
But, capitalist class as a whole is so ferocious thus,
capitalists can do any heinous job up to killing to protect
the capitalist property.
Really, not human being but the capitalist property is so
important to the capitalists.
So, there is no alternate except vanishing the capitalist
class by vanishing the capitalist private property for the
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expected development of the society by knowing the
nature to win the nature for the best use of the natural
resources for the best well being of the whole human
being.
Noted, natural resource is the one of 2 elements of
commodity, and another is labor.
Natural resource has use value but not exchange.
Therefore, the price of a commodity is nothing but labor.
But, capitalist has pay wage to the wage slaves -the
producer commodity.
Therefore, the unpaid part of a commodity is capital, or
the unpaid labor is capital or dead labor is capital.
Thus, capitalist class as a whole is exploiter.
Sure, exploiters knows to exploit and they are very much
interested to exploit but not well being of the human
being.
But, exploited working class will do everything for the
well being of the whole human being by vanishing the
exploitation by vanishing the selling and buying by
vanishing the capitalist private property.
So, working class is only the hope of human being for the
best future of the whole human being.

05-04-16.
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A state with a chief executive Mr. Obama along with
commodity, capital,wage, selling and buying,
exploitation, exploiters, exploited etc is a capitalist state
and its right.
A state with a chief executive Mr. Fidel along with
commodity, capital,wage, selling and buying,
exploitation, exploiters, exploited etc is a socialist state
and how funny!
But, Leninist parties has been saying such thing that the
USA is a capitalist state and CUBA is a socialist state.
Are they free from ill motive and bed intention to hide
the fact to serve the capitalist interest to protect the
moribund capitalism? No.
Noted, CUBA is a state of state capitalism and state
capitalism is capitalism, where the sufferings, miseries,
hardship etc of wage slaves is much more than a
traditional capitalist state.
USSR, founded by Lenin was a state of state capitalism
along with all capitalist nonsense but the rate of
exploitation at USSR was much higher than USA.

04-04-16.
No one can kill anyone, but yet there is killing.
Because, there is private property.
No one can lie, but yet there is lie.
Because, there is private property.
No one can rape, but yet there is rape.
Because, there is private property.
No one can rule anyone, but yet there is rule man by
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man.
Because, there is private property.
No one can restrict anyone, but yet there is restriction.
Because, there is private property.
No one can do anything against anyone, but yet
happening.
Because, there is private property.
No one can create disparity, but yet there is
discrimination.
Because, there is private property.
No one can divide the human being, but yet there is
division.
Because, there is private property.
No one can deprive anyone but yet there is deception.
Because, there is private property.
No one can torture anyone, but yet there is torturing.
Because, there is private property.
No one can dishonour anyone, but yet there is
dishonouring.
Because, there is private property.
No one can undermine anyone, but yet there is
underestimation.
Because, there is private property.
No one can exploit anyone, but yet there is exploitation.
Because, there is private property.
Noted, everyone is from the 23 pairs of Chromosomes.
So, everyone is equal by born condition.
Sure, everyone will be treated equally equal if there is no
private property.
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So, no one will kill or rape or undermine or exploit in the
society of equally equal and that is SOCIALISM.

31-03-16.
H2O is water.
Its the code of water.
Thus, its science.
And the discoverer of the code of water was a scientist.
Undoubtedly, the discoverer of the code of water was not
identified as a producer of any ideology.
In fact, science and ideology is not same.
Ideology is nothing but a fabricated political view or
opinion or creed to serve the parasitic interest.
But, science is the code of any creation or transformation
of any thing.
Thus, science is a factual statement of anything for
creation or transformation.
Thereby, science is fact.
Thus, science is reality.
So, science is true.
Sure, no discover of any code of any creation or
transformation of anything is called a ideologist rather,
all discoverers of the code of anything are called
scientist.
Marx has discovered the science of communism by
discovering the code of capital and the code of society
for change.
Therefore, Marx was a scientist.
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But, Leninist parties has been identifying him as a
producer of a ideology as like as Marxism.
Such, identification of Marx is not only undermining
Marx him-self but its an heinous effort to ignore and
deny the science of communism to serve the capitalist
interest to protect the decayed capitalism- a waste and
unscientific society thereby, its the cause of all evil jobs
of the world.

29.03-16.
(2)
She is not for him, but yet treated.
She is not for his pleasure, but yet treated.
She is not for his romance, but yet treated.
She is not for sexual use of him, but yet treated.
She is not a sexual object of him, but yet treated.
She is not a soft bed of him, but yet treated.
She is not born for him, but yet treated.
She is not a reproductive machine of him, but yet treated.
She is not for his inheritance, but yet treated.
She is not for his service, but yet treated.
She is not a property for him, but yet treated.
She have an identity, but yet not recognized.
She have a life to live, but yet not acknowledged.
She have an equal partnership to produce a new kid, but
yet not properly acknowledged.
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Because, there is private property along with right of
inheritance.
Thereby, she is not a member of human being but
woman.
Thus, she is a object of sex and sexual harassment
including rape.

(1)
The cause of lie is private property.
The cause of cheating is private property.
The cause of forgery is private property.
The cause of impurity is private property.
The cause of counterfeit is private property.
The cause of betraying is private property.
The cause of conspiracy is private property.
The cause of dishonesty is private property.
The cause of mistrust is private property.
The cause of violation of contact is private property.
The cause of breaking of relation is private property.
The cause of greed is private property.
The cause of doubt is private property.
The cause of arrogance is private property.
The cause of crime is private property.
The cause of punishment is private property.
The cause of quarrel is private property.
The cause of conflict is private property.
The cause of contest is private property.
The cause of antagonism is private property.
The cause of hostility is private property.
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The cause of enmity is private property.
The cause of brutality is private property.
The cause of terrorism is private property.
The cause of war is private property.
The cause of torture is private property.
The cause of oppression is private property.
The cause of overpowering is private property.
The cause of retaliation is private property.
The cause of blood-thirstiness is private property.
The cause of intimidation is private property.
The cause of violence is private property.
The cause of killing is private property.
The cause of rape is private property.
The cause of sexual harassment is private property.
The cause of restriction on body is private property.
The cause of restriction on free move is private property.
The cause of inhumanity is private property.
The cause of selfishness is private property.
The cause of exploitation is private property.
The cause of parasitic interest is private property.
The cause of slavery is private property.
The cause of worship is private property.
The cause of discrimination is private property.
The cause of disparity is private property.
The cause of hunger is private property.
The cause of starvation is private property.
The cause of poverty is private property.
The cause of illiteracy is private property.
The cause of ignorance is private property.
The cause of superstition is private property.
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The cause of myth is private property.
The cause of mythology is private property.
The cause of ideology is private property.
The cause of unscientific concept is private property.
The cause of backwardness is private property.
The cause of sexism is private property.
The cause of colorism is private property.
The cause of nationalism is private property.
The cause of ethnicity is private property.
The cause of politics is private property.
The cause of ill health is private property.
The cause of insecurity is private property.
The cause of uncertainty is private property.
The cause of anxiety is private property.
The cause of mental disease is private property.
The cause of suicide is private property.
The cause of want of peace is private property.
The cause of rule man by man is private property.
The cause of class is private property.
The cause of class rule is private property.
The cause of class weapons including state is private
property.
The cause of subjugation is private property.
The cause of domination is private property.
The cause of evils jobs is private property.
But, if there is no private property, there is no such evil
jobs.

26-03-16.
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The age of law, judiciary to delivery justice, crime and
punishment is same.
The code of Hammurabi is the first written law of the
world
The said code was full with so many section for death
sentence even for providing the shelter to a fugitive
slave.
Policy of the said code was as : ear for ear, nose for nose,
neck for neck.
In fact, retaliation was the judicial policy to maintain the
law for the sectarian interest of the private property
holders.
The code of Manu was for the retaliation policy to
maintain the so waste cast system to serve and protect the
interest of private property holders.
Roman law was not different from the same policy of
retaliation.
There were at least 220 laws for death penalty in
England.
Not only theft of 6 penny but also begging was not out of
death penalty.
Laws of the other countries of the world were introduced
on the same policy of retaliation to protect the law to
serve and protect the parasitic interest of the private
property holders.
Therefore, not end or reduce the crime but justice is to
make sure the proper retaliation.
In fact, if there is no crime, there is no utility of judiciary
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to delivery justice and thereby there is no necessity of
law.
Noted, crime is nothing but the violation of law.
Thus, if there is no law, there is no crime.
Undoubtedly, socialism is a society free from law, crime
and punishment.
Because, there is no private property in socialism.
Finally, man ruled by man is the highest form of crime
by the standard of the natural justice.

25-03-16.
Law, introduced by the masters to protect their sectarian
interest by serving and protecting the interest of private
property holders.
Therefore, know the law, care the law, follow the law,
obey the law is the legal obligation of the concern people
to serve and protect the interest of the private property
holders.
Thereby, violation of law is crime by the description of
law to protect the law to protect the legal authorities to
serve and protect the interest of the private property
holders.
Thus, law it-self is the reason of crime.
In fact, private property is the cause of all crimes.
Because, law has originated from the private property, to
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serve and protect the interest of the private property
holders.
But, if there is no private property, there is no utility of
law to serve and protect the interest of the private
property holders, thereby, there is no law, thus, there is
no scope to violate the law so, there is no crime ,if there
is no law.
Sure, working class will vanish the private property by
winning the new society- socialism which is free from
private property, thus, its free from law.
So socialism- a society free from crime.
Noted, the age of private property, law and crime is
same.
Undoubtedly, he who is not against the private property
to vanish it by the working class alone is not against
crime to end all crimes including killing, rape, etc
nonsense.

24-03-16.
(2)
There is law to punish the killers but there is killing.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of killing.
There is law to punish the frauds, but there is forgery.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of forgery.
There is law to punish the robbers, but there is robbery.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of robbery.
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There is law to punish the hijackers, but there is
hijacking.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of hijacking.
There is law to punish the illegal trespassers , but there is
illegal trespassing.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of illegal trespassing.
There is law to punish the attackers, but there is
attacking.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of attacking.
There is law to punish the kidnappers but there is
kidnapping.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of kidnapping.
There is law to punish the terrorists, but there is
terrorism. Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of terrorism.
There is law to punish the missusers of social/collective
fund, but there is misuse of social/collective fund.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of misuse of social/collective
fund.
There is law to punish liars and cheaters but there is lie
and cheating.
Because, there is private property.
So, Law is not the remedy of lie and cheating.
There is law to punish the rapists but there is rape.
Because, there is private property.
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So, law is not the remedy of rape.
There is law to punish the criminals, but there are crimes.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of crime.
But, there is only remedy of all such nonsense is
abolition of private property.

(1)

There is law to punish the killers but there is killing.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of killing.
There is law to punish the frauds, but there is forgery.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of forgery.
There is law to punish the robbers, but there is robbery.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of robbery.
There is law to punish the hijackers, but there is hijacking.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of hijacking.
There is law to punish the illegal trespassers , but there is illegal
trespassing.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of illegal trespassing.
There is law to punish the attackers, but there is attacking.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of attacking.
There is law to punish the kidnappers but there is kidnapping.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of kidnapping.
There is law to punish the terrorists, but there is terrorism. Because, there
is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of terrorism.
There is law to punish the missusers of social/collective fund, but there is
misuse of social/collective fund.
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Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of misuse of social/collective fund.
There is law to punish liars and cheaters but there is lie and cheating.
Because, there is private property.
So, Law is not the remedy of lie and cheating.
There is law to punish the rapists but there is rape.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of rape.
There is law to punish the criminals, but there are crimes.
Because, there is private property.
So, law is not the remedy of crime.
But, there is only remedy of all such nonsense is abolition of private
property.

23-03-16.
Chastity of a woman is so important to protect the private
property by the legitimate inheritances, but what about
man?
Virginity of a girl is so important to marry a man to
produce his legitimate inheritances to protect the private
property.
But, if there is no private property, there is no utility of
both virginity or chastity to protect the private property
by the legitimate inheritances.
There was no private property before 5,500 years
therefore, the question of chastity and virginity did not
arise at all.
Even, the word rape was not known to the people when
there was no private property.
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Noted, the age of human being is not less than 2 lacs
years.
Its very much clear that the private property has chained
the bodies specially women body by so many rules, laws,
customs, etc to protect the virginity and chastity of girls
and women to protect the private property by the
legitimate inheritances.
Thereby, women has marked as reproductive machine of
their husbands.
Thus, wives has considered as the property of husbands,
thereby wives has been considering as sex slaves,
therefore, in general, husbands do not care to take
consent of their wives for sexual intercourse thus, in
general, wives are not free from rape by their husbands.
No doubt, girls are not sex commodity or sex objects but
yet treated. Thereby, girls are not free from kidnapping,
sexual harassment even rape by the males.
Undoubtedly, working class will win a new society,
which is free from private property. Therefore, there is no
utility of right of inheritance in socialism- a society free
from all rules, laws, customs etc, originated from the
private property to serve and protect the interest of
private property holders, thus, there is no discrimination
among the human being even by sex in socialism- a
society free from all evil nonsense including rape, rather,
everyone is free to do anything including love and union.

19-03-16.
100

If there is private property, there is exploitation.
If there is private property, there is exploiters.
If there is private property, there is exploited.
If there is private property, there is parasitic people.
If there is private property, there is class.
If there is private property, there is class rule.
If there is private property, there is class oppression.
If there is private property, there is class contradiction.
If there is private property, there is class struggle.
If there is private property, there is terrorism.
If there is private property, there is killing.
If there is private property, there is violence.
If there is private property, there is rape.
If there is private property, there is crime.
If there is private property, there is punishment.
If there is private property, there is contradiction.
If there is private property, there is conflict.
If there is private property, there is insecurity.
If there is private property, there is quarrel.
If there is private property, there is conspiracy.
If there is private property, there is lie, cheat, fraud etc.
If there is private property, there is ideology.
If there is private property, there is myth.
If there is private property, there is worship.
If there is private property, there is sexism.
If there is private property, there is nationalism.
If there is private property, there is colorism.
If there is private property, there is evil thing.
If there is private property, there is state to rule and
oppress.
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If there is private property, there is arms forces to kill.
If there is private property,there is division among the
human being.
If there is private property, there is discrimination among
the human being even by sex.
If there is private property, there is hostility.
If there is private property, there is antagonism.
If there is private property, there is inhumanity.
If there is private property, there is slavery.
If there is capitalist private property, there is wage
slavery.
If there is capitalist private property, there is selling and
buying.
If there is capitalist private property, there is commodity.
If there is capitalist private property, there is capital.
If there is private property,there is
hardship,miseries,sufferings, anxieties, etc.
If there is private property, there is suicide.
But, if there is no private property, there is no such
nonsense what mentioned
above.
Sure, working class will win the new society free from
private property.

18-03-16.
Worship to anyone or any thing is nothing but a heinous
custom to considering that some are extra-ordinary and
some are ordinary among the human being.
Therefore, such custom of worship is so helpful to divide
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the human being by master- the extra-ordinary but divine
right holder to rule and oppress the slaves- the ordinary
people to serve the masters.
Thus, such custom of worship is so useful to exploit and
overpowering the slaves by the masters.
Sure, worship has introduced by the masters to justify
their political authority to protect the interest of private
property holders.
In fact, worship has originated from the private property.
Capitalism is based on private property and the capitalist
class as a whole is exploiter.
Thereby, such custom of worship is helpful for the
exploiter capitalist class too.
Thus, the capitalist class has been nourishing the custom
of worship to serve and protect the capitalist interest by
exploiting the wage slaves by marking them as ordinary
people,but born to serve the capitalist class- the extraordinary people.
But, every human being is equal because every one is
from 23 pairs of Chromosomes.
So, no one is extra-ordinary or no one is ordinary.
But, there are so many extra-ordinary people because,
there is private property.
Leninist parties has been acknowledging that Lenin,
Trotsky. Stalin, Mao, Kim, Ho-Chi etc were extraordinary people.
Thereby, Leninist parties are not free from worshiping
their masters by celebrating their birth and death
anniversaries.
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But, communism is a society free from private property
thus its free from exploitation, thereby, there is no
discrimination among the human being, thus there is no
ordinary or extra-ordinary people in communism so,
communism is free from worship.

17-03-16.
Existing conditions of capital is the cause of
disappearance of capital, capitalist class and capitalism
by the working class.
Therefore, socialism is inevitable by the historical
consequence of capitalism by the existing conditions of
capital by the working class alone.
So, a communist revolution by the working class alone is
unavoidable to replace the capitalism by the socialism- a
society free from exploitation by the existing conditions
of capital.
Noted, existing conditions of capital are : (1)
Reproduction;
And
(2)
Circulation.
The outcome of reproduction is over production, and the
result of over production is stock and that is recession.
The effect of recession is disturbance of circulation
thereby, capitalism is not working to accumulate capital
rather, there are so many destructive actions including
war by the capitalist class, but losing of private property
by some capitalists is natural and thereby, starting the
process of social ownership of means of production is
quite natural thus, the historical consequence of repeated
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recession is socialization of means of production,
transportation and communication and that is socialism- a
society free from capital.

09-03-16.
Observing the International woman day, 10th March is so
helpful to ignore and deny the class interest and class
identity of working class in this class divided capitalist
society.
Therefore, exploiter and corrupt capitalist class is
beneficiary from such celebration of so-called
international woman day.
On the other hand its so useful to dive the wage slaves by
sex.
But, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
for the emancipation.
So, not woman wage slaves but the capitalist class as a
whole is beneficiary from such event, introduced by the
UN, a global political and social club of the capitalists of
the world.
The very much slogan to unite all women of the world
for equal right and that is for freedom of women is
nothing but a conspiracy and heinous effort of capitalist
class to confuse the woman wage slaves by ignoring the
antagonism and discrimination among the women of the
world, because of private property.
Sure, there are so many buyers of labor power of the
world are women to produce commodity to accumulate
capital by exploiting the wage slaves but all sellers of
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labor power that is all wage slaves of the world are not
only male rather, there are so many women too.
But, are there any women capitalist care the women wage
slaves to exploit? No.
Noted, the interest of exploiter and exploited is not same.
So, the interest of women capitalists and women wage
slaves is not same but quite opposite and antagonistic by
the condition of selling and buying of labour power to
produce commodity to accumulate capital.
. Thereby, there is no scope to celebrate such event
jointly by the exploited woman wage slaves with
exploiter woman capitalists except losing the interest of
woman wage slaves.
In fact, such celebration by woman wage slaves is
nothing but a suicidal act for not only women wage
slaves but also total wage slaves of the world.
But, Leninist parties has been celebrating such
international woman day for the claimed freedom of
women.
Therefore, Leninist parties has been serving the capitalist
interest by celebrating such International woman day too.

07-03-16.
Not sex but the private property is the cause of disparity
and discrimination among the human being.
Therefore, discrimination between male and female is
nothing but the private property.
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Thus, if there is no private property, there is no disparity
and discrimination among the human being.
So, there is no disparity and discrimination between male
and female, if there is no private property.
In fact, wage slavery, based on private property is the
cause of all existing miseries and nonsense including
violence against women.
But, politicians including Leninist bosses are not against
wage slavery, but they has been crying & shouting for socalled women freedom by observing an international day
for women freedom -8th March, every year.
Really, its not only fun but also a heinous conspiracy and
rubbish tactics to confuse and divide the wage slaves
even by sex.
Sorry, not sex but the human labour has produce value,
and wage slaves has produce not only value but also
surplus-value, that is capital -the unpaid labour.
Noted, buyers of labour power of the world is the
exploiter of the sellers of labor power of the world.
Thus, there is an antagonism between buyers and sellers
of the labor power of the world.
So, not sex but the selling and buying system to produce
commodity to accumulate capital is the cause of all
sufferings, miseries and disgradation of the workers of
the world.
Sure, there are so many buyers of labour power are
women in this capitalist world and they are exploiter. Are
they care to exploit by sex? No.
Rather, they are also trying to pay low wage to the
female wage slaves as considering them as stupid to unite
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and bargaining for same wage for same job for every one,
to maximize the volume of capital.
No doubt, unity of wage slaves of the world is the first
condition for the emancipation of wage slaves.
Undoubtedly, every one of the world will be free from all
nonsense evil things in socialism- a society free from
private property, wage slavery, selling and buying,
exploitation, violence, torture, killing, rape etc.
Thereby, there is no discrimination and disparity among
the human being even by sex in socialism.
Therefore, the identity of everyone of the world is only
human being but all are with full sense of humanity in
socialism, win by the working class alone.
But, politicians including Leninist bosses has been trying
to unite the all women of the world to exercise the socalled freedom of women without vanishing the wage
slavery, private property, selling and buying, commodity,
capital etc nonsense.
Even, Leninist parties are for the unified family code for
equal right of inheritance even in the private property.
But, the abolition of private property with all rights of
inheritance is socialism.
Certainly sure,win the socialism is not the job of anyone
except working class. Because, the outcome of
contradiction of sellers and buyers of labour power of the
world to produce commodity to accumulate capital is
SOCIALISM.
Therefore, politicians including Leninist bosses has been
trying to role back the wheel of history by practicing
such vile policy for so-called women freedom.which is so
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effective not only divide but also creating a hateful
atmosphere among the wage slaves by sex to serve and
protect the so heinous and poisonous capitalism.
Noted, UN is nothing but a global political and social
club of the exploiters of the world. But, UN is the main
body to observe the 8th March as an International day for
women freedom.
In details: Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx So IMF The
World Lord And.............. , a book, published by the
ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .
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6-03-16.
Workers have no nation and country but, they
have a world to win by losing their chain by
defeating the capitalist class by the existing
conditions of capital: (1) Reproduction; And ( 2)
Circulation.
The result of reproduction is over production.
The effect of over production is recession, that is
stock.
The effect of stock is disturbance of circulation.
The impact of recession is so many including lose
of private property, thereby the negation of
private property is the condition for socialization
of means of production.
In fact, capitalism will vanish by the existing
condition
of
capital.
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Therefore, the historical consequence of
capitalism is socialization of means of production,
transportation and communication and that is
SOCIALISM.
So, socialism is inevitable by the working class
alone.

5th March, 2016
J.Stalin was a Leninist boss.
Leninism is nothing but the corruption of science
of communism, discovered by Marx.
At least 12 members of the first cabinet of Lenin
has lost their lives by Stalin.
Finally, Stalin was killed by his best collaborator
Beria to kill so many people including the leaders
of the so-called 3rd International.
Stalin has killed his party man and opponents and
the number such killing is not less 1.5 millions till
1938.
Stalin has dissolved the so-called 3rd International
by his own decision by ignoring the manifesto of
the said organization.
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Stalin has reintroduced the Egyptians cultism in
USSR.
Stalin was the party chief but he control the USSR
without holding post of it before the 2nd world
war.
Stalin has introduced the constitution of USSR,
1936 without constitutional power even without
considering and caring the constitution of USSR,
1924.
Stalin was the collaborator of Hitler to attack the
Poland to start the dangerous and heinous 2nd
world war.
Stalin has introduced the death penalty for
homosexuality by denying the penal code of
Lenin but by following Hitler.
Stalin was one of the 3 key founders of the IMFthe controller of the world economy to serve the
capitalist interest globally by concluding the
colonial policy.
Noted, working class will win socialism- a society
free from wage slavery, capital, exploitation,
oppression, torture, killing, cultism, war. rape, etc
nonsense.

31-12-15.
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(3)
Not new year but the existing conditions of society is the
determining factor of life of everyone of the world.
New year day is not less or more than a day to start the
counting of a year.
Calendar has introduced by the Masters to collect the
revenue to earn to expend by the masters and their
beneficiaries.
Masters has introduced the new year celebration for their
parasitic
interest.
But, working class will vanish parasiticism by wining the
socialist society by vanishing the capitalist society.
Thus, working class have no need to celebrate such new
year day.

(2)
CPI(M) is not against the wage slavery to vanish it for
the emancipation by the working class alone.
But, a communist party is against the wage slavery to
vanish it for the emancipation by the working class alone.
So, CPI(M) is not a communist party.

(1)
Birth of any one is not a special but quite normal and
natural event. In fact, birth of any one is nothing but an
out come of the union of 23 pairs of Chromosome. Thus,
there is nothing to celebrate it. But, the Masters and
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Lords has introduced the such function of celebration of
their birth day's by claiming that they were not ordinary
people but extra-ordinary man by the right of divine right
holders, thus, born of them are not normal but a special
event.
So, celebration of such special event is the task of their
slaves and subjects to live with peace and prosperity by
the kindness and kind care of the said but so-called great
men.
Such concepts and views has originated by the parasitic
people to serve and protect their parasitic interest by
confusing and misleading the oppressed classes by such
worship to the masters and lords-the rulers of class
divided societies.
The capitalist class is not free from parasiticism. Thus,
they
are
for
such
nonsense
celebration.
But, working class will win their world by vanishing the
parasiticism by vanishing the disabled ruling capitalist
class by vanishing the private property- the basis and
source of all nonsense things including parasiticism by a
communist revolution.

30-12-15.
Communist party of India ( Marxist ) is a registered
party.
Therefore, CPI(M) is a supporter, defender and protector
of the constitution of India by the condition of
registration.
The constitution of India is not against the interest of
capitalism.
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Thus, CPI(M) has been serving the capitalist interest.
But, a communist party is a party of working class to
unite the workers of the world to fight against the
capitalist class to vanish it to vanish the capitalism by
socialism- a society of social ownership of means of
production, transportation and communication by
vanishing the private property by a communist revolution
by working class alone.
Noted, the first International was formed to unite the
workers of the world to replace the capitalism by
socialism.
So, CPI(M) is not a communist party.

29-12-15.
A better world is inevitable by the working class by the
consequence of capitalism- a society based on private
property but capitalism it-self has been reducing the
private ownership by the existing conditions of capital:
(1)
Reproduction;
And
(2)
Circulation.
Therefore, a communist party- a party of working class is
for better world by replacing the capitalism by socialism
by a communist revolution- the ever biggest event of the
world.
But, CPI(M) is for better India by occupying the state
power of India by the election under the constitution of
India - a constitution of capitalist interest though its a
communist party by name.
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Sure, so many politicians and executives of USA or
Japan, or Uk were for better USA or Japan or UK by
increasing the volume of capital of their respected
country by increasing the rate of exploitation by
exploiting the wage slaves.
Therefore, if CPI(M) is a communist party by claiming to
make a better India by increasing the volume of capital
by exploiting the wage slaves then why not the said
politicians or executives of USA or Japan or UK were
communist?
Noted, communism is a society free from exploitation,
thus, communists are against exploitation thereby,
communists are against accumulation of capital by
exploiting the wage slaves.
So, CPI(M) is not a communist party.

26-12-15.
Cause of poverty is private property.
Cause of miseries is private property.
Cause of exploitation is private property.
Cause of slavery is private property.
Cause of conflict is private property.
Cause of contradiction is private property.
Cause of antagonism is private property.
Cause of riot is private property.
Cause of war is private property.
Cause of torture is private property.
Cause of violence is private property.
Cause of killing is private property.
Cause of rape is private property.
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Cause of crime is private property.
Cause of punishment is private property.
Cause of insecurity is private property.
Cause of uncertainty is private property.
Cause of selfishness is private property.
Cause of inferiority complex is private property.
Cause of mean minded is private property.
Cause of greediness is private property.
Cause of lie is private property.
Cause of cheating is private property.
Cause of betray is private property.
Cause of mistrust is private property.
Cause of suspicion is private property.
Cause of quarrel is private property.
Cause of discrimination among the human being is
private property.
Cause of disparity among the human being is private
property.
Cause of sexism is private property.
Cause of rule man by man is private property.
Cause of oppression is private property.
Cause of overpowering is private property.
Cause of brutality is private property.
Cause of evil job is private property.
Cause of want of peace is private property.
But, if there is no private property, there is no such
nonsense.

24-12-15.
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A communist party have no interest separate and apart
from those of the proletariat as a whole.
The disappearance of wage slavery by disappearing the
private property is the interest of working class.
Therefore, unite the workers of the world to fight against
wage slavery to vanish it by vanishing the private
property by a communist revolution by the working class
alone for the emancipation is the interest of a communist
party.
But, there is no communist party to do the same.
Thus, the moribund capitalism is yet exist with a
reactionary capitalist class by increasing the maintenance
cost of such nonsense capitalism.
So, a communist party is a historical necessity to replace
the moribund capitalism by communism- a most modern
society but free from exploitation thereby, poverty- an
artificial creation of capitalist class is unthinkable in
communism.

23-12-15.
(2)
If a supporter of a movement of peasants to protect their
land by resisting a proposed industrial zone is a
communist, then:
(1) Mamata Benerji, Chief Minister, West Bengal, India
is the best communist. Because, she has played an
important role to resist an industrial project approved by
the then Left Front Government to protect the land of
peasants at Singore, West Bengal, India; And
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(2) Marx was not a communist. Because, Marx was not
against the historical process of capitalist development by
disappearing the peasants. rather, he was against the
reactionary role of the peasants against the
industrialization.
But, facts remain, Mamata Benerji is a capitalist boss and
Marx was a communist by acknowledging the historical
disappearance of capitalist private property by the
consequence of capitalism- based on private property but
the capitalist class has been reducing the private
ownership by the existing conditions of capital.

(1)
The manifesto of the communist party has described as
is: " Of all the classes that stand face to face with the
bourgeoisie today, the proletariat alone is a genuinely
revolutionary class. The other classes decay and finally
disappear in the face of Modern Industry, the proletariat
is its special and essential product.
The lower middle class, the small manufacturer, the
shopkeeper, the artisan, the peasant, all these fight
against the bourgeoisie to save from extinction their
existence as fraction of the middle class. They are
therefore not revolutionary, but conservative. Nay, more
they are reactionary, for they try to roll back the wheel of
history. "
Undoubtedly, such analysis is not wrong.
Noted, no one can establish any industry without land,
therefore, peasants has been losing their land as their
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private property by the natural course of industrialization.
Wage slaves are the integral party of industry to run it.
Therefore, capitalist class is the producer of the wage
slaves by creating the landless by the natural course of
industrialization. Thus, any effort to protect the land to
resist the industrialization in capitalist system is nothing
but a reactionary job by the above mentioned statement
of the manifesto of the communist party.
Sure, capitalism has been reducing the private ownership
and thereby, the historical consequence of such reducing
of the private property is socialization of means of
production.
Undoubtedly, he who know at least ABC about capitalist
development can not say that the peasants are not
reactionary by trying to resist the industrialization.
Moreover, he who know the capital- the unpaid labour
can say that there is no difference between reactionary
peasants and revolutionary working class. Certainly sure,
land holders are peasants and sellers of labour power to
produce commodity are worker.

19-12-15.
Code of creation is science.
So, science is the factual statement of reality by repeated
experiment by inventing and discovering the cause and
effect of a matter or change of a matter therefore, science
is the fact sheet of a matter and material actions.
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Thus, science is a proved fact.
Therefore, science is reality.
So,science is true.
He who is for science thereby trying to know science,
thus, caring science to understand and realize the science,
so, he who is working by practicing the science is a
scientist.
Marx did so and he has discovered the code of capital,
and the code of society for change.
Ideology is nothing but a fabricated statement on creation
by the masters, lords and their beneficiaries for their
parasitic interest.
So, ideology is an ill motivated manufactured story
therefore, its not factual or actual factual fact sheet of a
matter or material action.
So, its lie and false.
But, yet its an effective weapons to confuse and divide
the exploited. Sure, ideologies are nothing but the politics
of exploiters.
Undoubtedly, as a communist Marx was against
exploitation.
Sure, exploiters are for the private property along with
right of inheritance.
But, Marx was against private property with right of
inheritance.
Certainly sure, exploitative societies are unscientific but
communism-the historical culmination of capitalism is a
scientific society.
Marx was for communism.
So, not ideologist but Marx was a Scientist.
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Sure, Marx was not a producer of the so-called Marxism
but he has discovered, formulated and explained the
SCIENCE OF COMMUNISM along with Engels.
But, Leninist parties are working on the basis of "
Marxism-Leninism, but not the science of communism.
So, no Leninist party is working for the communism.

18-12-15.
J.Stalin was a Leninist boss.
As a chief executive of USSR- a state of state capitalism,
where the rate of exploitation was much higher than
USA, he served the capitalist interest till his killing by his
nearest man.
His party was never a communist party to unite the
workers of the world to fight against the capitalist class
to vanish it by a communist revolution for communism- a
society free from exploitation. But, Stalin has claimed
that his party was a communist party what also claimed
by Lenin too. Therefore, both Stalin and Lenin were not
only liar but also cheater about communist party.
Stalin was the collaborator of Hitler to attack the Poland
to start the 2nd world war by a secret contact.
At least 11 out of 17 cabinet members of Lenin's first
cabinet were killed by Stalin.
Stalin has killed at least 1.5 million people of his state
including his party men to run his state between 1936-38.
He killed many leaders of the so-called 3rd International,
founded by Lenin and Trotsky to get support from aboard
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to survive their state by contesting the traditional
capitalist states.
Not less than 25 million people of USSR has lost their
lives in the 2nd world war and Stalin was not free from
such killing.
So, Stalin was a infamous killer of the world. But,
communism is free from killing.
Stalin has reintroduced the heinous Pyramid culture of
Egypt by protecting the dead body of Lenin.
Stalin has introduced a national anthem by declaring him
as leader of people of the USSR. But, there is no room
for any leader in communism.
Stalin was one of the three key founders of the IMF-the
controller of the world economy to serve the capitalist
interest globally by concluding the colonial policy.
Therefore, Stalin was not only gang leader of exploiters
of USSR but also a boss of exploiters of the world.
Sure, working class will left him in the dustbin of the
history.

17-12-15.
Lenin was the chief executive of his state till his death.
But, the post, what he hold was not described in his own
constitution to form his state. Therefore, he was not
responsible or answerable to anyone of his state.
Thereby, he did not hesitate to violate his constitution1918. Noted, buying of labour power was restricted by
any individual by his constitution. But, he has introduced
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the NEP ( New Economic Policy) to privatize the state
property thus, he reintroduced the private property along
with selling and buying of labour power by individuals
by ignoring his constitution.
The President of the USA is a constitutional post and the
president of USA is the chief executive of USA, but the
president of USA is under the constitution, thereby he is
under impeachment.
Even, the post of Tsar of Russia was elaborated in his
constitution 1906 with his power and function.
Therefore, Lenin was more powerful but extreme and
absolute dictator than Tsar- a constitutional supreme
autocrat of Russia.

16-12-15.
If there is wage slavery, there is exploitation.
If there is selling and buying , there is exploitation.
If there is commodity production , there is exploitation.
If there is capital, there is exploitation.
If there is private property, there is exploitation.
If there is state property, there is exploitation.
If there is right of inheritance, there is exploitation.
If there is class, there is exploitation.
If there is class rule , there is exploitation.
If there is class weapon, there is exploitation.
If there is state , there is exploitation.
If there is politics, there is exploitation.
If there is nationalism, there is exploitation.
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If there is ideology , there is exploitation.
If there is mythology, there is exploitation.
If there is sexism, there is exploitation.
If there is colorism , there is exploitation.
If there is discrimination, there is exploitation.
If there is disparity, there is exploitation.
If there is killing, there is exploitation.
If there is torture , there is exploitation.
If there is rape, there is exploitation.
But, a socialist society is free from the exploitation.
So, there is no such things which is responsible or helpful
for exploitation in socialism.
Therefore, there was no socialism in this world.

15-12-15.
He who is not against wage slavery is not against
exploitation.
He who is not against selling and buying is not against
exploitation.
He who is not against commodity production is not
against exploitation.
He who is not against capital is not against exploitation.
He who is not against private property is not against
exploitation.
He who is not against state property is not against
exploitation.
He who is not against right of inheritance is not against
exploitation.
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He who is not against state is not against exploitation.
He who is not against ideologies is not against
exploitation.
He who is not against mythologies is not against
exploitation.

14-12-15.
Capitalism is a world wide system, currently ruled by
some global syndicates including IMF- the controller of
the world economy, founded by the winners of the 2nd
world war including Leninist boss J.Stalin to serve and
protect the moribund capitalism.
Therefore, the replacement of capitalism by socialism - a
society with social/common ownership of means of
production, transportation and communication is not
possible in one country alone.
Thereby, socialism is neither local nor national but a
global system.
Thus, the communist revolution-the ever biggest event of
the world to replace the capitalism by socialism by the
working class is not possible in one country alone.
So, a communist party to unite the workers of the world
for a communist revolution to replace the capitalism by
socialism is neither local nor national but a global party.

13-12-15.
A communist party is a party of working class to unite
the workers of the world to fight against against the
capitalist class to vanish it by fighting against wage
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slavery to vanish it to end the exploitation by vanishing
the selling and buying system by vanishing the private
property with all rights of inheritance by a communist
revolution-the ever biggest global event for the
emancipation of the workers of the world by socialism- a
scientific society, where there is no discrimination among
the human being, thus, there is uninterrupted peace so, all
are happy with a lovely and friendly relation in socialism,
working to win the nature for the best well fair of the
whole human being.
Therefore, there is no communist party.
Thus. a communist party is a historical necessity to do
the same.

12-12-15.
CAPITAL is nothing but the fruit of exploitation.
CAPITAL is nothing but the unpaid labor.
CAPITAL is nothing but the unpaid part of a commodity.
CAPITAL is nothing but the dead labor.
CAPITAL is nothing but the product of wage slaves.
CAPITAL is nothing but the surplus-value, produce by
wage slaves.

10-12-15.
Private property is nothing but a chain to confined its
owner to control the activities of the private property
holders for the interest of the private property. Therefore,
a private property holder have no freedom to do anything
as he like to do or not. Rather, private property holders
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are bound to do anything including killing for the interest
of the private property by the existing terms and
conditions of it. Thus, there were so many wars and there
are wars in this world. Thereby, every one of the world is
effected by the wars since the private property has
originated by the masters to enjoy the parasitic interest by
dividing the human being by classes.
Private property is nothing but a strong weapon to
separated its owners from others thereby isolation of the
private property holders is the fruit of the private
property.
Private property is nothing but an illusion for a happy
life. But, the hard reality is that if there is private
property, there is contest, competition, contradiction,
conflict etc nonsense among the human being thereby,
there is no one is safe and secure in capitalism- a society
based on private property.
But, if there is no private property, there is no chain to
confined anyone thus everyone is free to do anything
including love and union and that is SOCIALISM- a
society with social ownership of means of production,
transportation and communication.

Face book suspend.
17-11-15.
(2)
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WAR IS NOTHING BUT A PLANED and
ORGANIZED
MURDER,
RAPE,
ARSON,
DESTRUCTION etc nonsense to win or regain or protect
the political power to oppress and overpowering the
others mainly slaves currently wage slaves by exercising
the political power by capturing the state power.
Capitalist society, based on private property is a war
prone society.
Therefore, if there is capitalism, there is war or war war
situation.
But, if there is no capitalist private property, there is no
war or war war situation at socialism- a society with
common ownership of means of production,
transportation and communication along with an
association of all by all adults for all to coordinate and
communicate the required information and production for
all of the world by all able bodied.
Thus, there is no option except socialism win by working
class alone to end the war by ending the politics.

(1)
Bolshevik party was never a working class party to unite
the workers of the world to fight against the capitalist
class to vanish it by fighting against the wage slavery to
vanish the wage system by vanishing the private property
by a communist revolution-the ever biggest event of the
world by the revolutionary working class alone for
communism- a society free from exploitation. Rather, the
Bolshevik party was for capitalist development at Russia,
thus, it was for wage slavery, so, Bolshevik party was not
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against exploitation. Undoubtedly, peasants are not only
conservative but also reactionary by the description of
the manifesto of the communist party by Marx and
Engels. But, Bolshevik party was a party of reactionary
peasants too. So, Bolshevik party was a reactionary party.
Bolshevik party was never against the commodity
production to accumulate capital by exploiting the wage
slaves thus, Bolshevik party was a capitalist party.
Bolshevik Party was for so-called right of selfdetermination of nations- a policy to divide the workers
of the world but unity of workers of the world is the first
conditions for the emancipation.Bolshevik party was for
a constituent assembly election to introduce a capitalist
constitution of Russia. So, Bolshevik party was a party of
capitalist interest. Bolshevik party was never a party to
unite the workers of the world to vanish the class and
class weapons including state by its founding declaration.
But, a communist party is a party of working class to
vanish the classes and class weapons including state to
free the whole human being from the class rule. Noted,
Lenin was one of key founders of the Bolshevik party.
So, Lenin was never a communist. Thereby, no Leninist
is communist or any party originated from the Bolshevik
party or any party inherited the Bolshevik party is not a
communist party.

16-11-15.
(4)
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If there is state, there is class.
If there is class, there is class interest.
If there is class interest, there is class rule.
If there is class rule, there is violence,brutality, cruelty
etc nonsense.
If there is violence, brutality, cruelty etc nonsense, there
is killing, rape, arson,
destruction etc and etc.
If there is killing, rape, arson, destruction etc & etc, there
is riot, terrorism, war etc.
If there is riot, terrorism, war etc, there is want of peace.
If there is want of peace, there is no safety and security.
If there is no safety and security, there is anxiety and
tension.
If there is anxiety and tension, there is inferiority,
If there is inferiority, there is enmity.
If there is enmity, there is no friendly and lovely
atmosphere.
If there is no friendly and lovely atmosphere, there is
unhealthy life.
If there is unhealthy life, there is sorrow and pain.
But, all these are exist because, there is private property.
So, cause of all sorrow and pain or miseries and hardship
is nothing but the private property.
But, if there is no private property, there are no such
things what mentioned above, rather, there is peace and
love for love for a lovely life.

(3)
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Capitalism is in moribund condition. Thereby, capitalism
has been suffering from so many old-age illness and
weakness. Therefore, there is unrest, riot, terrorism,
extremism etc nonsense by the failure of the IMF-the
mightiest organization of the world to control the world
economy by avoiding the recession founded by the
winners of the 2nd world war including Leninist boss
J.Stalin to serve the capitalist interest globally by
hampering and injuring the independent power of the
state to decide the economic policies. Sure, there is no
scope to solve such dangerous and harmful condition and
situation of the moribund capitalism in its structure.
Peace! Unthinkable in capitalism, because, capitalism is a
society of certainty of uncertainty currently with a so
disabled ruling class by their historical limitation. Private
property is the cause of all such nonsense events and
discrimination among the human being. But, if there is no
private property, there is no want of peace rather, there is
uninterrupted peace by the disappearance of all
oppressive and overpowering machines and instruments
including state along with its all elements including arms
forces. Sure, working class will vanish the private
property for their emancipation by a new society, where
there is no discrimination among the human being rather,
all are equally dignified and free to do anything including
love and union, thus, socialism - a society without wage
slavery, private property, selling and buying, exploitation
etc nonsense is a lovely and friendly society.

(2)
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Play ball but not player is a fair policy.
But, no criminal care any fair policy.
Thereby, criminals play player but not ball, which is
punishable.
Sure, Leninist bosses are so expert to play player but not
ball to win by any how along with quarreling but not
discussing with logical argument on the basis of science
of communism-discovered by Marx.
But, communists are for sharing and discussing their
findings and views by considering and caring the science
of communism but not quarreling with anyone.
A quarrel lover have no need to care any discipline
except win.
But, a communist is for scientific discipline thereby a
communist is for self-imposed discipline thus, a
communist have no scope to quarrel.
A quarrel lover can say any rubbish to win without caring
the issue but he is so expert to accuse and attack the
person even by insulting and undermining the that person
by denying and ignoring his dignity as he is a human
being.
But, a communist can not do such nonsense , rather, a
communist is always for
concentrating his discussion on definite issue by
considering and protecting the dignity of human being.
Sure, Leninist bosses are so expert to say any nonsense
including agent of CIA to their opponents. Though, both
CIA and Leninist bosses has been serving the capitalist
interest.
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(1)
"Imperialism is, at the same time, the most prostitute and
the ultimate form of the state power which nascent
middle class society had commenced to elaborate as a
means of its own emancipation from feudalism, and
which full-grown bourgeois society had finally
transformed into a means for the enslavement of labor by
capital. " K. Marx, Civil War in France.
" Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism"- V.I.
Lenin.
So, not Lenin but Marx is right on Imperialism.

15-11-15.
(2)
He who is against wage slavery to vanish it by vanishing
the selling and buying system by vanishing the private
property by a communist revolution-the ever biggest
event of the world by the revolutionary working class
alone, is a communist.
He who is working for a communist revolution by the
working class alone for communism- a society free from
exploitation, thereby, its free from class and class rule
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thereby, communism is a society free from
discrimination among the human being thus, communist
society is a society of equals is a communist.
He who is against capitalism, currently ruled by some
global syndicates including IMF- the controller of the
world economy to vanish it by grounding the capitalist
class by a communist revolution by the working class
alone for communism is a communist.
He who is working against the all ideologies including
Leninism, originated from the private property to end
such ideologies by a communist revolution by the
working class alone for communism is a communist.
He who is for science of communism, discovered by
Marx by discovering the code of capital and the code of
society for change to work to rebuild the communist
movement to form a communist party to unite the
workers of the world to fight against the capitalist class
to vanish it by a communist revolution by the working
class alone, for communism- a scientific society to win
the nature is a communist in this epoch.

(1)
Capitalism has become old before the manifesto of the
communist party has published. Thereby, the disabled
capitalist class has taken shelter to the religion -the
politics of masters and lords but defeated by the
revolutionary capitalist class, to protect the decayed
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capitalism. But, after the communist manifesto has
become so popular among the workers of the world but
the failure of Peri-Commune and the First International,
the reactionary capitalist class has introduced Leninism
by Lenin and other Leninist bosses to serve the capitalist
interest by using the name of communist Marx but
undermining Marx as a producer of an ideology as
Marxism and by wearing the mask of socialism by
founding a state of state capitalism at Russia and other
parts of the world to protect the decayed capitalism. But,
failed. The, reactionary capitalist class has founded some
global syndicates including IMF to control the world
economy globally to avoid the recession- the unavoidable
disease of capitalism by the existing conditions of
capital- (1) Reproduction; And (2) Circulation to protect
the moribund capitalism. But, failed, there was recession
, in 1980's and there is recession since 2008.Therefore,
the reactionary capitalist class has been suffering from
the insanity by the huge pressure of huge load of huge
stocks thus, the reactionary capitalist class has been
taking shelter to the politics of fanaticism and militarism
So, there is riot, terrorism, war or war war situation. Sure,
only solution of such dangerous and harmful condition of
the moribund capitalism is a communist revolution by the
working class alone. But, sorry, there is no communist
movement since 1896 by betraying by the betrayer
leaders of the 2nd International by accepting the politics
of so-called right of self determination of nations, which
is so useful to divide the workers by nation and country.
But, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
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for the emancipation. So, a working class party to unite
the workers of the world to fight against the capitalist
class to vanish it by vanishing the selling and buying
system by vanishing the private property by a communist
revolution-the ever biggest event of the world for
communism- a society free from all such politics
including fanaticism and militarism is a historical
necessity.

14-11-15.
If there is private property, there are so many ideologies.
If there are ideologies, there is contest, contradiction,
conflict, riot, killing, arson, rape, war etc nonsense
among the ideologists.
If there is politics, there are so many politicians .
If there is politicians , there is contest, contradiction,
conflict, riot, killing, arson, rape, rape, war etc nonsense.
If there is political party, there is not only oppression and
overpowering but also contest, contradiction, conflict,
riot, arson, rape, war etc nonsense.
If there is state, there is not only oppression and
overpowering but also contest, contradiction, conflict,
riot, arson, rape, war etc nonsense.
But, if there is no private property, there is no ideology,
no politics, no political party, no state, therefore, there is
no contest, no contradiction, no conflict, no riot, no
killing, no arson, no rape, no war among the human
being.
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Rather, there is cooperation and lovely & friendly
relation among the human being where there is common
ownership of means of production, transportation and
communication and that is SOCIALISM.

13-11-15.
Punishment is not the remedy of crime rather retaliation.
If there is law, there is crime because, violation of law is
crime. If there is judiciary, there is crime and punishment
other wise judiciary have no utility. However, judiciary is
for protecting the law by confirming the punishment and
penalty. But, there is no chance to reduce the crime even
by issuing the random death sentence every day even for
smoking, if there is private property, law etc. Law,
introduced by the masters to serve and protect the interest
of the private property holders, therefore, the age of
private property, law, crime, judiciary, punishment is
same. The age of written law is not more than 3800 years
but the age of human being is not less than 200 thousands
years; And the age of the private property is not more
than 5600 years. Capitalist society is based on private
property, thereby, capitalist society is the producer of
crime, store of crime, spreader of crime and the
patronizer of crime. Eye for eye, nose for nose or life for
life was the principle of masters to confirm the
punishment as they were divine right holders by their
claim. But, some revolutionary capitalists has denied the
divine right to practice the secularism -the integral policy
of democracy to develop the capitalist society thus, they
were against the death sentence and currently more than
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100 states are free from the capital punishment. But,
China - founded by the Leninist boss Mao and Iran - a
state of religious fanatics are the champion to execute the
death sentence in the world. Noted, Lenin was for death
sentence even without trial. Certainly sure. the historical
consequence of capitalism is abolition of private property
by the working class by the new society along with
common/social ownership of means of production,
transportation and communication and that is socialism.
Therefore, there is no utility of law in socialism, because,
there is not private property thereby, there is no judiciary
in communism, thus, socialism is free from the crime. so,
the very term ' punishment' is an unknown thing in
socialism.

12-11-15.
He who is not against wage slavery to vanish it by the
working class is not a communist.
Lenin was never against the wage slavery to vanish it by
the working class, rather he was for wage slavery by born
program of his party- Bolshevik party.
So, Lenin was never a communist.
He who is not against the production of commodity to
vanish it by the working class is not a communist.
As a Leninist boss and next man to Lenin to occupy the
state power of Russia Trotsky was never against the
production of commodity.
So, Leninist boss Trotsky was never a communist.
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He who is not against capital- the unpaid labour to vanish
it by the working class is not a communist.
As a Leninist boss and the co-founder of the IMF-the
controller of the world economy to serve the capitalist
interest globally, J.Stalin was never against the capital.
So, Leninist boss J.Stalin was never a communist.
He who is not against the selling and buying system to
vanish it by the working class is not a communist.
Leninist boss and the founder of the KIM dynasty by
founding the DPRK was never against the selling and
buying system.
So, Leninist boss KIM was never a communist.
He who is not against the nationalism to vanish it by the
working class is not a communist.
As a Leninist boss and the 'great teacher' of the nations of
China Mao was never against nationalism.
So, Mao was never a communist.
He who is not against patriotism to vanish it by the
working class is not a communist.
As a Leninist boss and the president of Vietnam 'uncle'
Ho-Chi-Min was never against the patriotism.
So. Ho-Chi-Min was never a communist.
He who is not against ideologies including Leninism to
vanish these nonsense by the working class is not a
communist.
As a Leninist boss A. Hoxa was never against the
ideologies including Leninism.
So, A. Hoxa was never a communist.
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He who is not against the creeds to vanish such things by
the working class is not a communist.
As a Leninist boss Fidel -the founder of the CUBA, as a
state of state capitalism, was for the religious constitution
of CUBA-1940.
So, Fidel is not a communist.
He who is not against all weapons of classes including
state to vanish all such oppressive things by the working
class is not a communist.
As a Leninist boss Pol pot was not only for state but also
was a infamous killer.
So, Pol pot was never a communist.
In details: No Leninist Party is Communist Party, a book,
published by the ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .

11-11-15.
There is no difference between a disciple of King Ram of
India and a disciple of dictator Lenin of Russia in
practice to lead their lives by following the teaching of
their respected masters.
Both are habitual to celebrate the marking days of their
masters including birth and death for their success.
Both are agreed that they have need master to live.
Both are agreed that their respected masters are extraordinary thereby as disciples both are ordinary.
But, there is no room for any extra-ordinary at
communism.
Because, all are equally dignified in communism thus, a
communist society is a society of equal.
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Therefore, no disciple of any extra-ordinary is
communist.
Noted, all are from 23 pair of Chromosomes thus, every
one is equal by born condition by the same number of
Chromosomes but there is discrimination among the
human being because, there is private property- the cause
of all disparity and evils.

09-11-15.
He who is not against wage slavery to vanish it by the
working class but claiming as a socialist is nothing but a
fraud or stupid.
He who is not against commodity production to vanish it
by a communist revolution by the revolutionary working
class but claiming socialist is nothing but a cheat or
stupid.
He who is not against capital to disappear it by the united
forceful action of the workers of the world but claiming
socialist is nothing but a servant of capitalist interest or
stupid.
He who is not against the selling and buying system to
abolish it by the working class but claiming socialist is
nothing but a criminal or stupid.
He who is not against the private property to vanish it by
the working class but claiming socialist is nothing but a
liar or stupid.
He who is not against exploitation to vanish it by the
working class but claiming socialist is nothing but a tout
or stupid.
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He who is not against the discrimination among the
human being but claiming socialist is nothing but a foul
or stupid.
He who is not against class rule to vanish it by the
working class but claiming socialist is nothing but a
criminal or stupid.
He who is not against class weapons including state,
political party etc to vanish all these by the working class
but claiming socialist is nothing but a fraud or stupid.
He who is not against nationalism, ethnicity, creeds etc to
vanish all nonsense but claiming socialist is nothing but a
cheat or stupid.
He who is not against all ideologies including Leninism
to vanish all such rubbishes by the working class but
claiming socialist is nothing but a fraud or stupid.

07-11-15.
7TH NOVEMBER IS A HISTORICAL BLACK DAY.

7th November is a historical black day for the working
class.
Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin & company but leaders of the so
reactionary party-the Bolshevik party has grabbed the
state power of Russia by a planed military coup, by
killing 2 guards and arresting 25 guards and founded a
state of state capitalism by the constitution of it, 1918.
But, Lenin has claimed that he had found a socialist state
at Russia, which is totally false and lie but a planed and
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well organized but ill motivated political propaganda to
confuse the working class even about capitalism to serve
the capitalist interest.
Noted, socialism-the replacement of capitalism is not
possible in one country alone because, capitalism is a
global system currently ruled by some global syndicates
including IMF- the controller of the world economy to
serve the capitalist interest globally, founded by the
winners of the 2nd world war including Leninist boss
J.Stalin.
Sure, the outcome of contradiction of sellers and buyers
of the world is socialism- a society free from, selling and
buying, wage, wage slavery, exploitation, commodity,
capital, class and class rule etc nonsense. But, all such
mentioned things were exist at USSR even the rate of
exploitation at USSR was much higher than USA- a
leading capitalist country of the world.
Certainly sure, the culmination of contradiction of sellers
and buyers of labour power of the world is communist
revolution.
So, communist revolution is the job of only working
class.
Therefore, the unity of workers of the world is the first
condition for the emancipation, and "untied action of the
leading civilized countries at least is one of the first
conditions for the emancipation of the proletariat." -The
Manifesto of the communist party.
But, the Bolshevik party was never a working class party
to unite the workers of the world to fight against the
capitalist class by fighting against the wage slavery to
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vanish it by disappearing the capitalist class by
abolishing the selling and buying system by abolishing
the private property-the cause of all evils by a communist
revolution -the ever biggest event of the world for
communism- a classless and thereby stateless society but
with an association of all for all and by all.
Rather, the Bolshevik party was a party for capitalist
development at Russia by a democratic state and it was
for so-called right of self-determination of nations- the so
useful policy to divide the workers of the world by nation
and country by denying and ignoring the working class
identity and interest of working class.
But, workers have no nation and country but they have a
world to by losing their chain by defeating the capitalist
class.
Bolshevik party was a party of peasants too. But, the
manifesto of the communist party so rightly has
described that the peasants is not only conservative but
also reactionary.
No doubt, all stories about socialism at USSR and the socalled November socialist revolution are nothing but the
fabricated and intentional political propaganda to confuse
and divide the workers of the world to serve the capitalist
interest thus, such stories are not only lie but also myth.

05-11-15.
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Politics is the supreme policy of all nonsense by born
condition of it. In fact, politics is nothing but an
organized power to oppress and overpowering the others
including wage slaves.
Therefore, if there is politics, there is disparity and
discrimination among the human being.
Sure, there was no politics before, 5,600 years ago,
therefore, there was no disparity and discrimination
among the human being before politics though the age of
human being is not less than 200 thousands years.
Noted, Egypt is the place where the founder of the
Faroah Dynasty has introduce the politics by founding
his kingdom to rule, oppress and overpowering the slaves
and others to protect the interest of private property
holders
by
exploiting
the
wage
slaves.
The age of exploitation, class and class division, class
rule, discrimination, politics etc is same.
Modern state and political party has introduced by the
revolutionary capitalist class to rule, oppress and
overpowering the wage slaves and others to serve and
protect the capitalist interest by exploiting the wage
slaves. Capitalist society is also based on private
property.
No doubt, working class will vanish the capitalism along
with capitalist class with its all weapons including state,
political party etc for their emancipation.
So, the end of politics is the condition for a
discrimination free society, where there is no private
property- the cause of all nonsense including killing,
thereby, there is no exploitation, no killing, no rape, no
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torture etc nonsense thus, there is no class and class
instruments to serve the class interest so, every one is
equally equal in socialism, that is socialism is a society of
equals.

04-11-15.
(2)
A seller of a commodity have no choice except selling
his commodity, thereby, a seller of a commodity have no
need to look the nationality, religion, color, sex etc of a
buyer of his commodity. A wage slave- the product of the
capitalist class have a commodity to sale and that is his
labour power to produce commodity to accumulate
capital for the capitalists. Therefore, a wage slave have
no identity except a wage slave. Thus, no worker have
need any identity by nationality, or religion, or color or
sex rather such identity of a wage slave is the cause of
division among the wage slaves of the world which is so
harmful and dangerous for the working class. But, Lenin
was for national identity of a worker by practicing the
politics of so-called national liberation. Certainly sure,
working class will conquer their world - a world free
from identity of any one by nationality or religion, or
color or sex rather there is a single human being along
with full sense of humanity by defeating the capitalist
class by a communist revolution.
(1)
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Capitalism will vanish by the existing conditions of
capital by the revolutionary working class.
But, the capitalist class has been trying to protect the
decaying capitalism by using so many ideologies
including Leninism to divide the workers of the world
and by founding so many authorities including IMF-the
controller of the world economy to avoid the recession
that is the revolt of scientific instruments against the
capitalist relation.
But, failed by the failure of the Leninism and IMF.
Because, Leninism-the politics of national liberation and
state capitalism has failed by the self-term of state
capitalism and the politics of globalization by the
winners of 2nd world war including Leninist boss Stalin;
And IMF failed to avoid the recession by the existing
conditions of capital: (1) Reproduction; And (2)
Circulation.
Noted, the result of reproduction is conquered the whole
world by the revolutionary capitalist class to develop a
global capitalist society by practicing the colonial policy;
And after then the effect of reproduction is over
production, and the outcome of the over production is
stock that is recession-anarchy of capitalist economy and
thereby the cause of labour unrest, political unrest,
bankruptcy and so many .
Recession is the cause of reducing the private ownership,
and the historical consequence of repeated recession is
socialization of means of production, transportation and
communication and that is socialism- a society free from
capital.
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03-11-15.
The reactionary capitalist class has taken shelter to the
religion-the politics of masters and lords thereby the
capitalist class has been nourishing not only simple
religion but also fanaticism. Thus, not only religious
schools but the most modern engineering universities has
been producing fanatic forces in this epoch. Therefore,
the working class is not out of the such condition of the
capitalist society. Thus, working class is under the grip
and influence of the politics of masters and lords too.
There are some people has been claiming that they are
against religion but they are not against wage slavery to
vanish it by the working class for a scientific societysocialism by abolishing the selling and buying system by
vanishing the private property. Because, they are lover of
private property, and no doubt fanatic or religious forces
are not against the private property rather, they are lover
of private property. So, both the mentioned parties are
lover of private property. Sure, private property is the
cause of contest, competition, conflict, war, killing, rape,
etc nonsense. Therefore, there were 2 world wars has
killed not less than 70 millions people, but all were not
wage slaves rather there were so many private property
holders and lover of private property. However, socialism
is free from not only war but also free from any kind of
violence including killing, rape, torture etc. No doubt, the
historical consequence of capitalism is socialism by the
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working class by the existing conditions of capital. We (
ICWF) are working to help and cooperate to rebuild the
communist movement to form a communist party, a party
of working class to unite the workers of the world to fight
against the capitalist class to vanish it by a communist
revolution. So, we (ICWF-www.icwfreedom.org ) are
working against capitalism- a society of certainty of
uncertainty. Science, science and science for freedom is
the main slogan of ICWF. Noted, the code of creation,
transformation or change of anything is science. Again,
he who is not against the private property is not scientist,
though there are some claimed scientists but they are
scientist by profession or by claim but not in real life.
However, know science, understand science, care science
and practice science is the practicing line of the ICWF.

02-11-15.
Capitalist class has played a progressive role to develop
the capitalist society by defeating the self-dependent but
so poor economy along with its beneficiaries including
rulers with the politics of defeated rulers - the religion by
practicing the secular politics the integral part of
democracy. But, the capitalist society has become old
before the manifesto of the communist party has
published, 1848, by the repeated recession by the existing
conditions of capital. Capitalist class has tried to protect
the decayed capitalism by taking shelter to the religionthe politics of masters and lords and by practicing the
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Leninism- the corruption of science of communism,
discovered by Marx. But, failed. Capitalist class has
founded some global syndicates including IMF-the
controller of the world to protect the moribund capitalism
by avoiding the recession. But, failed. Recession is on
going and its an unavoidable and non-curable disease of
capitalism. Therefore, the capitalist class of this epoch is
so reactionary.Thereby, the reactionary capitalist class
has been suffering form the insanity by the huge pressure
of recession by the huge load of stock by the effect of
over production by the existing conditions of capital: (1)
Reproduction; And (2) Circulation. Thus, militarization
of politics by the so reactionary capitalist class is due. So,
capitalist class of this epoch have nothing to do except
violence including war.

01-11-15.
(3)
Any policy which is effective to divide the workers of the
world is so helpful for the capitalist interest.
Because, unity of workers of the world is the first
condition for the emancipation.
Certainly sure, the so-called right of self-determination is
so useful to divide the workers of the world by nation and
country. Its also so useful policy to ignore and deny the
class identity and class interest of working class as
working class.
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But, such dangerous policy was the policy of Bolshevik
party, founded by Lenin and others. This policy was
adopted by the betrayer leaders of the 2nd International,
at its London congress-1896. And interestingly its the
agenda of UN.
So, Lenin was a dangerous enemy of working class by
practicing the such dangerous policy to divide the
workers of the world.

(2)
Justice system has introduced by masters -the rulers of
slavery society to protect their parasitic interest by
penalize and punishment to the violators of their rule.
Rule man by man is not only unfair but also against the
dignity of human being.
Therefore, rulers of the slavery society - the masters were
not only for unfairness but also against the dignity of
human being. Thus, they were not only unfair but also
unjust. So, masters were in fact criminal. Because, they
were exploiter.
Therefore, not for remedy of crime but justice is for
retaliation.
Moreover, capitalist class as a whole is criminal because,
capitalists are exploiter though exploitation is legal by
law of capitalist class.
Thereby, capitalist society- based on private property is
the producer of crime, source of crime, store of crime,
and spreader of crime therefore, there is law.
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Noted, crime is nothing but the violation of lawintroduced by the exploiters. But, if there is no exploiter
there is no crime, because, there is no law to serve and
protect the parasitic interest of the exploiters- the private
property holders.
Noted, the age of the written law is not more than 3700
years.

(1)
Cause of all violence including war, killing, rape etc is
private property and all such nonsense has introduced by
the private property holders. Capitalist society is based
on private property, thus capitalism is not free from
violence. He who is not against the private property to
replace it by the common property of all of the world by
the working class is not against violence. He who is not
against wage slavery to vanish it by the wage slaves is
not scientist, though there are so many claimed scientists
those are in fact professionals or technicians.

31-10-15.
(2) CPI(M) is for secular and democratic alternate by
rejecting the National Congress and defeating the BJP
but under a undemocratic and non-secular constitution of
India. How funny!
However, a communist party is for communism by
uniting the workers of the world to fight against the
capitalist class by fighting wage slavery to vanish wage
system by vanishing the selling and buying system by
grounding the capitalist class by disappearing the private
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property- the cause all hardship and miseries of the
working class by a communist revolution-the ever
biggest event of the world by the revolutionary working
class alone.
So, CPI(M) is not a communist party.
Therefore, CPI(M) has manufactured a fake manifesto of
the communist party to justify its Leninist misdeeds to
confuse the workers to serve the capitalist interest

(1)
Marx has discovered the science of communism by
discovering the code of capital and the code of society
for change. Marx has discovered that the existing
conditions of capital are : (1) Reproduction; And (2)
Circulation. But, the effect of reproduction in capitalist
world is over production, and the result of over
production is stock that is the disturbance of circulation.
Stock means recession, and the outcome of recession is
lose of jobs, increased the rate unemployment, lanour
unrest, political unrest, lose of private property of some
capitalist, and war and so many. But, capitalists has
bound to come on an understanding to control the whole
production by various way including merger the
companies by contact to avoid the recession. Here is the
end of development of private ownership and starting
point to open up the collective ownership by the
recession. On the other hand Marx and Engels both has
formulated that the capitalist class can not exist without
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revolutionizing the scientific instruments. But, the
outcome of such revolutionizing of scientific instruments
is increasing the productivity of workers, therefore, the
effect of such increasing the productivity is over
production that is recession. Thereby, the recession is
unavoidable and non- curable disease of capitalism,
which is the cause of disturbance of circulation. But,
what is the place of recession in this capitalist world?
Undoubtedly, leading countries of the world currently G7. Because, capital has been concentrating in these
countries. Cause of 2 world wars is recession. Therefore,
Marx and Engels, both has formulated the historical
things as is : " United action of the leading civilized
countries at least is one of the first conditions for the
emancipation of the proletariat. " -The Manifesto of the
communist party. And thereby, unity of workers of the
world is the first condition for the emancipation,
formulated by Marx and Engels. Undoubtedly, both
formulas are not only right also valid and effective.
Furthermore, socialism -the replacement of capitalism is
a global society, currently ruled by the IMF and others
global syndicates thus, the replacement of capitalism is
not possible in one country alone. Moreover, win the
communist society by a communist revolution is the job
of working class alone. But, what did Lenin? Just making
miss-interpretation not only about socialism but also,
capitalism, capital, wage slavery, exploitation,
communist revolution, role of revolutionary working
class and reactionary peasants etc and etc to serve the
capitalist interest by confusing the workers by such ill
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motivated political propaganda and divide the workers of
the world by nation and country. Even, his party was not
a working class party, rather the Bolshevik party was a
most reactionary party with the reactionary peasants. So,
Lenin was not only liar but also a fraud and betrayer.
Noted, the historical consequence of repeated recession is
SOCIALISM.

28-10-15.
Not myth, but the earth is a real thing.
But, yet the myths, manufactured by the masters and
lords to serve their parasitic interest by such false but
politically motivated stories about the earth are exist.
Not myth, but the earthly lives are real things.
But, yet the myths about the origin of lives are exist.
Not myth, but the capital- produce by the wage slaves is
a real thing. And Marx has already discovered the
secrecy of capital-the unpaid labour.
But, yet the myths about capital and capitalist are exist.
Because, there is a exploitative capitalist society is exist.
Even, there is no working class party- based on science
of communism, to unite the workers of the world to fight
against the capitalist class along with all nonsense myths,
ideologies, etc for a scientific society- SOCIALISM.

27-10-15.
156

Capitalism is neither local nor national but a global
system, currently ruled by some global syndicates
including IMF-the controller of the world economy,
founded by the winners of the 2nd world war, by ending
the colonial policy.
Thereby, states are defunct under the rule of the global
syndicates including IMF-the mightiest organization of
the world.
So, the replacement of capitalism by the working class by
socialism is not possible in one country alone.
Thereby, Lenin was a liar and cheater by claiming that he
has founded a socialist country by replacing the
capitalism at Russia to create confusion among the
working class about not only socialism but also
capitalism, communist revolution, the historical role of
working class to replace the capitalism, communist party
etc : And his such lie was so useful to dive the workers of
the world by nation and country to serve the capitalist
interest
to
protect
the
decayed
capitalism.
But, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
for the emancipation of the workers.

26-10-15.
Communist revolution is the job of working class alone ,
but imposed by the capitalist class by the existing
conditions of capital.
In fact, the culmination of contradiction of sellers and
buyers of labour power of the world is communist
revolution.
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Therefore, communist revolution is not the job of socalled mass or some heroes by their good wish to provide
food,
cloth,
shelters
etc
primary
needs.
Sure, communist society is a scientific society thereby
so- many every day necessities those are important in
capitalist society including diet from agriculture will
reduce.
Communism is the historical consequence of capitalism
thus, its not the effect of desire of some good people to
prove food, cloth, shelter etc everyday necessities.
Sure, history made by man but not wishfully or
intentionally rather, history have a code to follow and
care by the maker of history.
Not Lenin but Marx has discovered the science of
capitalism by discovering the code of capital and the
code of society for change.
Therefore, no one can work for communism without
considering and accepting the science of communism or
he who consider Lenin -the founder of a state of state
capitalism as communist.
He who think, that there was a socialist revolution at
Russia or China and the so-called cultural revolution of
China was a ' great' event is not at all communist.
Because, win the socialism -the replacement of
capitalism is the job of working class alone and its not
possible in one country alone. Moreover, socialism is a
society free from exploitation, thereby its free from
selling and buying, therefore, there is no wage slavery to
produce commodity to accumulate capital thus, there is
no commodity and capital in socialism, therefore, there is
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no class and class interest in socialism thus, its a free
society from politics, political party, state etc class
weapons, thereby there is no discrimination among the
human being, thus, every one is equally treated and every
one have liberty and freedom to do anything including
love and union in socialism so, there is uninterrupted
peace in SOCIALISM.

25-101-5.
Its so important to raise the question about all authorities
to know there activities, what they did and do exactly for
a scientist or to be a scientist.
Its so important to raise the question about all things to
know the exact condition and action of these things for a
scientist or to be a scientist.
Its so important to raise the question about capital,
commodity, labour and wage labour, value and surplusvalue etc all those are still so important to live, to know
exactly what these are for a scientist or to be a scientist.
Its so important to raise the question about the past of
human being to know the facts to determine the future
course of action for the betterment by rejecting the
manufactured stories of past by the ruling class as history
for a scientist or to be a scientist.
A communist is a scientist.
So, a communist is not free from raising the question
about all authorities including Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin.
Mao. Ho-Chi, etc claimed and known socialist but
Leninist boss to know their brutality and nonsense action
against the working class to rebuild the communist
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movement to form a communist party to unite the
workers of the world to fight against the capitalist class
to grounded it for the emancipation by ending the
exploitation by vanishing the selling and buying system
by disappearing the private property by a communist
revolution-the ever biggest event of the world by the
working class alone.

24-10-15.
No one is out of class in this class divided society.
Thereby, no one is out of class interest. Therefore, the
term people or people's interest is noting but a big lie.
But, capitalist class is so interested to use such words to
gain and protect the capitalist interest by hiding the
fact.People is nothing but an artificial unity of all classes
by denying the class division. In fact, people's interest
means the interest of ruling capitalist class. No worker
can agree the people's interest without losing his own
interest. Not the so-called people is power but only the
working class is power because, workers are the produce
of value, therefore, surplus-value, that is capital.

23-10-15.
Everyday life of any one has been determining by the
existing conditions of the society.
But, the parasitic section of the different societies, mainly
slavery and feudal society has created so many unseen
but imaginary bosses to determine the every day life of
every one by manufacturing and spreading some false but
intentional, ill motivated and fabricated stories to confuse
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slaves. about every day lives, including financial
condition, political power, born and death etc & etc to
serve and protect their heinous parasitic that is
exploitative interest.
Capitalist class as a whole is exploiter.
Thus, the capitalist class have been nourishing such false
and foul concepts, ideas etc to hide the fact of capital- the
unpaid labour.
Therefore, wage slaves - the producer of all values,
thereby surplus-value, that is capital are still neglected
but the parasitic people- the exploiters are still enjoying
honor and respect.
Its not only unfair and unjust but also tragic and pathetic.
Sure, such nonsense condition of the society is
contradictory.
Therefore, the existing unfair condition of the capitalist
society will change by the consequence of its own
contradiction.
Thereby, all such false and lies about life will vanish
along with parasitic section- the exploiters of the society.
Thus, no artificial boss will exist in a scientific societysocialism, win by the wage slaves alone.
So, every one will be equally honored and dignified in
the new but so lovely society- SOCIALISM.

22-10-15.
(3)
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Not gender but labour has produce value, therefore
surplus-value that is capital- the unpaid labour.
Not nation but labour has produce value, therefore
surplus-value that is capital- the unpaid labour.
Not religion but labour has produce value, therefore
surplus-value that is capital- the unpaid labour.
Not creed but labour has produce value, therefore
surplus-value that is capital- the unpaid labour.
Not ideology but labour has produce value, therefore
surplus-value that is capital- the unpaid labour.
Therefore,wage slaves - the sellers of labour power to
produce commodity to accumulate capital for the
capitalist class, are exploited and the capitalist class as a
whole is exploiter.
Thereby, the end of exploitation by ending the buying the
labour power by ending the buying and selling system by
ending the private property- the cause of exploitation and
all nonsense including killing, rape, etc is the condition
for the emancipation of all of the world.
But, Leninist parties are for national liberation, women
freedom etc to divide the workers of the world by nation,
gender etc to serve the capitalist interest.

(2)
Identity of a worker- who sale his labour power to
produce commodity to accumulate capital for the
capitalist class -currently disabled to rule the moribund
capitalist society- a global society, is worker.
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Therefore, workers have no nation and country but they
have a world to win by losing their chain by defeating the
exploiter capitalist class.
Thus, workers have no any responsibility to do any thing
for the so-called national interest except responsibility to
work for their emancipation by vanishing the capitalist
system.
But, Lenin was for so-called national interest by
practicing the politics of so-called right of selfdetermination of nations.
Therefore, Leninist parties has been working to develop
the so-called national economy by occupying the state
power to accumulate capital by exploiting the workers.
Thus, Leninist parties are not only for exploitation but
also divide the workers of the world by nation and
country.
But, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
for the emancipation.
So, Leninist parties are working against the working class
to serve the capitalist interest to protect the moribund
capitalism.

(1)
Known communists are Leninist, But, Lenin was never a
communist to unite the workers of the world to fight
against the capitalist class to vanish it by a communist
revolution - the ever biggest event of the world for
communism- a exploitation free society. Rather, Lenin
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has founded a state of state capitalism, where the rate of
exploitation was much higher that USA to serve the
capitalist interest to protect decayed capitalism. But, he
claimed that he was a communist and he had found a
socialist state which is totally false but intentional and ill
motivated political propaganda. So, Lenin was not only a
liar but also cheater. Thereby, Leninist bosses can do
anything even about celebrating the religious festivals by
marking these events as social festival but intentionally
to serve the capitalist interest by confusing the wage
slaves.

21-10-15.
Worship to any one is nothing but a tradition, introduced
by the masters and lords to serve their parasitic interest
by creating the false concept about the earth and earthly
life to live by the kind grace of the said masters and lords
or ready to suffer the miseries by denying their political
power as they are divine right holders.
But, sorry, sufferings and miseries of working class is
nothing but creating by the capitalist class- the exploiter
of workers and miseries of capitalists are nothing but the
creation of so waste capitalist society - a society of
certainty of uncertainly.
Therefore, no one is safe and secure in capitalism.
But, all sufferings and miseries of all of the world will be
vanish if the capitalist system will vanish.
Sure, working class will vanish the moribund capitalism
by the existing conditions of capital.
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Such conclusion about the capitalism is science of
communism, discovered by Marx.
So, not worship but practicing the science of communism
is only the option for the emancipation.

20-10-15.
Peasants are against industrialization, to protect their
existence as a fraction of middle class from extinction by
the industrial development.
Thus, they are trying to role back the wheel of history by
creating obstacle in various way for hindering the
industrial growth.
So, peasants are not only conservative but also
reactionary.
But, claimed socialist Lenin was with peasants by
founding program of the Bolshevik Party.
Therefore, Lenin and his Bolshevik party were not only
conservative
but
also
reactionary.
Thereby, Leninist parties are not only conservative but
also reactionary.
But, socialists are revolutionary thus, they are against
capitalism to vanish it for the free development of the
society by a socialist society- a society with social
ownership of means of production, transportation and
communication.

19-10-15.
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He who is a buyer of labour power to produce
commodity is a capitalist.
May be a buyer of labour power is an individual person,
or collective persons by a company or state that does not
mater, but a buyer of labour power to produce
commodity is not only capitalist but also exploiter.
He who is beneficiary from the selling and buying of
labour power to produce commodity is a capitalist
exploiter.
He who is for selling and buying of labour power to
produce commodity is a capitalist.
Lenin was a buyer of labour power to produce
commodity as he was the chief executive of his state - a
state of state capitalism, where the rate of exploitation
was much higher than USA.
Lenin as a chief executive of his state was a beneficiary
from the buying of labour power to produce commodity
to accumulate capital thereby Lenin was not only a
capitalist but also a gang leader of capitalist exploiters of
his state what he founded by a military coup to serve the
capitalist interest to protect the decayed capitalism.
Lenin was for selling and buying of labour power to
produce commodity to accumulate capital thereby Lenin
was a capitalist.

18-10-15.
Its so important to know science, to understand science,
to care science, to practice science to work scientifically
to unite the workers of the world to win their world to
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win the nature by a scientific society - socialism, to lead
a scientific life thereby a best life by all of the world.
Noted, science is nothing but a code of nature, or science
is a code of creation of anything or transformation of
anything.

16-10-15.
Communist movement is absent since 1896 by taking the
decision by the 2nd International to implement the policy
for so-called right of self-determination of nations, which
is so effective to divide the workers of the world by
nation and country by ignoring the class identity of
working class and by denying the interest of working
class.
Though, workers have no nation and country but they
have a world to win by losing their chain by defeating the
capitalist class by a communist revolution by the working
class alone for communism- a society free from all
existing identities of human being as capitalist, wage
slaves, English, American, Indian, Hindu, Christan,
black, white, male, female etc & etc thereby there is only
one and single identity of whole human being is as
human being with full sense of humanity.
Therefore, such political line - right of self-determination
of nations is so helpful for the capitalist class and
currently the UN is working for the same political line.
Lenin was for the same politics of the so-called right of
self-determination of nations - the founding programme
of the Bolshevik party and Leninist parties has been
practicing the same line inherited from the Bolshevik
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party.
Moreover, Lenin, Trotsky and their company has
founded a state of state capitalism at Russia where the
rate of exploitation was much higher than USA, and state
capitalism is capitalism.
Therefore, there was no socialism at Russia, or China, or
Vietnam or DPRK or CUBA or East Germany or Poland
, or Romania, or Albania thus there was no socialism in
this world.
So, all literature including novels, poems, dramas, films
etc on the basis of right of self-determination of nations
are nothing but so helpful to create confusion about
socialism, capitalism by spreading false inter petitions
about the role of working class-the only communist
revolutionary class to help capitalist interest.

14-10-15.
Secularism is not only the product of capitalism but an
integral part of capitalist democracy to develop the
capitalist society. But, the reactionary capitalist class has
taken shelter to the religion -the politics of masters and
lords to protect the old capitalist society by confusing the
wage slaves about the capital- the unpaid labour and to
try to hide the fact of capitalist exploitation. Because,
working class-the product of capitalist class is the grave
digger of the capitalist class for their emancipation by
vanishing the capital by vanishing the private property
along with it all nonsense including ideology, politics,
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political party, state, global syndicates including IMF,
UN etc.
Sure, France revolution ( 1789) has introduced the
secularism as policy of state by defeating the religion but
the revolutionary government of the France has
promulgated the law against any such assembly,
procession etc of workers of France to protect the
capitalist exploitative interest by betraying the
commitment of the revolution about equality, unity etc.
In fact, capitalists are not only exploiter but also liar,
cheater, betrayer etc and all nonsense.
Noted, the capitalist society has become old before the
manifesto of the communist party had public by the
effect of recession by the effect of over production by the
one of the 2 existing conditions of capital- reproduction
and currently in moribund condition by the failure of the
IMF to overcome or avoid the recession by the effect of
same condition. Therefore, the reactionary capitalist class
has been nourishing the religion along with fanaticism to
confuse and divide the workers of the world by religion
to back the wheel of the history for its sectarian interest.
In fact, capitalists of the current world are staying in the
hole of the past by practicing such defeated politics of
past.

13-10-15.
State is nothing but a strongest class weapons to rule and
oppress by the ruling class, originated from the private
property by the masters to protect their parasitic interest,
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currently defunct under the rule of the IMF- the
controller of the world economy.
Cost and expenditure of a state is nothing but a part of
surplus-value, produce by the wage slaves in capitalism.
But, if there is no class, there is no utility of state to rule.
Certainly sure, socialism- the historical consequence of
capitalism is a exploitation free society, thereby there is
no parasitic people, thus, there is no class among the
human being.
So, socialism is free from all types of class weapons
including state, political party, etc.

12-10-15.
( 2) Buyer of labour power to produce commodity is
exploiter.
Beneficiaries from the selling and buying system of
labour power are also exploiters.
Sellers of labour power to produce commodity are
exploited.
(1) Ownership of means of production, transportation
and communication by society is socialism.
Ownership of these things by commune is
communism. Therefore, there is no China wall
between socialism and communism. However,
there is some difference between socialism
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originated from the capitalism and socialism
developed from the socialism but not in principle

11-10-15.
Human being is one but, its divided by class, by race, by
nation, by religion, by sex and many more.
Therefore, there is discrimination among the human.
Thus, there is a hateful atmosphere which is dangerously
unhealthy to live. Even, killing, rape, arson, destruction
etc are the regular events of the world.
But, who is responsible for such nonsense? Parasitic
section of the human being.
What is the reason for such nonsense? Private property.
How many years its exist? Not more than 5,600 years.
But, the age of human being is not less than 200
thousands years.
Sure, there was no private property and parasitic people
before 5,600 years ago,
Thus, there was no discrimination among the human
being when there was no private property.
Present capitalist society is based on private property, but
no one can produce capital privately or personally.
Because, capital is a product of wage slaves and
collectively.
Therefore, private ownership of capital is not only unfair
and unjustified but also contradictory though its legal by
the law of capitalists -the parasitic section of capitalist
society.
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Undoubtedly, the effect of such contradiction of capitalist
society is socialization of means of production,
transportation and communication and that is socialism- a
society free from parasitic people, thus, its free from
exploitation, thereby, its free from the discrimination and
therefore, its free from killing, rape, hate, revenge etc all
nonsense thus, its lovely society with a single human
being with full sense of humanity so, its a society with
uninterrupted peace.

10-10-15.
(2)He who read at Least the Manifesto of the Communist
Party, along with introductions, can not say that Marx
was for a national society.
He who read the rules of the Communist League, can not
say that Marx was for a national society.
He who read the rules of the first international can not
say that Marx was for a national society.
He who read the Das Capital by Marx can not say that
Marx was for a national society.
He who read - Socialism: Utopian and Scientific, by
Engels can not say that Marx was for a national society.
He who read - The Principles of Communism by Engels
can not say that Marx for a national society.
(1)
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LENIN:
It is known fact that Lenin was the chief executive of his
state till his death. But, his post was not mentioned at his
own constitution-1918.
Therefore, he was above all.
Noted, the post of Tsar was written in his constitution1906.
Lenin did not care his own constitution to introduce the
New Economic Policy by violating the constitution-1918.
There was judicial ministry along with minister in his
state but there was no supreme court till his death.
Arms forces were highest beneficiaries in his state.
His state security force did anything including killing
without trial.
Wage slaves were not only low paid or unpaid thereby
dangerously exploited but also neglected and oppressed. .

09-10-15.
Che was never a communist revolutionary to unite the
workers of the world to fight against the capitalist class
to vanish it by a communist revolution-the ever biggest
global event by the revolutionary working class alone for
communism- a society free from the exploitation.
Rather, he was a co-founder of a state of state capitalism
where the rate of exploitation is much higher than USA.
As a minister of CUBA he has chained free man by the
chain of land to chained them by the private property.
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But, the abolition of private property is communism.
Che was for the interest of peasants but peasants are not
only conservative but also reactionary by the description
of the manifesto of the communist party by Marx and
Engels.

08-10-15.
State has originated from the private property to protect
the interest of private property holders as their strongest
and powerful class instrument and weapon to oppress and
overpowering the slaves.
Capitalist class has inherited the state to oppress and
overpowering the wage slaves to accumulate capital by
exploiting the wage slaves by producing commodity by
paying wage.
Noted, capitalist society is also based on private property.
However, if there is no private property, there is no
utility of state.
Record shows that the age of both the private property
and state are not more than 5,600 years but the age of
human being is not less than 200 thousands years.
Sure, working class will vanish both the private property
and state for their emancipation by its united action.

07-10-15.
If there is state, there is a ruling class.
If there is a ruling class, there are some bosses to rule.
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If there are some bosses to rule, there is oppression.
If there is oppression, there is exploitation.
If there is exploitation, there is exploiter.
If there is exploiter, there is exploited.
If there is exploited, there is miseries.
If there is miseries, there is discrimination among the
human being.
If there is discrimination, there is private property..
If there there is private property. there is conflict.
If there is conflict , there is arms force to win.
If there is arms force , there is want of peace.
If there is want of peace, there is war.
Sure, exploitative capitalist society is based on private
property.
Therefore, capitalist society is a war prone society.
Was the USSR of Lenin a state? Sure.
Therefore, there were all mentioned nonsense at USSR.
Thus, USSR was not out of capitalist mode of
production.
So, USSR was never a socialist rather a state of state
capitalist.

05-10-15.
Is it number one developed or under develop country that
does not matter to the working class.
Because, the whole world is under the capitalist system,
currently ruled by some global syndicates including IMFthe controller of the world economy to serve the capitalist
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interest globally; And as a seller of labour power -the
wage slaves are exploited in every where of the world.
Sure, workers have no option except abolition of the
capitalist system for their emancipation from the
exploitation.
So, number one concern of the working class is fight
against the capitalist class by fighting against wage
slavery to dump the capitalist system by ending the
selling and buying system by vanishing the private
property -the cause of all evils including exploitation,
killing, rape etc nonsense for their emancipation without
considering the condition of a country where they sale
their labour power to produce commodity to accumulate
capital- the unpaid labour.
But, there is no working class party to do the same,
therefore, miseries and sufferings of wage slaves has
been increasing.
So, a working class party is a historical necessity to unite
the workers of the world to vanish the capitalist system.

04-10-15.
(2)
He who sale his labour power to produce a commodity is
worker or wage slave. Workers are poor, but all poor are
not wage slave. Workers are the producer of value,
therefore surplus-value, that is capital- the unpaid labour.
Therefore, as a buyer of labour capitalists are exploiter
and wage slaves are exploited. He who have means of
production and of exchange is capitalist. Thus, there is
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contradiction among the sellers and buyers of labour
power. So, the outcome of contradiction of sellers and
buyers of labour power is the socialization of means of
production, transportation and communication and that is
socialism, where there is no selling and buying, thus,
there is no commodity, thereby, there is no capital,
therefore, there is no exploitation, thus, there is no class
and class rule, so there is no state, and all other class
weapons including political party, but there is an
association of all by the all for the all.

(1)
Unity of workers of the world is the first condition for the
emancipation of the workers.
But, there is no party to implement this condition by
uniting the workers of the world to fight against the
capitalist class to grounded the capitalist system by a
communist revolution -the ever biggest global event.
Though, the miseries and sufferings of working class by
the capitalist class and capitalist system is intolerable.
Sure, no one of the world is safe and secure, because
capitalist society is a society of certainly of uncertainty.
Moreover, no one of the world is free from the life
threatening by the current moribund condition of the so
waste capitalism.
So, there is no option except grounding the such
nonsense capitalist system to live a normal but peaceful
life with best hope for the best and prosperity.
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Therefore, a working class party to unite the workers of
the world to fight and vanish the capitalist system by a
communist revolution is a historical necessity.

03-10-15.
Political boarders of the world is not only meaningless
but also so dangerous for the development of human
being as a whole with full sense of humanity.
Political boarders are so effective not only divide but also
so useful to create a hateful atmosphere among the
human being.
There was no political boarder before 5600 years ago,
currently states are defunct under the rule of the IMF-the
controller of the world economy to serve the capitalist
interest globally.
The age of private property, politics and political boarder
is same.
Therefore, if there is no private property, there is no
utility of politics and political boarder.
So, there is no option except abolition of private property
to free the whole human being from the all nonsense
from which they are suffering.

02-10-15.
Capitalist bosses are still able to divide the workers by
nation, race, religion, ideology, sex etc nonsense to avoid
the united action of the workers of the world to defend
and protect the existence of capitalists as capital.
Lenin was one of them.
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Leninist bosses are not free from committing the such
crime against the working class.
But, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
for the emancipation of the working class as a whole.
So, there is no option except denial and neglect all
concern bosses including Lenin to unite the workers of
the world to fight against the capitalist class to vanish it
for the emancipation.

01-10-15.
Capitalist society is a society of numerous commodities
on the basis of the private property. Production of
commodity is essential to accumulate capital by
exploiting the wage slaves. Though, the exploitation is
not illegal but its unfair and unjustified. Therefore,
capitalist society is a unjustified and unfair society. Thus,
there is self-contradiction in capitalism. So, the out come
of such self-contradiction of capitalist society is
socialism, win by the working class -the producer of
value, therefore, surplus-value that is capital- the unpaid
labour. IMF, WB, ILO, UN, states, political parties,
NGO's, different ideological organizations etc are the
class weapons of capitalist class. The executives of
capitalist states are nothing but the managers of capitalist
system. So, there is no option except vanish the capitalist
society by vanishing the wage slavery by vanishing the
private property for the emancipation. Sure, unity of
workers of the world is the first condition for the
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emancipation. But, sorry there is no party to unite the
workers of the world to vanish the capitalism by a
communist revolution by the revolutionary working
class. So, a working class party is a historical necessity to
do the same.

No Leninist Party is communist
party has posted.
01-09-15.
An accused have the right to defend by proper
information and logical argument. But, a criminal have
nothing to defend, because, he committed the crime.
Therefore, a criminal have nothing to defend thus, he can
say so many fouls to divert the attention to hide the facts
to avoid the consequence. But, finally, a criminal is
criminal.
I am against Leninism-the corruption of science of
communism. Therefore, i am trying to unmask the ugly
face of Lenin and other Leninist bosses by proving their
crime against the working class.
Sure, a Leninist have right to differ with my proving
wrong of my statement by providing the real records
against my information to prove it false.
But, no Leninist yet done so but they are very much
expert to say so many nonsense against me and has been
branding me as a agent of CIA without any record.
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Certainly sure, Lenin was a servant of capitalist interest
by founding a reactionary party and a state of state
capitalism where the rate of exploitation was much
higher than USA.
In details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published by
the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org .

31-08-15.
If there is private or state property, there is law to serve
the private interest by protecting the private or state
property.
If there is law there is crime and punishment.
Because, violation of law is crime by the law.
But, if there is no law, there is no violation of law, so,
there is no crime and punishment.
Therefore, if there is no private property or state property
to serve the private interest, there is no law thus, there is
no crime and punishment.
So, there is no necessity of judicial authority.
Undoubtedly, if there is no judicial authority to judge any
one, there is liberty and freedom of all.
Sure, communism is a society free from the all such
things including private or state property.
So, communism is a society for liberty and freedom of
all.
Noted, there was no law before the private property has
introduced by the masters,
and the code of Humbburaby is the first written law.
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Certainly sure, the age of written law is not more than
3,800 years but the age of human being is not less than
2,00,000 years.

29-08-15.
Lenin was more brutal dictator than Tsar Nicholas.
Because, Tsar has determined his position as a supreme
autocrat along with power and function of him in his
constitution-1906.
But, Lenin? No.
Rather, Lenin has hold the post of chief executive of his
state till his death but the that post was not described in
his own constitution-1918.
Not only killing, even no punishment was allowed
without proper trial by the constitution of Tsar-1906.
But Lenin was for extra -judicial killing.
However, working class will end not only killing but also
punishment by winning their world by defeating the
reactionary capitalist class.

28-08-15.
Not nation but the working class is the producer of
capital.
But, the so-called nationalists including Leninist bosses
has been trying to crying to build the nation by unite the
nation to construct the national economy to protect the
nation and national interest by ignoring and denying the
role of working class to produce capital with a ill motive
to confuse and divide the workers of the world to serve
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the capitalist interest and thereby to protect the capitalist
society - a global society.
Sure, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
for the emancipation.
Noted, capitalists are not nationalist because, national
boundary was not enough to develop the capitalist
society.

23-08-15.
Only judicial authority have the power to judge by the
help of police lawfully by the law of ruling capitalist
class.
But, if police or executive has taken the decision to kill
anyone without trail, then what is the task of the judicial
department of a state?
Therefore, if there is such killing by police there is
nothing but the failure of a state as state.
Sure, states are defunct under the rule of the IMF and
other global syndicates.
So, not reform but the abolition of state is the historical
consequence of such defunct states by the revolutionary
working class.
Noted, capitalism is in moribund condition and thereby
the reactionary capitalist class has lost its ability to lead
the society.
So, there is anarchy.
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Thus, the end of such anarchy is the condition of a new
society- free from class and class weapons including
state.

18.08.15.
No state have independent capacity to determine and fix
the tax and tariff policies to earn and expend under the
rule of the IMF- the controller of the world economy,
founded by the winners of the 2nd world war including
Leninist boss Stalin to serve the capitalist interest
globally, by concluding the colonial policy -the integral
part of capitalist development.
Therefore, there are so many new state has emerged after
the 2nd world war by the effect of ending the colonial
policy by the politics of globalization by the winners of
the 2nd world war to make sure the free movement of
capital and commodity all over the world.
Thus, states are defunct under the rule of the IMF.
So, democracy is dead under the rule of the IMF.
India is the founding member of the IMF.
In spite of that the politicians of India has been claiming
that the India is largest democratic independent state of
the world.
How funny!
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17-08-15.
A seller of a commodity have no need to see the
nationality, ethnicity, colour, sex or religion of the buyer,
rather he have need to sale his commodity to get price of
the said commodity to accumulate capital.
Therefore, capitalist class -the owner of the commodities
have no need to choice the nationality, ethnicity, colour,
sex or religion of the buyer rather, capitalists have need
to sale the commodity to survive and exist as capitalist.
Thus, no capitalist is nationalist or patriot. But, the
political bosses of the capitalist class has been pretending
that they are working for patriotism and nationalism to
confuse the working class about capitalist relation and
divide the workers by nation and country.
Lenin, Mao, Ho-Chi etc Leninist bosses were not free
from such nonsense politics of nationalism and
patriotism.
Noted. wage slaves have a commodity to sale to live to
produce commodity and that is labour power.
Therefore, working class have nothing to choice any
nation or country to sale the labour power to live.
Thus, workers have no nation or country, but they have a
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world to win by losing the chain by defeating and
vanishing the capitalist class.
So, unity of workers of the world is the first condition for
the emancipation.

13-08-15.
No nationalist have scope to be a communist except
abandoning the nationalism. Because, communism is a
global society.
Lenin was for the ' right of self-determination of nations'
therefore. Lenin was a not a communist.
Mao was not only for the same right of nations but he
was a declared patriot. But, workers have no country to
love rather, they have a world to win by losing their chin
by defeating the capitalist class. Therefore, Mao was
never a communist.
Ho-Chi was not only for the said right of nations rather,
he was for the declaration of separation of America.
Thefore, Ho-Chi was never a communist.
In fact, no Leninist is communist to unite the workers of
the world for communism, win by the working class
alone.

11.08.15.
No fight except fight against wage slavery to vanish it by
the revolutionary working class is revolutionary fight in
this epoch.
Fight against the colonial rulers was nothing but an effort
to form a capitalist state to gain the political control by
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the native capitalist bosses to maximize the rate of
exploitation to accumulate the capital by exploiting the
wage slaves.
Noted, colonial policy was the integral part of the
capitalist development.
Therefore, revolutionary capitalist class has played a
progressive role by conquering the whole world by
practicing the colonial policy by defeating the
beneficiaries and rulers of the local, self-dependent but so
poor economy.
But, capitalist class as a whole is exploiter therefore,
working class -the product of capitalist class have no
option except fight against capitalist class to vanish the
exploitative capitalist system for the emancipation.
Bolivar, Mao, Su Kornu, Ghandi, Ho-Chi, Che,
Khodiram, Bogobath Sing, Surju Sen etc none of them
was against wage slavery to vanish capitalist system for
the emancipation.

03-08-15.
The October event of Russia is nothing but a planed
military coup by the key leaders of the reactionary
Bolshevik Party. But, the government of Lenin has not
recognized by the constituent assembly election, and in
fact, Bolshevik party has got a few votes. Certainly sure,
Lenin has founded a state of state capitalism, where the
rate of exploitation was much higher than USA. But,
socialism -the replacement of capitalism is free from the
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exploitation. Workers have no nation and country but
they have a world to win by losing their chain by
defeating and vanishing the capitalist class. Sure,
nationalism will be reduce by the united action of the
workers of the world. Moreover, nations are interdependent under the global net of capitalism, and
currently , nation is dead under the rule of the IMF and
others global syndicates. Unity of workers of the world is
the first condition for the emancipation of workers; and
"united action of the leading civilized countries at least is
one of the first conditions for the emancipation of the
proletariat." In fact, the outcome of the contradiction of
the sellers and buyers of labour power of the world is
socialism. Thereby, win the socialism is the job of only
working class. But, Bolshevik party was never a working
class party to unite the workers of the world to fight
against the capitalist class by fighting against wage
slavery to vanish wage system by a communist
revolution by the revolutionary working class for
communism. Rather, Bolshevik party was a party of
reactionary capitalists including reactionary peasants to
develop the capitalist economy at Russia. Noted, state
capitalism and so-called right of self-determination, both
polices are useful to confuse and divide the workers of
the world. More details: Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx
So IMF The World Lord And......... a book, published by
the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org.

29-07-15.
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The Manifesto of the communist party has described that
" United action of the leading civilized countries at least
is one of the first conditions for the emancipation."
So,
communist
revolution-the
culmination
of
contradiction of sellers and buyers of labour power of the
world , is not possible in one country alone.
Therefore, a communist party to unite the workers of the
world for a communist revolution is neither local nor
national but a global party.
Sure, communist revolution for communism is the job of
only working class.
So,communist party for a communist revolution is a party
of only working class.
The end of politics- an organized power to oppress is the
condition for communism- a society free from class.
So, communist party will be abolish in communism.
But, no Leninist party is only working class party, or a
global party for a communist revolution.
Therefore, no Leninist party is communist party.

25.07.15.
(2) Capitalist

society is a society of numerous
commodities, produce by the wage slaves.
But, the buyers ( capitalists) has pay wage to the wage
slaves for producing the commodity to accumulate the
capital.
Wage is nothing but the price of the labour power ( the
commodity
of
wage
slaves).
But, the price of a commodity is not only wage.
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A commodity have 2 elements, one is natural resource.
and another one is labour of wage slaves.
Natural resource have use value but no exchange,
therefore, the value of commodity is nothing but the
labour of wage slaves.
Therefore, the price of a commodity is nothing but the
labour
of
wage
slaves.
Thus, difference between the price of a commodity and
wage is the capital- the unpaid part of a commodity or the
unpaid labour.
So, capitalist class is exploiter and wage slaves are
exploited.
Thereby, there is a contradiction between capitalist class
and working class by the condition of commodity
production.
The outcome of contradiction of the sellers and buyers of
the labour power of the world is SOCIALISM-the end of
commodity production.
The culmination of contradiction of the capitalist class
and working class is communist revolution-the ever
biggest global event, but imposed by the reactionary
capitalist class but done by the workers of the
world.Therefore, only the working class is the communist
revolutionary class.
More details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published
by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org.
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(1)
If there is no contradiction, conflict, quarrel etc nonsense
then, there is no case or court case. If there is no case or
court case, then judiciary along with advocates have no
utility thus, conflict, quarrel etc nonsense is required to
file a case to the court by an advocate to earn money to
live a parasitic life of the concern people along with
advocate. However, if there is no disposal of any case in
favor of anyone then why the victims will go for filing a
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case? Sure, medical science has has introduced by the
capitalist class but its not out of capitalist limitation.
Therefore, the medical professionals are not free from the
limitation of capitalist interest.Therefore, there is no
alternate except vanishing the capitalist system to live
with uninterrupted peace without judiciary system and to
free & develop the modern medical science to confirm
and ensure the proper medical service for all of the
world.

24-07-15.
(2) Prostitution

is legal and government has been
earning form the prostitute. A so-called prostitute sale her
body to use for sex for a fixed time, and after the said
working time she is free to choice another client. But, a
wife? No. Even wives are not for sex with the wish of
their husband anytime but they are common servant of
their husband's family for round the clock till death.

(1) Girls are not commodity but yet treated, because
there is marriage. There is marriage, because there is
private property, to protect the private property by the
legitimate inheritance. Therefore, wives are nothing but
the reproductive machine , owned by husbands. So,
wives are sex slave of husbands.

23-07-15.
(2)
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Not beggar but a seller of labour power is fighter.
Working class will fight and win their world, where there
is no beggar or donor, no servant or master, but everyone
is equally dignified, and that is SOCIALISM.

(1)
No one knows all but everyone knows something.
Thus, everyone is inter-dependent to know the unknown
thing.
So, no one is extra-ordinary or great.

22-07-15.
Leninism is an ideology, but ideology is not science.
Science is the code of any thing thus its from reality. but
ideology is from the brain of some body to control
somebody by the said ideology. Leninism is nothing but
the politics of state capitalism and so-called right of selfdetermination of nations. But, state capitalism is
capitalism and workers have no nation or country but
they have a world to win by losing their chain. Therefore,
Leninism is so effective to confuse the workers about
socialism and its so useful to divide the workers of the
world by nation and country. But, unity of workers of the
world is the first condition for the emancipation.
Leninism is nothing but the policy of democratic
centralization, which is against the freedom and liberty of
any one, in fact its the policy of masters and dictators.
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Leninism is nothing but the politics for the development
of national economy, but capitalism is a global system,
currently ruled by some global syndicates including IMFthe controller of the world economy and nations are interdependent. Leninism is nothing but serving the interest of
reactionary peasants- a fraction of capitalist class.
Leninism is nothing but the politics of military coup what
Lenin and his company did to grabbed the state power of
Russia. Leninism is nothing but the politics of killing
what did Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, Mao, Pol-Pat, Kim, HoChi, Hoxa etc Leninist boss. Leninism is nothing but the
politics of cultism. But socialism is free from any such
cultism. Leninism is nothing but the politics of
exploitation, but socialism is free from exploitation.
Leninism is nothing but the distortion of writings of
Marx. Leninism is nothing but the corruption of science
of communism-discovered by Marx. More details: No
Leninist Party is Communist Party, a book, published by
the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org .

21-07-15.
(2)
The IMF is not a bank but a syndicate of states to control
the world economy, therefore, no state have power to go
against the IMF, though the IMF has failed to save the
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capitalist economy from its non-curable disease -the
recession, the effect of over production by the existing
conditions of the Capital: (1) Reproduction; And (2)
Circulation. Noted, there output of reproduction is over
production, and the result of over production is
disturbance of circulation, and that is recession. The
effect of recession is : (1) Lose of private property of
some affected capitalists; (2) Social anarchy; (3) Political
and labour unrest; (4) War or war war situation; (5)
Social agreement by capitalist to limit the production;
And (6) open up the way of socialization by forming the
different syndicates including IMF. In fact, the effect of
recession is negation of the private ownership. Therefore,
the historical consequence of repeated recession is
socialization of means of production, transportation and
communication, and that is SOCIALISM - a society free
from capital by the revolutionary working class.

(1)
No Government can do any meaningful thing against the
IMF- the mightiest syndicate of the world and the
controller of the world economy, founded by the winners
of the 2nd world war, including Leninist boss J.Stalin to
serve the capitalist interest globally to protect the
moribund capitalism.
Last example is the Government of Betrayer Tsriper of
the GREECE.
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Noted, the Prime Minister of GREECE has accepted the
conditions of the IMF after committing so many drama
and mockery with the voters of the GREECE.
Even, he betrayed with his party on this question.
His boss V.I.Lenin also has done the same betrayal job
even with his party by dissolving the elected constituent
assembly, even without lawful authority, 5th January,
1918.
But, undoubtedly, working class will vanish the IMF and
all other class weapons including state, political party,
NGO etc for their emancipation.

17-07-15.
Marriage is nothing but a system to buy a right for having
sex with a girl by a male by using her as a reproductive
machine to produce the legitimate inheritance to protect
the private property but introduced by the masters to
protect the interest of the private property holders.
Capitalism is based on private property, therefore,
capitalism is not against marriage, but, capitalism has
been destroying the family relation, based on marriage.
Even, some people in capitalism has been thinking that
the marriage is not necessary for having sex; and some
are living together but not interested in marriage.
LGBT right is accepted by some states, and so many
organizations, even by UN.
However, if there is no private property, there is no right
of inheritance and thereby, there is no utility of marriage.
Sure, socialism is free from the private property, and not
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family but the individual is the basic unit of the new
society-SOCIALISM.

15.07.15.
He who sale his labour power to produce a commodity is
a worker or wage slaves.
Wage labour produce not only value but also surplusvalue that is capital -the unpaid labour by getting wagethe cost of labour power.
Therefore, wage slaves are exploited and capitalists are
exploiter, thus there is antagonism between the sellers
and buyers of labour power by the condition of the
production of commodity.
The solution of such antagonistic relation between the
sellers and buyers of labour power of the world is
vanishing the selling and buying system by vanishing the
commodity production, by vanishing the capitalist private
property by a communist revolution, imposed by the
buyers of labour power but by sellers of labour power of
the world.
Therefore, communist revolution is only job of working
class alone and its not possible in one country alone.
Because, selling and buying system is neither local nor
national but a global system. Therefore, the communist
revolution to change a global system is neither local nor
national but a global event.
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Thus, there was no communist revolution in this world
and thereby, there was no socialism-a selling and buying
free society.
So, stories about socialism is nothing but a false but ill
motivated political propaganda by Liar Lenin and his
disciples.
More details: Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx So IMF
The World Lord and -----------a book, published by the
ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org

14.07.15.
Killing for killing is not the solution of killing.
Eye for eye, or nose for nose, or killing for killing etc
nonsense and heinous concepts has introduced by the
brutal kings to protect the interest of the private property
holders.
In fact, private property is the cause of all evils including
killing. Therefore, if there is no private property, there is
no evil even killing.
Sure, the capitalism has been destroying the private
ownership by the existing conditions of capital, though
the capitalism is based on the private property. Therefore,
the effect of such self contradiction of the capitalism ,
there are so many capitalists are against the death
sentence and thereby there is no capital punishment at
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least at 100 countries, that means there is no judicial
killing.
Records shows that the rate of killing is much higher
where there is law for capital punishment that is judicial
killing than the countries where there is no capital
punishment that is judicial killing.
Noted, killing for killing is nothing but the retaliation.
Sure, retaliation is retaliation thereby retaliation is not the
remedy of killing rather, its help to increase the heinous
concept of killing and brutality.
Finally, the revolutionary working class will vanish the
private ownership thereby,killing will be an unknown
term in socialist society.

13.07-15.
No capitalist is honest, because, capital it-self is the fruit
of dishonesty. In fact, capital is nothing but the unpaid
labour. But, no one touch them rather they are honored
by the said people those who killed not only a thief but
also an innocent one accusing as a thief.
There are hundreds and hundreds people has become
millionaires from the ZERO.
But, no one touch them rather, they are acknowledged as
successful person in this waste society.
But, so many innocent people has lost their lives by the
so-called honest men. Are the said killers human being?
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There are so many powerful but corrupt persons in power
and they are not even under trial, rather they has been
getting respect from the said killer those who think that
they are real fighter against theft, robbery, corruption etc
by
killing
alleged
and
suspected
persons.
Have any right of any one to kill or beat any one without
legal authority even in Bangladesh? No.
So, stop such killing and beating.

12-07-15.
Labour, produce value; Wage labour produce surplusvalue, that is capital.
Therefore, wage labour produce capital.
In spite of that, not wage labour but the capitalists are the
owner of the capital. Therefore, capitalists are capitalist
by the wage labour.
Thus, the capitalist private property is not only
unjustified but also self-contradictory.
Thereby, the solution of such self-contradiction of
capitalist society is the social ownership of the means of
production, transportation and communication that is
SOCIALISM.
So, SOCIALISM is unavoidable and inevitable by the
fruit of the self-contradiction of capitalist ownership.

06-07-15.
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Is the government of Greece against the IMF? No.
Is the government of Greece against the some conditions
of the IMF? Yes.
Is the Greece as a state is the member of the IMF? Sure,
Greece is the member of the IMF. Thereby, the
government of the Greece is the part of the IMF.
So, have there any fundamental difference or principle
stand against the IMF by the government of the Greece?
No.
Is the government of Greece seeking loan from the IMF?
Sure, the government of Greece has been seeking loan
from the IMF.
Therefore, is the referendum by the government of the
Greece is not a tactics to bargaining with the IMF?
Exactly, but not following and caring the rules of the
IMF.
Thereby, is it not the failure and defeat of both the IMF
and the government of the Greece by holding the
referendum with a result - ' NO' ?
Certainly sure, its the failure and defeat of both the
parties.
In fact, its the failure of the IMF- founded by the winners
of the 2nd world war including Leninist boss J.Stalin to
serve the capitalist interest globally to protect the
moribund capitalism by controlling the world economy.
So, capitalist class as a whole have no option except fail
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and defeat to rule the society.
And finally, capitalist class will face its final defeat by
the working class.

05-07-15.
USA is a most developed country.
But, have there poor people ? Sure,
Have there poverty? Sure.
Have there hungry people? Sure.
Have there all are rich? No.
Have there corruption by rich? Sure.
Have there crime by rich? Sure.
Have there prisoner? Sure.
Have there parasitic ? Sure.
Have there exploiter? Sure.
Have there discrimination? Sure.
Have there prostitution? Sure.
Have there gambling? Sure.
Have there cheater? Sure.
Have there lira? Sure.
Have there killer? Sure.
In spite of that politicians of different under develop
countries has been propagating to make their respective
country as developed one by eradicate the poverty as if
there is no such nonsense and rubbishes including
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poverty at developed country like USA. Shame.
Noted, if there is rich, there is poor because, there is
private property to be rich and richest by exploiting the
wage slaves.
Therefore, there is no way except vanishing the
exploitation by vanishing the private property to vanish
the poverty by vanishing the rich.

04-07-15.
" — 19 —
Will it be possible for this revolution to take place in one country
alone?
No. By creating the world market, big industry has already brought
all the peoples of the Earth, and especially the civilized peoples,
into such close relation with one another that none is independent
of what happens to the others.
Further, it has co-ordinated the social development of the civilized
countries to such an extent that, in all of them, bourgeoisie and
proletariat have become the decisive classes, and the struggle
between them the great struggle of the day. It follows that the
communist revolution will not merely be a national phenomenon
but must take place simultaneously in all civilized countries – that
is to say, at least in England, America, France, and Germany.
It will develop in each of these countries more or less rapidly,
according as one country or the other has a more developed
industry, greater wealth, a more significant mass of productive
forces. Hence, it will go slowest and will meet most obstacles in
Germany, most rapidly and with the fewest difficulties in England.
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It will have a powerful impact on the other countries of the world,
and will radically alter the course of development which they have
followed up to now, while greatly stepping up its pace.
It is a universal revolution and will, accordingly, have a universal
range. " - The Principles of Communism. F.Engels.
Did Lenin prove it wrong? No.
Have there any Leninist party who proved it wrong? No.
Therefore, have there any reason to consider any Leninist Party as
communist party to work for a communist revolution by uniting
the workers of the world? No.
So, No Leninist Party is communist Party.

02-07-15.
Capitalist class is not free from contest, competition,
contradiction, conflict etc nonsense among the
capitalists for their survival.
But, all capitalists are unified to exploit and oppress the
wage slaves to accumulate capital by buying the labour
power of the wage slaves of the world.
Therefore, have there any benefit for the wage slaves by
taking part with any side of the capitalist those are
involved in conflict? No.
Rather, taking any part with any contenders of capitalist
conflict by wage slaves is not only cause of loss but it
also suicidal for them.
There were so many arms conflicts including 2nd world
war among the capitalist contenders for the capitalist
interest.
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Some, conflicts of capitalist interest among the capitalist
has been branding as revolt, or revolution, or war of
national liberation etc and the contenders of such
incidents has been celebrating such events to glorify or
memories these as like as all are beneficiary or loser by
such events to confuse the wage slaves to ignore and
deny the class identity and class interest of the working
class.
Leninist parties are expert to do the same to serve the
capitalist interest by ignoring and denial the class interest
and class identity of working class.
But, working class is a class and will unite globally to
fight against the capitalist class by rejecting all such
nonsense emotional blackmail in

30-06-15.
Any policy to divide the workers of the world is harmful
for the interest of the working class.
Any such policy which is useful and effective to divide
the workers of the world is helpful for the interest of the
capitalist class.
Because, unity of workers of the world is the first
condition for the emancipation of the working class. And,
workers have no nation and country, rather they have a
world to win by defeating the capitalist class.
But, Leninism is an effective policy to divide the workers
of the world by nation, country, sex etc by practicing the
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politics of so-called 'right of self-determination of
nations' and so-called 'women emancipation'.
Therefore, Leninist parties has been serving the capitalist
interest by dividing the workers of the world.
Undoubtedly, practicing any such nonsense policy to
divide the workers of the world by any worker is not only
harmful but also a suicidal job.
Noted, the capitalism is in moribund condition and
thereby the reactionary capitalist class is disabled to rule
the capitalist society, but yet exist.
Because, workers of the world is not united to vanish
both the capitalism and capitalist class for the
emancipation.

29-06-15.
Law has introduced by the masters to protect their private
property.
Brutal King Humburabby was the first written law giver
in this world.
Therefore, the history of written is not more than 4,000
years. But the age of human being is not less than 2
hundreds thousands years.
The basis of the capitalist society is the private property.
Therefore, capitalist class is not against the private
property.
So, capitalist class is not against law.
Rather, the law makers of the capitalist class has been
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making so many laws to protect the capitalist interest,
even by ignoring and denying the respective constitutions
of their concern states.
Therefore, there are so many black laws too.
Violation of law is crime, punishable, and so many
things.
Therefore, it is acknowledged by the law it-self that is the
laws are not out of violation.
Thus, there is court to punish by the law and lawfully and
there is force to maintain law and order.
But, if there is no violation of law there is no utility and
function of court and concern forces.
Thus. laws, courts, and forces are meaningful and
effective if there is violation of law.
So, the rule of law does not mean that there is no
violation of law.
Rather, rule of law means there is violation of law thus,
court and enforcement agencies are active and effective
to confirm retaliation lawfully.
But, Leninist parties are working to ensure the rule of law
to maintain the peace in this waste and moribund
capitalist society.
But, the capitalist society is the producer, store and cause
of crime, penalty, want of peace etc nonsense.
In spite of that, Leninist parties has been claiming that
they are working for communism!
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Noted, abolition of the private property is communism.
And certainly sure, if there is no private property, there is
no law to rule and oppress any one by anybody.
In fact, the end of rule, man by man is communism.

27-06-15.
A constitution with a section of Oath in the name of God
to support, defend and protect it by the oath takers is not
a secular constitution though there is a term as secularism
as one of the principles of the said constitution is not at
all a secular constitution.
If any one is not secular he is not at all democrat.
Therefore. any constitution to constitute a state with any
section of it with acknowledging any god or goddess or
any religious sense, concepts, customs etc to practice is
not a secular constitution to form a democratic state.
Such concept was the concepts of revolutionary capitalist
class -the founder of the politics of the secularism as an
integral part of democracy.
Noted, the religion that is the politics of masters and
lords for the political power by the divine right has
defeated by the politics of secularism by wining the
capitalist democracy that is political power by the people
for their earthly lives by the revolutionary capitalist class
for the interest of capitalist development.
But, the reactionary capitalist class has taken shelter to
the religion to protect the decayed capitalism, therefore,
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the reactionary capitalist class has been using both the
terms -secularism and religion as their principle to create
confusion even about secularism by proving the disability
of the reactionary capitalist class to rule the society.
Thereby, President of USA, or PM of UK or India is not
free from such nonsense practice by misinterpreting the
term secularism.
Sure, Lenin was not free from such nonsense practice on
secularism.
Thereby, no Leninist party -the servant of capitalist
interest to protect the moribund capitalism is free from
such nonsense practice on secularism.

22-06-15.
If you are a claimed nationalist, you have a nation.
But, workers have no nation, rather they are production
of the capitalist class to produce commodity to
accumulate capital by exploiting the workers by paying
wage.
If you are a so-called patriot, you have a country.
But, workers have no country rather, they have a world to
win by defeating the capitalist class for their
emancipation.
If you are a capitalist, you have private property to
exploit.
But, the working class -the producer of capital have no
capital or capitalist private property, thereby, workers are
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exploited.
Therefore, exploiters are capitalist and they are for
claimed nationalism, patriotism etc but all these are false
and bogus.
Because, capitalism is a global system, currently ruled by
some global syndicates including IMF. Thus, capitalists
are working for the globalization to free the whole world
for the free movement of commodity and capital by
denying and in-effecting the political boundaries by
nation, nationality or nationalism or patriotism.
So, there is no reason to be consider a capitalist as a
nationalist or patriot.

17-06-15.
CHINA, founded by the ' great teacher of nation' and the
'great' Leninist leader Mao is the best modern industry in
the world to produce rich by maximizing the rate of
exploitation.
Noted, rich is nothing but an exploiter, cheater, fraud,
liar, etc nonsense. Because, no one except a capitalist is
rich by exploiting wage slaves. Because, capital is
nothing but the unpaid labour or unpaid part of
commodity.
News paper has published a report that the CHINA has
produce 4 million millionaires and among them 1
millions has produce only in the last year-2014.
Japan have only 1 million millionaires and the USA did
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not produce the same number of millionaires in year
2014.
Therefore, is it not fact that the USA has defeated by the
CHINA to exploit the wage slaves?
Thus, the so-called socialist CHINA is the number one
capitalist country by the rate of the increased number of
rich by the increased rate of exploitation.

15-06-15.
Was Che a Communist to fight against capitalist class to
vanish it for communism by the working class alone? No.
Was Che a collaborator of the Fidel & company who was
for a religious constitution of the CUBA-1940? Sure.
Was Che a minister of a state of state capitalism, where
the rate of exploitation still is much more than USA,
founded by the founder of Fidel Dynasty? Sure.
Was Che for the land reform to chained some people by
the chain of land to increase the capitalist ideas to be a
rich among the that chained people when he was the
concern minister of Fidel's Government? Sure.
But, the abolition of the private property with all rights of
inheritance is socialism by the description of the
manifesto of the communist party. Certainly sure,
communist society the historical consequence of
capitalism, win by working class is free from the selling
and buying, commodity production, capital, exploitation
etc and thereby communist society is free from the class,
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class rule, class weapons etc nonsense.
Was Che for a selling and buying free society? No.
Was Che for a society free from the production of
commodity? No.
Was Che for a society free from the private property? No.
Was Che for a society free from the exploitation? No.
Was Che for a society free from the capital? No.
Was Che for a society free from the rule man by man?
No.
Was Che for a society free from the class rule? No.
Was Che for a new society by vanishing the so old
capitalist society -the foundation of the communist
society? No.
Was Che for the extra-ordinary people by acknowledging
others as ordinary ? Sure.
But, there is no discrimination among the human being in
communism.
Was Che for the heroism by considering others as
coward? Sure.
But. there is no room for any such nonsense in
communism rather. all are equally dignified in
communism.
Noted, celebration of the death and birth day events has
introduced by the masters to justify their divine rights to
rule the society to serve and protect the parasictic interest
of the exploitative class by exploiting the slaves to create
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a nonsense impression among the exploitative slaves that
the masters are great, and extra-ordinary thereby others
are ordinary.
But, capitalism has proved that all are from 23 pairs of
chromosomes.
Sure, there is disparity and discrimination among the
human being in capitalism because there is private
property.

13-06-15.
WAS LENIN A COMMUNIST?
No.
But yet the beneficiaries of Leninism and blinds to Lenin
are claiming and considering him as a communist leader
as such as a history builder by founding a socialist state.
But the USSR was a state of state capitalism. In fact he
tried to create confusion on socialism and destroying the
socialist movement to serve and protect the decayed
capitalism by founding such state of state capitalism.
Remarkable, if there is commodity, there is capitalist
mode of production. Sure, there was commodity at USSR
;
If there is capital, there is capitalist mode of production.
Sure, there was capital at USSR ;
If there is selling and buying , there is capitalist mode of
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production. Sure, there was selling and buying at USSR;
If there is wage labour, there is capitalist mode of
production. Sure, there was wage labour at USSR ;
If there is wage labour there is exploitation, thus, there is
capitalist mode of production. Sure, there was
exploitation at USSR;
If there is buyer of labour power , there is capitalist mode
of production. Sure, there was buyers of labour power at
USSR; And
If there is buyer of labour power there is exploiter,
thereby there is seller of labour power there is exploited,
so, there is class and class rule thereby, there is politics
and state for class interest. Sure, USSR was a state.
So, the USSR was a state with capitalist mode of
production, thus, it was a state of state capitalism with
state owned means of production to control the labour
market with extreme dictatorship.
No doubt, the USSR was a state capitalist state by its
constitutions of 1918, 1924, 1936 and 1977.
But, the rate of exploitation was much higher at USSR
than USA. Benefits and opportunities of workers were
lesser than USA. Thus, within 30 years of the USSR it
has become the 3rd richest country of the world in the
founding year of the World Bank, though there were
huge loss of lives and destruction properties by the seven
years civil war and 3 years for second world war. But, the
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Russia under the rule Tsar was a reactionary and poorest
state of Europe. Its known fact that where the rate of
exploitation as much as high there is the rate of
accumulation of capital is the same too and that is
happening in China of the great Leninist leader Mao.
Therefore, the story of USSR on SOCIALISM is an ill
motivated and intentional fabrication and manufactured
political propaganda thus all these stories are bogus, false
and lie so, myth.
Lenin, the key founder of the Bolshevik party was never
a communist to replace the capitalist society by
communist society by the wage slaves of the world.
His party – the Bolshevik party was never a working
class party to unite the workers of the world for a
communist revolution to end the wage slavery by
common ownership of means of production for all and by
all of the world.
Rather, Bolshevik party was a party for the interest of
reactionary capitalist including peasants for the capitalist
interest by developing the capitalist mode of production
at Russia to increase the volume of capital by exploiting
the wage slaves by born declaration of it. Therefore, it
was not possible to establish socialism by the action of
such reactionary -Bolshevik Party.
Certainly, communism is nothing but the end of wage
slavery. Sure, communist revolution is nothing but the
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culmination of contradiction of sellers and buyers of
labour power of the world. Therefore, unity of wage
slaves of the world is the first condition to end the
contradiction of sellers and buyers of labour power of the
world by the communist revolution for the emancipation
by ending the wage slavery. Thus, communist revolution
is not national but a universal event, so, communist
revolution is not possible in one country alone.
No doubt, replacement of capitalism by a communist
revolution is communism, but capitalism is not national
but a global system, thus, replacement of capitalism is
not possible in one country. So, Communism is not
possible in one country alone. Therefore, it was not
possible to establish socialism alone at Russia.
Furthermore, “ united action of the leading civilized
countries at least is one of the first condition for the
emancipation of the proletariat.” Has described so rightly
in the Manifesto of the Communist Party. But, Lenin did
not care it though he claimed that he was a “communist”,
but in fact he had wear a fake dress symbolized with
communism and used the name of Marx to cheat the
workers of the world. Because, Marx was the discoverer
of science of communism, and the term ‘socialism’ was
known to the workers-the conquer of communism.
Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin etc has founded their state by a
planed military coup by killing 2 persons and arrested 25
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guards of Kernasky government.
Noted, military is not wage slaves to produce value,
therefore, surplus-value that is capital which is unpaid
labour, thus, the relation between buyers and sellers of
labour power is antagonistic, so, solution of such
antagonistic relation is communism rather, military force
is the tools of exploitative classes by born condition and
origin of it, to serve the interest of rulers. Sure, there is
conflict among the capitalist class it-self as well as its
arms forces too thus, there is so many records of military
coup in history.
In fact, State of Lenin was a dumping land for the stock
of Germany-the waste and dangerous sufferer by huge
stock since 1903 by the so-called peace fact of both
countries-March,1918.
Noted, capitalist recession that is stock was the cause of
1st world war. Germany was the attacker to start the First
World War to face and solve the problem of its huge
stock.
Buyer of labour power is exploiter, therefore, as the chief
executive of his state Mr. Lenin was the gang leader of
buyers of labour power of the wage slaves of his state.
So, Lenin was nothing but a head of the managers of
exploiters of his state. Therefore, Lenin has introduced
the new economic policy ( NEP) without caring his own
constitution-1918 to accumulate and accommodate the
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fruit of exploitation - capital in private level by private
sector. In fact, he him-self was a violator of his own
constitution, and it’s quite natural by a dictator.
Therefore, Lenin was a hypocrite, fraud, cheat and
betrayer even with Marx too.
He has used to fire and killed so many wage slaves to
control the labour market in his life time, mainly in the
period of labour movements.
Records proved that the rate of exploitation at his state
was much higher than the USA. Even, he did not pay
wage to the workers for Saturday by declaring the day as
“ great communist Saturday”, moreover, he used to
appropriation the overtime of workers for his state
without pay. No doubt, the rate of such type of
exploitation by Lenin was not comparable with any
executive of traditional capitalist state where there is law
against exploitation without lawful payment of wage.
Sure, consequence of repeated recession is communism
therefore, the decayed capitalism has taken shelter even,
to the Leninism-the politics of state capitalism for its
survival from non-curable sufferings and bad effects of
repeated recession since 1815 to solve the dangerous
crisis and problem of the shocking recession overflowed
by 1902 and ended by 1st world war.
Lenin was the chief executive of his state till his death
but the post, what he hold was not narrated in his own
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constitution-1918. Therefore, Lenin was a more vile &
extreme dictator than the self-declared supreme dictator –
Tsar of Russia by mentioning his source of power and
function by his own constitution-1906.
It was Lenin who blamed the wage slaves of his state as a
bad element. Except a brute and cruel exploiter no one
can use such nonsense thing against the workers.
Even, Lenin has betrayed with his Bolshevik party by
dissolving the Constituent Assembly, without any lawful
authority, though the election of Constituent Assembly
was held under his government and it was by born
commitment of the Bolshevik party. No doubt, his
government was rejected by the voters of Russia, by the
Constitutional Assembly election thereby, he punished
the voters by dissolving the Constitutional Assembly
therefore, not the people’s sovereignty but the absolute
and extreme dictatorship of Lenin has established,
though, sovereignty of people of Russia was the by born
commitment of the Bolshevik Party.
Lenin has used to rename his own party as “Communist
Party" after grabbing the state power to protect the state
power to serve the decayed capitalism by cheating and
confusing the wage slaves.
The Communist party is not for reformation of state,
rather to vanish the state and politics. Because, the
communist party is a working class party to unite the
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workers of the world to fight and vanish the capitalist
society by a communist revolution by ending the
commodity production to end the wage slavery there-by
to end the class rule and class, by ending the politics
therefore, by disappearing the state. But, Bolshevik party
was for reformation of state by born declaration of it.
Thus, Bolshevik party was not at all a communist party
for the same aim. So, no Leninist party is communist
party. Moreover, Communist party is not a
transformation of any party, so, party like Bolshevik
party have no scope to transform into communist party
thus, renaming the Bolshevik party is nothing but an evil
job to confuse the workers of the world to serve the
decayed capitalism. Therefore, it’s nothing less than
fraud and cheating.
Lenin has founded the so-called 3rd International with
politics of so-called ‘right of self-determination of
nations’ and state capitalism to get support from the
outside of Russia and on the other hand to divide workers
of the world by nation and country. Though, workers
have no nationality and country, but they have a world to
win by losing their chain. However, Lenin and his
disciples were succeeded to divide the workers of the
world by using such politics of Leninism as such as these
rubbishes are policies of communism.
Any such policy which is useful or effective to divide the
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workers of the world is so harmful and dangerous for the
interest of the workers. Therefore, Leninism-the
corruption of science of communism is an effective and
useful political weapons to create illusion to confuse and
divide the workers of the world by nation and country
thus, the poisonous Leninism is so harmful and
dangerous for the workers of the world; And USSR and
the so-called 3rd International was against the interest of
workers of the world, thus, Lenin was a proved but clever
and masked enemy of workers of the world.
Lenin and his disciples has used to use not only the name
of Marx but creating a wrong concept and false view that
Lenin was the developer of so-called “Marxism” as
Leninism among the workers of the world, thereby Lenin
was a great ‘Marxist’ by the ill motive propaganda and
falsification of Leninist criminals including Trotsky,
Stain, Mao etc.
Not ‘ Marxism’ but Marx has discovered the science of
communism. Not master or lord or boss or ideologist or
Marxist but Marx was a scientist. Not universal reformer
or cult but Marx was a communist. Communist society is
a society with a human being where all equally dignified
and free, thus there is no lord, or master or boss or cult in
communism. Or not cultism or ideology but vanishing
the all kinds of ideologies, views, customs and traditions,
culture etc rubbishes is the condition for the communism
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for a scientific human being of a scientific society.
Its well known that the abolition of the private property is
communism. Therefore, as a communist Marx was
against the private property with all rights of inheritance.
So, not Marx but all of the world is the owner of the
science of communism-discovered by Marx.
Therefore, the very word " Marxism" is not only
unscientific but also effective to undermine
"COMMUNIST" Marx.
No doubt, communist society is a scientific society win
by wage slaves of the world will vanish all such nonsense
concepts and ideologies, including Leninism along with
all masters, bosses, reformers, clerics, lords, heroes,
leaders etc & etc rubbishes.
Therefore, the said claim on Leninism of Leninist bosses
and blinds to Lenin is not only bogus, false and lie but
also a dangerous and heinous effort to cheat the workers
of the world. Thus, Leninism is suicidal for workers. So,
as a founder of Leninism –Lenin was a liar, cheater,
fraud and betrayer.
Abolition of private property with all rights of
inheritance is socialism. But, Lenin has re-chained the
people of country side by the chain of private property by
his decree of land-1917. Sure, he followed the policy of
discrimination to distribute the land among man and
woman by his said decree. But, the end of discrimination
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among the human being even by gender is socialism.
Noted, ownership of means of production by society is
socialism.
Therefore, to justify the heinous acts and misdeeds of
Bolshevik Party and Lenin as communist work they did
not hesitate to distort the science of communismdiscovered, formulated and explained by Marx and
Engels. Thus, Lenin did it. Even his party -the CPSU did
not care to distort the communist manifesto, or Capital by
Marx by the Progressive publisher, Moscow, USSR.
Thus, Lenin was never against capitalism rather, a
servant to serve and protect the interest of capitalist class
and decayed capitalism; there-by his disciple Stalin was
one of the three key founders of the IMF- to serve and
protect the moribund capitalism by controlling the world
economy from a single but mightiest syndicate of the
world.
No doubt, states are defunct under the rule of the IMF,
thereby, nation state is dead. Though, the capitalists of
the world has been claiming the such condition of state is
as globalization, in fact, it’s the capitalist globalization.
Thus, the utility of Leninism of state capitalism has
reduced by the globalization with its global authorities.
On the other hand consequence of state capitalism is
nothing but a failed attempt to protect the decayed
capitalism by creating the required conditions for the
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capital by the private ownership. So, dissolution of the
USSR was inevitable and done so by the self-term.
Certainly, history it-self unmasked the ugly face of Lenin
and Leninist bosses by the dissolution of the USSR.
So, Lenin was not a communist.
Noted, I have a writings in Bengali with the same title.
Therefore, its in English but its not the translation of the
that writings as it is.
Shah Alam
13, June, 2015.
Web-site: www.icwfreedom.org
e-mail:whatandwhy2@hotmail.com>
icwfreedom@gmail.com>
On line group:
https://www.facebook.com/…/www.facebook.com/group
s/What.Why/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/COMMUNIST.REV
OLUTION.UNIVERSAL/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/forcommunism/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/COMMUNIST.PART
Y.GLOBAL/
Page:https://www.facebook.com/www.icwfreedom.org
Mob: (880) +01715345006; and 01675216486.

11-06-15.
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(2)
Capitalist class have nothing to do except exploiting the
working class and conflicting among themselves to
maximize volume of capital.
Thus, capitalist class can not live without working classthe producer of capital.
But, working class have no need any capitalist to live,
rather, it would be so good to live without capitalist class
by reducing the exploitation along with all nonsenses
including conflict, quarrel, war, killing etc & etc.
Therefore, the capitalist class is not only an unnecessary
elements of the society rather, it is a disturbing and
hindering therefore a reactionary force against the
development of the society.
Thus, there is no option except vanishing the capitalist
class for the development of the society by transforming
the capitalist society by communist society for the best of
all of the world.
So, nothing except fighting against the capitalist class by
the working class is work for the development of the
society.
(1)
Not sex but the private property is the cause of disparity
and discrimination among the human being. Still there
are some untouched community where there is no
discrimination among themselves because there is no
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private property. On the other hand there are some tribal
people where not male but females are the dominating
section because, not male but the females are owner of
the property. The age of discrimination among the human
is not more than 5600 years but the age of human being
is not less than 2 lakh years. Therefore, if there is no
private property, there is no discrimination among the
human being. Sure, working class will vanish the private
property with all rights of inheritance by the united action
of workers of the world by a new society where there is
common ownership of means of production,
transportation and communication, thereby, there is no
discrimination among the human being even by sex, so
all are equally dignified thereby all are free to do any
thing including love and union and that is socialism.

10-06-15.
The unpaid labour is capital.
Therefore, capitalists are exploiter and working class is
exploited.
Thus, the relation between the capitalist class and
working class is antagonism by the condition of capital.
Solution of such antagonism is the disappearance of
capital.
A society without capital is socialism.
So, socialism is nothing but the outcome of the
antagonism of capitalist class and working class by the
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condition of capital.
Therefore, socialism is unavoidable and inevitable by the
condition of capital.

09-06-15.
If Lenin was a communist by founding a state of state
capitalism, where the rate of exploitation was much
higher than USA, then who is capitalist?
If the Leninist boss Stalin was a communist by managing
a state of state capitalism and thereby he was one of the 3
key founders of the IMF-the controller of the world
economy to serve the capitalist interest globally to
protect the moribund capitalism, then who is capitalist?
If the Leninist Boss Mao was a communist by founding a
state of state capitalism and thereby he was a key
founders of the so-called non-alliance movement along
with so many capitalist fascists including African
BOKASHA -a brutal dictator to bargain with the 2
leading forces of the then world to get more share in the
world market, then who is capitalist?
If Fidel is a communist by demanding to restore the
religious constitution of the CUBA-1940 and later on he
has founded a state of state capitalism where the rate of
exploitation still is much higher than USA , then who is
Capitalist?
Noted, socialism is a new society by vanishing the exploitation by
vanishing the selling and buying system by vanishing the capitalist class
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by vanishing the capitalist society- a global society by a communist
revolution , which is neither local nor national but a global but ever
biggest event by the working class alone.

07-06-15.
If there is a 'great' leader, there are so many ordinary
people to lead them by the leader.
Therefore, there is disparity and discrimination among
the human being by leader and ordinary.
But, communism is a discrimination free society,
therefore, there is no room from any leader because, all
are equally dignified.
Thus, a party of communists to unite the workers of the
world to fight against capitalist class to replace the
capitalist society by the communist society by a
communist revolution by the working class alone is free
from any leader.
Rather, all are friends to work for communism by uniting
the workers of the world in a communist party.
But, the Leninist parties are not only for the leadership of
some 'great' leaders like as Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, Mao
etc rather, they are for worship to their late leaders to
help and guide them to do their work properly. How
funny!
However, have there any difference between the cultism
and Leninism or Mosses and Mao ? No.

06-06-15.
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A government is nothing but a manager of the global
capitalist system for a particular area of it to manage the
capitalist system to serve the capitalist interest by
oppressing and overpowering the wage slaves to
accumulate capital by exploiting the wage slaves by the
capitalist class.
Therefore, executives of the state are nothing but the
managers of the capitalist class to manage the capitalist
system to serve the capitalist interest to protect the
capitalist society by overpowering the revolutionary
working class by the state power.
The expenditure of the government to run and maintain
the state to serve the interest of the capitalist class is
nothing but a part of surplus-value, produce by the wage
slaves.
But, the capitalist class has been claiming that they are
the capitalists are the supplier of the expenditure of the
government by paying tax, tariff etc. Not only lie but a
false propaganda. So sad.
Not the liar capitalist class but the working class is the
producer of value, therefore, surplus-value that is capital.
Therefore, the capitalist class as a whole is the capitalist
by the power of the unfair and unjust private property but
not by their own labour rather by labour of the working
class by exploiting them by paying wage for their labour
power to produce commodity to accumulate capital-the
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unpaid part of commodity or the unpaid labour by
creating so many miseries for the working class.
Note, the expenditure to run and maintain the states of
the world is not less than 29% of the GDP of the world.
How funny!
So, no capitalist, no capitalist boss is the friend of
working class rather they are not only exploiter but also
the cause of all miseries of the working class, and
thereby, no capitalist class weapon even state is useful
for the working class.

04-06-15.
IS INDIA INDEPENDENT ?
Capitalism in India has introduced by the East India Company, and
still the India is under the capitalist system, ruled by the IMF, WB,
UN etc.
Modern communication system including Railway in India has
introduced by the East India Company for easy and quick
circulation of capital and still the most modern communication
system of India is working for the same interest. Supreme court of
the India has founded by the East India company, 1760, to protect
the capitalist interest by protecting the private property and still the
judiciary of India is working for the capitalist interest by protecting
the capitalist private property.
Bureaucracy in India has established by the East India Company
Government for the best functionary of the government to manage
the capitalist system , and still the bureaucracy of India is doing the
same job for the capitalist interest by serving the capitalist system.
Modern education system of India has introduced by the British
India Government to produce human tools for the capitalist system,
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and still the modern eduction system of India is working for the
same purpose. Legal system including penal code, civil code, law
of evidence, law of contact, law of registration, etc has introduced
by the colonial government of India to protect the capitalist interest
by protecting the private property lawfully, and still the legal
system of India is working for the same aim.
Police regulation along with police force of India has introduced
by the colonial government to help and enforce the rule of law to
maintain the capitalist discipline to serve the capitalist interest by
protecting the private property, and still the policing of India with
the same police regulation is working for the same purpose. Even
still the same practice of the Indian police force to treat the arrested
person as an animal is existing.
Medical school and college in India has established by the both
France East India Company and colonial Indian Government to
serve the capitalist interest by providing the medical service, and
still the developed medical service of India is working to serve the
capitalist interest, even some private medical service centre of
India is working as most modern factory to produce money and
maximize the profit to increase the volume of capital.
The effect of ever biggest capitalist crisis of capitalist system is the
2nd world and thereby the result of 2nd world war foundation of
some global syndicates including UN. WB, IMF etc to rule the
capitalist system globally by ending the colonial policy -the
integral part of capitalist development globally by creating so
many state new states to protect the moribund capitalism by
confusing, and dividing the workers of the world to control and
overpowering them so strongly and so easily by the the executives
of the new states but by the same oppressive and repressive
weapons and instruments of capitalist class including state,
political party etc.
India was the founding member of the IMF, 1945, and still the
India is the member of the IMF- the controller of the world
economy, founded by the winners of the 2nd world war including
Leninist boss J.Stalin to serve the capitalist interest globally.
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Currently, India have a constitution with elected government to
serve the capitalist interest by managing the capitalist system to
protect the moribund capitalism by different political parties by
claiming that the India is a sovereign and independent state. How
funny!
In spite of that is the India an independent state along with so
many things introduced by the both colonial British East India
company and France East India companies and the colonial
Governments of India along with colonial rules, regulations,
traditions, customs, even ' yes sir' culture ?
Moreover, no state have independent capacity even to earn to
expand by fixing and determining the tax and tariff policies
independently under the rule of the IMF. Therefore, states are
defunct under the rule of the IMF-the mightiest economical
syndicate of the world thereby democracy is dead.
But, the politicians of India has been claiming that the India is
world biggest democratic country. Is it funny or mockery or well
organized political propaganda but totally lie and false?

01-06-15.
Communism is not by the design of any ' great man' from
his so-called great and talented brain.
Rather, communism is the historical consequence of
capital by the existing conditions of capital: (1)
reproduction; and (2) Circulation. The effect of
reproduction is over production , thereby the result of
overproduction is stock and the effect of stock is the
disturbance of circulation and the outcome of the
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disturbance of the circulation are so many including war,
labour unrest, losing the existence of the private
ownership of capital by some capitalists thereby there is a
social contact among the contenders capitalism to control
the reproduction by the some collective or cooperative
organizations. UN, IMF, WB etc are the fruit of the great
recession of the 1929 followed by the 2nd world war to
avoid the recession by controlling the world economy,
but failed.
In fact, maximum production and exchange of the world
are under the ownership of the some multinational
companies under the rule of the IMF. This is the negation
of negation of the capitalist private property. But, final
negation of the capitalist private property would be
socialization of the means of production, and exchange
by the working class. Thus, the consequence of repeated
recession is socialization of the means of production and
exchange.
Therefore, communism will win by the working class
alone.
Capitalist class as a buyer of labour power of the wage
slaves of the world is the producer of the working class to
produce the commodity to accumulate capital by
exploiting wage slaves by paying wage.
Therefore, capitalist class is exploiter and the working
class
is
exploited.
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Thus, there is contradiction between the capitalist class
and the working class by the condition of commodity
production to accumulate capital.
Thereby, the outcome of the contradiction of sellers and
buyers of labour power of the world is socialism.
And, the culmination of the contradiction of the capitalist
class and working class is communist revolution to solve
the contradiction of the both classes by vanishing the
capitalist private property, by vanishing the commodity
production by vanishing the selling and buying system by
vanishing the capitalist class by vanishing the capitalist
society by common/commune/social ownership of the
means of production, transportation and communication
and
that
is
communism.
So, communism is the historical consequence of
capitalism and thereby communism is unavoidable and
inevitable.
More information : For Communism, a booklet,
published by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org.

31-05-15.
Communist revolution to solve the contradiction and
crisis of capitalism by replacing the so waste capitalism
by socialization of means of production, transportation
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and communication that is SOCIALISM is the job of
only
working
class
alone.
Therefore, communist revolution is not possible in one
country alone because, capitalism is neither local nor
national but a global system thus, the replacement of
capitalism is not a national event but global thereby the
range of the communist revolution is universal.
So, unity of workers of the world is the first condition
and the "united action of the leading civilized countries at
least is one of the first conditions for the emancipation of
the proletariat." - the manifesto of the communist party.
Thereby, a communist party is a global party of the
revolutionary working class to unite the workers of the
world to form it in a unformed class to fight against the
capitalist class by fighting against wage slavery to vanish
the capitalist society by vanishing the wage slavery
system by vanishing the reactionary capitalist class along
with all weapons and instruments of class including state,
IMF, UN, political party, NGO, etc of it by a communist
revolution by the revolutionary working class for
communism.
But, there is no party to do the same, but there is no
optio0n except a communist party to do the same.
So, a communist party is a historical necessity.
Information Centre For Workers Freedom (
www.icwfreedom.org ) is working to rebuild the
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communist movement to form a communist party to do
the same on the basis of science of communism,
discovered by Marx and by Engels too, by rejecting all
existing ideologies including Leninism-the corruption of
science of communism.

30-05-15.
(2)
A conversation. Dated: 31-05-15.
I have posted one of my articles as : “ Capitalism and
Socialism” in a group name as : Socialism and
Communism, but in Bengali. But, one of the admin of
this group named Zakir Biswas did not responded in this
group but he sent me some messages in my wall and
finally removed me for this group, and such conversions
are as follows, but sorry these are in Bengali :
Zakir Biswas: “আমার সমাজত� ও কিমউিনজম েপজিটে আপনার েকােনা েলখা
েপা� করেবন না। েপজটা ন� েহাক - এটা চাি� না | ধনয্বা, ভাল থাকেবন।“
Shah Alam: “ধনয্বা। িক� এি িক আপনার বয্ি�গ স�িত? যিদ তাই হয় তেব
আমােক এে�াভ করেল েক? আপিন িক� আমােদর �প বা েপেজ যা খুিশ িলখেত
পােরন তােত আমােদর েপজ বা �পগেল ন� হেব না। যিদচ, আপনারেমেতা
েলিননবাদীরা সমাজতে�র িব�ানেক দূষণ করেত েকােনা�েমই কসূর করেছন না।
আপিন িক �মাণ কেরেছন েয কিমউিন� ই�াহার ভু ল? আপিন িক �মাণ কেরেছন
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েয, কিমউিন� লীগ ও �থম আ�জর্ািত েকবল ভু ল নয় বরং অকাযর্ক ফালতু
িবষয়? । ি◌আপিন িক �মাণ কেরেছন মাকর ্েস পুঁিজ অসতয ও বােনায়াি? আপিন
িক �মাণ কেরেছন েয, এয্াংেগেলেস সমাজত�: ইউেটাপীয় ও ৈব�ািনক পু�কি
এে�বােরই িমথয্াচাে ভরা? আপিন িক �মাণ কেরেছন েয, �িমক ে�ণী ছাড়া আর
েকউ িব�বী? আপিন িক �মাণ কেরেছন েয, পুঁিজবাদী বয্ব� একি িব� বয্ব�
নয়? আপিন িক �মাণ কেরেছন, রাে�র খরচ ও রাি�ক িনবর্াহীেদ বয্ উ�ৃ�-মূেলয্
অংশ নয়? আপিন �মাণ কেরেছন কিমউিন� ই�াহার জাল করা বা আপনার
েফরীকৃ ত সমাজত� িবষয়ক ত� জােয়জীকরেণ ভু য়া কিমউিন� েমেনেফে�া
বানােনা অপরাধ নয়? আপিন িক �মাণ কেরেছন েয, েলিনেনর রাে� েশাষণ িছল না?
আপিন আমার েপা�কৃ ত পুঁিজত� ও সমাজত� েকন ভু ল তা �মাণ কেরেছন? না।
আপিন ঐ েপা� িবষেয় এখােন িকছু বেলেছন ? না। অথচ, আপিন ইনবে�র
হকুমনা ে�রণ করেলন, িক� েকন? খুব ভয় েপেয়েছন? আপিন যা খুিশ কর
তােত আমার িকছু বলার বা করার নাে◌ই। তেব েলিননিবাদীরা পুঁিজতে�র েসবক যা
আমারা অিফিসয়াল দিললপ�ািদ �ারা �মাণ কেরেছ এবং েলিননবাদী দলগেল
মাকর ্েস নাম ভাংিগেয় ে◌এমনিক কিমউিন� ই�াহারই েকবল নয় বরং েখাদ পুঁিজ
�ে�র জাল -ভূ য়া অনুবাদ �কাশ কেরেছ তােতা আমােদরেক বলেতই হেব। েযােহাক
অমন একটা হমুমদারী জনয আপনােক করণা করার অবকাশ নাই। েযমনটা চান
েতমনটা থাকু। আর িক বলার আেছ। ধনয্বা।“
Zakir Biswas: “আপনােক এড কেরেছ েরজাউল। িযিন এই জগেতর িশশ।আিম
আপনােক িরমুভ কের িদিছ। �ক করেত েচেয়িছলাম।”
Shah Alam: “তার মােন এি আপনার �াইেভট �াপািট নয়। অথচ, আপিন একাই
িরমুভ

করেছন।

েবশ

ভাল।“

Zakir Biswas: “আর এই েপজটা আিম খুেলিছ। এখােন ৯৯% েলখা আমার অেনেকই
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জােন এটা আমার করা েপজ। এবং এখােন এড করেত আমার কাছ েথেক অনুমিত
িনেত হেব- এই �য্া েরজাউেলর হয় নাই, তাই েস এড কেরেছ। অেনেকই অনুমিত
িনেয় এড হেয়েছ।এই েপজটা অেনক যেত গড়া। আপিন আর িবর� না করেলই খুিশ
হেবা।”
Shah Alam: “েবশ েবশ। জাল দিললকারী, জাল দিলেলর সুিবধােভাগী বা
সমথর্নকারীর েয এমনটা কের তােতা নতু ন নয়। আপিন িক� আমার একটা
ব�বয্েক ভু ল বা অসতয �মাণ কেরনিন বা েলিনন সােহেবরা সমাজতে�র
িব�ানেক দুষণ কের তাও দাবী করেত পােরনিন।
অথবা, এটাও আপিন দাবী কেরনিন েয, কিমউিন� ই�হার বা পুঁিজ ��ি
েলিননবাদী

দলগেল

িবকৃ ত

কেরিন।

আপিন িক� বেলনিন েয, এয্ংেগেলেস েলখা সমাজত�: ইউেটািপয়ান ও ৈব�ািনক
পু�কি িমথয্াচাে ভু রপুর। আপিন িক� দাবী কেরনিন েয, কিমউিন� লীগ ও �থম
আ�জািতর ্েক এি�ষয়ক ব�বয ভূ ল। মাকর ্সর বেলেছন -পুঁিজত� একি িব� বয্ব�,
তাই একক েকােনা েদেশ তার �িত�াপন স�ব নয়, এমনিক কিমউিন� লীগ ও �থম
আ�জর্ািত িনয়মাবলীেতও তা বলা হেয়েছ এবং মাকর ্েস পুঁিজত� িবষয়ক এবং
পুঁিজত�ী বয্ব� িবনােশ েকবলমা� �িমক ে�ণী িব�বী তাই কৃ ষক েকবল র�ণশীল
নয় পুঁিজপিত ে�ণীর অপরাপর অংেশর মেতাই �িতি�য়াশীল, এসব িকছু ই আপিন
খ�ন কেরনিন। তেব মহা �মতাধেরর মেতা আপনােক িবর� না করার নিছহত
কেরেছন। আিম আপনােক জািন না-িচিন না, েকবল এটু ক বুঝলাম আপিন একজন
েলিননবাদী। উে�খয, কিমউিন� পািটর ভু য়া েমিনেফে�ার িবরে উপযু�
�মাণািদ সেমত আমরা - “ েলিননবাদীরা [ িস.িপি◌এস.ইউ- িস.িপ. আই( এম]
কিমউিন� ই�হার অনুবােদও জািলয়ািত কেরেছ” বই �কাশ কের ঐ বইি িস.আই.
(এম) এর দিড়বাজ -েফেরববাজ েনতােদর েগাছরীভূ ত করা হেল তােদর অেনক েচলা238

চামু�া আমােক নানান হমি-দামিক েদওয়া সহ আপনার মেতাই তােদর নানান
�প,েপজ ি◌এমনিক অিফিসয়াল �প - “ গণ শি�” হেত িরমুভ কেরেছ। িক�, তারা
কখেনা বেলিন েয, আমােদর ব�বয িমথয্ বা তারা জািলয়ািত কেরিন বা ি�ি�ং
িমসেটেক এসকল িবষয়ািদ ঘেটেছ। কারণ; তারা েজেন-বুেঝই �িমক ে�ণীর িবরে
ঐ সকল দু�মর কেরেছ। আপনার বহর তােদর েচেয় বড় িকনা জািন না , তেব
আমােদর বইখািন তারা বাজার েথেক েযমন তু েল িদেত পােরিন েতমন েনট হেতও
িডিলট করেত পােরিন।আপিন েলিনেনর িশষয ৈব সমানেতা নন, আমােদর
আেরকখািন বই : “ েলিনন চীট এ� িবে�িয়ং মাকর ্ েসা আই এম এফ িদ ওয়া�্ ড লডর
এ�... “ এবং এিট বাজাের ও েনেট আেছ। আতঃপর, আপিন িবরি�েবাধ করেলও
আমরােতা নাছার, কারণ আমরা িমথয্ বা ভু য়া িলিখিন। তাছাড়া, রা�ীয় পুিজত�েক
সমাজত� বেল নানান িবষা� িজিনষ িলেখ েকবল সমাজত� নয় বরং পুঁিজত�
স�েকর ্ িমথয্াচা করেবন, আর দুিনয়ার �িমকরা েকবল আপনােদর মেতা
েলিননবাদী জািলয়ােতেদর েসলাম িদেব, তা ভােবন িক কের? সে�হাতীতভােব,
দুিনয়ার �িমেকরা তােদর মুি�র শেতর পুঁিজত�েক েযমন দূরীভূ ত করেব েতমন পুঁিজর
চির� মেতাই তামান েফেরবাজ, জািলয়াত ও ভ�েদর িনেয় গিঠ পুঁিজপিত ে�ণীেক
েকবল পরা� নয় বরং িচরকােলর মেতা েভিনশ কের, তাই বাদ যােব না সমাজতে�র
মুেখাশদারী কাযর্ ভু য়া সমাজতে�র েমােহ �িমক ে�ণীেক িব�া� ও েদেশ েদশ বা
জািতেত জািতেক ভাগ-িবভাগকালী িবষয়া� েলিননবাদ সমেত েলিননবাদী
েমাড়েলরাও। আপিন তােদর একজন হেল আমার িকছু করার নাই। এটাই আপনােদর
পিরণিত। েশষত পাবিলকলী েপা�কৃ ত ব�েবয্ জবাব পাবিলকলী িদেত না পাের েয
ভীতু রা তা িরেমাভ কের বা একা� বয্ি�গ ইনবে� এেস এসব ফাউল কথা বেল
তারা �িমক ে�ণীর কনুণারও অেযাগয। আমরা কৃ ষক নয়, �িমক, �িমক এবং
�িমক। তাই, �িতি�য়াশীল কৃ ষক দরদীেদর সােথ �িমক ে�ণীর ৈবরীতা ৈব িম�তা
নাই, কারণ কৃ ষকও ে�ত মজুেরর �ম-শি�র ে�তা িহসােব েশাষকও বেট।।“
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Zakir Biswas: ভাই, আপনার সমসয্াট কী। আিম আপনােক িনেষধ করলাম,
তারপরও

পয্াঁচা

পাড়েছন!”

And
finally
Shah Alam: “Even a stupid is not always stupid but a
Leninist criminal is free from sense common. Thus, they
are very much expert to quarrel to hide their crimes to
avoid their consequence but not defending.Even, they are
free from shame to do such nonsense without considering
the views and request of others because, they are blind to
their selfish and sectarian interest. Good bye.”

(1)
Capitalism is neither local nor national but a global
system, currently ruled by the some global syndicates
including IMF-the controller of the world economy to
protect the moribund capitalism, founded by the winners
of the 2nd world war including Stalin by ending the
colonial policy -the integral policy of capitalist
development to conquer the whole world to introduce the
capitalist system globally.
Therefore, the replacement of capitalism by socialism by
working class alone is not possible in one country alone.
And, socialism is not a national but a global society.
Noted, USSR was never socialist but a state of state
capitalism, where the rate of exploitation was much
higher than USA.
So, there was no socialism or there is no socialism.
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But, the historical consequence of capitalist society is
socialist society by the existing conditions of capital.
In fact, capital is the cause of the disappearance capitalist
society by the revolutionary working class alone.
Undoubtedly, the out come of the contradiction of
capitalist class and working class ( Buyers and sellers of
labour power of the world ) is the socialization of means
of production, transportation and communication that is
the that society is socialist society, thus socialist society
is free from classes and class rule. thereby, socialism is
free from all class weapons and tools including state,
political party, UN, IMF etc.
So, the disappearance of capitalism by the working class
and the emergence of socialism- a society free from
exploitation is unavoidable and inevitable.
In details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published by
the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org

28-05-15.
One out of nine of the world population is suffering from
the hunger.
On the other hand per head average yearly income of the
world population was not less than $ 12,800 in the year2014.
Though, not more than 2.7 billions labour force has
produced the same amount, out of 7.2 billions of the
world population.
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There are near 90 millions are millionaires and not more
than 1900 are billionaires out of the 7.2 billions of the
world population.
Undoubtedly, no billionaire or millionaire has produce
any single amount of value thereby, no one of them has
produce surplus-value that is capital-the unpaid labour or
the unpaid part of commodity- produce by the wage
slaves.
Stock of the world in the year 2014 is not less than $ 85
Trillions.
However, have any one need to expend $ 12,800 per year
to live a modern life? No. Have there any necessity to
produce such amount ? No.
In spite of that there are 1.2 billions people are living
under the extreme poverty line those have no ability to
expend $ 1.2 per day and not less than 2.2 billions people
of the world are living under the poverty line. But why?
Certainly sure, not the producer but the exploiters are the
owner of the capital by paying wage to the wage slaves to
produce commodity to accumulate capital.
Therefore, more than 800 millions of people of the world
has been suffering not only from the hunger but also
serious miseries and the whole working class of the
world has been suffering form the poverty along with so
many miseries and hardship because, there are some
millionaires and a few billionaires.
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Such nonsense condition of the moribund capitalism is
not only a matter of shame but totally unfair, unjustified,
illogical, intolerable and inhuman.
Noted, only the cost and expenditure in the sector of state
to maintain the moribund capitalism is not less than
29.50% of the GDP of the world. And how much the cost
of all other organizations of capitalism to serve the
capitalist interest and to protect the waste capitalism
along with a reactionary capitalist class, including UN.
IMF, Political parties, etc?
However. If there is no millionaire or billionaire there is
no poor or hungry man or sufferer, but all are happy with
a most modern life to live a lovely life with full sense of
humanity.
So, there is no alternate except vanishing the exploitative
capitalist system by the socialization of means of
production, transportation and communication by the
untied action of workers of world to free the whole
human being from all such nonsense inhuman conditions
including hungry for diet.
Therefore, the only option is to unite the workers of the
world to do the same. Workers of the world' unite.

27-05-15.
State is nothing but a powerful weapon of the ruling class
to oppress and overpowering the ruled classes.
State by origin is a machine to serve the parasitic interest.
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State by practice is a strong tool to protect the parasitic
class.
State by declaration in capitalism is a democratic things
thus, its a useful machinery for all of its jurisdiction but
such claim is nothing but a false and lie thereby its a
political propaganda to confuse the ruled class -the
working class.
State under the rule of the IMF is nothing but a defunct
instrument to implement the policies made by the IMF by
making sure its inability because of inability of the
disabled capitalist class to rule the capitalist society.
In fact, capitalism is in moribund condition thereby
capitalist class has lost its ability even to save the lives of
aspirants for selling the labour power.
Therefore, increasing the number of states is nothing but
the failure and inability of state to serve the capitalist
interest to protect the moribund capitalism.
Noted, if there is no class there is no utility of a state to
serve the interest of the ruling class.
Thus, there is no state in socialism - a classless society.
But, the USSR was a state founded by the Bolshevik
Party by Lenin and others.
More details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published
by the ICWF, @ www.icwfreedom.org .

26-05-15.
(2)
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There was a government, but there were 139 unknown or
hidden mass burial-ground at Malaysia, is it believeable?
Is any part of a country out of its government ?
If the said part of the Malaysia was out of control of the
GOM, then it was possible to kill thousands innocent
people but aspirants to sale their labour power to live by
the brutal traffickers.
But, if there was a GOM with all departments of it
including police and other forces then without the
consent and collaboration of some government officials
has committed such inhuman and heinous brutalities?
Therefore, there was a nexus among the traffickers and
Government officials of the respective countries.
Are the executives of the concern countries of the victims
free from the responsibility of such mass killing by the
traffickers?
Is the UN free from the liability of such genocide ?
There was no war but there was genocide.
Are the victims not the member of human being?
Where is the declaration of universal human rights-1948
and others to protect the lives of the mentioned victims?
Are the dear and nearest or relatives of the victims right
to know the facts?
What would be happened about the identity of the
victims?
Are not the relatives entitle to get required fund to live
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from the concern authorities and from the liable
criminals?
Is any country free from the responsibility to make sure
the safe and secure journey for the immigrants to live by
selling their labour power to produce commodity to
accumulate capital for the capitalists?
In fact, the reactionary capitalist class has lost its ability
to rule the capitalist society by protecting the lives of
sellers of labour power even for the interest of capital.
But, working class can not allow any one for such
brutality to kill and graved the such interested sellers of
labour power.
Therefore, unity of workers of the world is unavoidable
condition to fight against such reactionary capitalist class
to win the world by defeating the capitalist class where
there is no political boundary to resist and restrict the
movement of any one all over the world.
(1)
He who is not against the private property to vanish it by
the working class, but he is claiming that he is against
crime including rape,thereby, he is working to reduce it
by the strict implementation of the laws introduce by the
private property holders is nothing but he is doing
politics to protect the capitalist interest or he is a tool of
politicians or a beneficiary from such nonsense politics
or a stupid.
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Noted, the private property is the cause of all crimes
including rape. Crime is nothing but the violation of law
introduced to serve the interest of the private property
holders.
Therefore, if there is no private property, there is no law
to protect it, thereby there is no necessity of law thus,
there is no crime by violating the laws because, there is
no law.
So, there is no option except to vanish the capitalist
private property for becoming free from the miseries and
sufferings from the crimes including rape.

25-05-15.
If there is a VIP, there are so many non-vip people
including non-important.
If there is a VVIP, there are so many VIP and non-vip
people including non-important..
Therefore, there is discrimination not only among the
people but also between VIP and VVIP people.
But, the capitalist class is for democracy with equal right
of voting to elect the mangers of the capitalist system by
electing executives and law makers of a state by
declaring the equal right to get the equal treatment from
the law and judiciary by their respective so-called
democratic constitutions.
Therefore, there is self-contradiction between the equal
right of all by the constitution and practicing the policy
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for VIP or VIPP.
In fact, not equal right but the discrimination is the reality
in capitalist society.
Therefore, capitalism is not free from such selfcontradictions.
Rather, capitalist class is not free from the practicing the
double standard even in the field of law and democracy.

24-05-15.
Punishment is not the remedy or prevention of crime but
the retaliation.

20-05-15.
Leninist bosses has been claiming that the great leader
Lenin has developed the theories of Marxism by adding
so important things in the store of Marxist ideology.
Therefore, Marxism is incomplete without Leninism.
Thus, no one be a communist if he is not a Marxist –
Leninist.
Disciples of Trotsky, Stalin, Mao, Ho-Chi-Min, Kim,
Hoxa etc are already claiming that the respective leaders
and teachers of them has played a significant role to
advance the Leninist ideology to use in practical field by
adding their valuable contribution in the store of
Leninism. Therefore, Leninism is not sufficient to
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practice so, mentioned great bosses are essential to be a
communist.
Thus, they all are not unified in a Leninist party rather
they are divided in different parties by following the
political line of their respective teachers- Trotsky, Stalin,
Mao, Ho-Chi-Min, Kim etc though they all are pure
Leninist by their claim but every party of them is denied
as Leninist party by other Leninist parties.
How funny!
However, yet no one of the Leninist camp has explained
the said contributions of their ‘great’ teachers to
developed and advanced the Marxism to use it to be a
communist by marking and indicating the error or short
comes of the writings of Marx or Engels, even none of
them has identified the limitation of writing of Marx or
Engels about capital and capitalist society or the
consequence of capitalist society by working class etc for
such contributions of them were necessary.
Sure, they say so many nonsense but these are not at all
related with the writings of Marx and Engels about
capital, capitalist society, contradictions of capitalist
society or the historical consequence of capitalism – the
socialism by working class alone etc and etc. Rather,
claimed nonsense contributions of Lenin that is Leninism
is nothing but the corruption of science of communism249

discovered by Marx and explained by Engels too by
distorting the writing of both Marx and Engels.
Even, CPSU or CPI(M) did not feel shame to distorted
the manifesto of the communist party to justify their
misdeeds against working class to serve the capitalist
interest.
Moreover, Marx never produced any ideology like as
Marxism, rather, he has discovered science of
communism by discovering the code of capital and the
code of society for change. Science and ideology is not
same but totally opposite. The end of ideologies is the
condition for a scientific society. Socialism- a scientific
society will vanish all ideologies including Leninism.
Undoubtedly, Marx and Engels both were scientist and
worked for a scientific society by the working class.
Therefore, they were not Marxist but communist. The
basis of any ideology is the private property to protect the
interest of private property holders but Marx and Engels
were against the private property for a common
ownership of the means of production, transportation and
communication by abolishing the private property by the
working class by the existing conditions of CAPITAL.
Were Marx and Engels Leninist or Maoist etc ? Question
does not arise at all.
Therefore, were they communist without Leninism?
Certainly sure, they both were communist.
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Thus, have there any basis of the said claim of the
Leninist bosses about the claimed development of socalled Marxism by Lenin? No. Its totally lie. Thus,
Leninism is the Marxism of today is nothing but a
fabricated false story. So, the stories about Leninism is
nothing but a myth.
In fact, Lenin was a cheater, fraud and liar even about
Marx too.
Therefore, Leninist bosses are not free from such
nonsense things including lie even about the writings of
Marx by branding these as Marxism, which is not only a
heinous effort to undermine Marx himself by using the
name of Marx as their idol but also distorting the writings
of Marx by Lenin too.

19-05-15.
(3)
Leninist boss Ho-Chi-Min was for the declaration of separation of USA
which was not against slavery, by his own written declaration of
independence of Vietnam.
Thereby, he was not against even slavery. Thus, he was a supporter of
slavery, but, the end of wage slavery is the condition for the socialism.
By the same declaration, he was for the declaration of the France
revolution-1789, which was an important but a bourgeoisie revolution.
Therefore, Ho-Chi was for the capitalist interest by supporting the said
declaration.
Undoubtedly, the said revolutionary government of France has
introduced a law against the workers of France to restrict the assembly
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of workers and any such assembly of workers was punishable by the
said law.
Sure, Ho-Chi was not for the interest of the working class rather, he has
founded a state of state capitalism by following the Leninist politics but
by the design of 3 key boss of the winning party of the 2nd world war
including the President of the USA, 1943.
Sure, Mr.Ho-Chi was the president and Prime Minister of the Vietnam at
the same time and he was the profiteer of his party thus he was the
Chairman of his party till his death.
He was the declared guide of his nation what was Mosses too.
Therefore, He was for cultism and he has exercised it personally too by
introducing even currency with his picture.
And he was for the Pyramid culture of Egypt, reintroduced by Leninist
boss Stalin at USSR.
Though, the Vietnam was not out of the IMF-the controller of the world
economy to serve the capitalist interest to protect the moribund
capitalism, founded by the winners of 2nd world war including Leninist
boss Stalin, by ending the colonial policy; But Mr.Ho-Chi was a so-called
nationalist and patriot by his constitution to constitute his state.
Though, nation state is defunct under the rule of the IMF.
Sure, workers have no nation and country but they have a world to win
by losing their chain by defeating and vanishing the capitalist class and
capitalist system. But, he has tried to chain the workers of the Vietnam
by nationality, patriotism and country.
Certainly sure,wage slaves of the Vietnam was bound to protect his
state as their national duty even by sacrificing their lives if necessary but
they have no scope even to bargain their wage and others benefits. Just
cheat and betray with the working class.
Undoubtedly, the capital, invested at Vietnam in any sector from any
where is protected by the government of the Vietnam and the right of
private ownership of its is guaranteed by the constitution of Vietnam for
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not nationalized. But, the abolition of private property is the condition
for the socialism to end the wage slavery to end the exploitation.
However, the constitution of USA do not guaranteed such right of
private property but its for nationalization of any property for the public
interest.
Therefore, if the Vietnam of Ho-Chi-Min is a socialist then why not the
USA is million times socialist than Vietnam?
Noted, communism is a discrimination free society thus, there is no
room for any great or extra-ordinary one or any hero like Ho-Chi-Min.

(2)
Socialism, originated from the capitalism and socialism developed from
the socialism is not same.
But, that does not mean that there is a ' GREAT CHINA WALL" between
both the stages of socialism. Or there is no difference between socialism
and communism.
Undoubtedly, both stages of socialism are free from wage slavery,
exploitation, discrimination, class, class weapons etc nonsense -the
factors of capitalist society.
Certainly sure. the replacement of capitalism is socialism by the working
class alone for their emancipation by the existing conditions of capital.
Noted, wage slavery is the cause of all miseries of wage slaves,
therefore, vanishing of wage slavery is the condition for the
emancipation of wage slaves by ending exploitation of buyers of labour
power of the world by ending the private property.
No doubt, all able bodied are workers to produce the all necessaries for
the all of the world in socialism.
Thus, there is no wage slaves thereby, there is no class thus there is no
class weapons even political party in socialism.
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But, there is an association of all of the world to cooperate to produce
all required things for all of the world and to communicate all required
information to all. by all and all are equally fit to elect and contest in any
post of the association but all elected persons are under re-call system.
But, Lenin has founded a state of state capitalism at Russia by a planed
military coup to protect the decayed capitalism by confusing the
workers of the world by such false and bogus claim that he had
hounded the first socialist state.
Noted, there was not only wage slavery to produce commodity to
accumulate capital by exploiting the wage slaves, rather, the rate of
exploitation at USSR was much higher than USA.
More details: Fall of USSR Self-Term, a book, published by the ICWF @
www.icwfreedom.org .

(1)
The private property holders have need faithful wife to protect their
property by their legitimate inheritances. Therefore, they are for
chastity of a wife. Thus, they are for wifely fidelity of girls and women.
So, there are laws to protect the chastity of women, introduced,
developed and maintained by the private property holders including
capitalist
class.
The violation of such laws is ' rape' therefore, such rape is punishable by
the laws of capitalist class too, followed by the masters and lords.
Therefore, women are nothing but the reproductive machine to serve
the interest of the private property holders by the laws of capitalist class
too. Thus, women are nothing but the sexual commodity to use but
owned by the males, thereby, husbands are nothing but the owners of
their wives as wives are sex slaves of husbands to produce the
legitimate inheritances . Therefore, wives are nothing but a useable sex
commodity by their husbands in any time, in any way without
considering even the ill health conditions of a wife by the law of masters
and
lords.
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But, no doubt women are not commodity rather human being though
yet chained and undermined by the private property holders.
Undoubtedly, women are not a matrix to carries the legitimate
inheritances for the private holders but they are equally equal
shareholder to produce any new baby by their 23 Chromosomes.
Therefore, women are not only carer but producer of a new baby. Thus,
no one can use a woman body as a sex instrument to produce his
inheritance, if she have freedom by vanishing of the private property
with all rights of inheritance by the working class- the producer of
capital.
Even, no one can use the body of a women to produce their babies
without
consent
of
the
concern
woman.
But, existing laws of the private property holders do not acknowledge
the fact to recognize the equal share of women to produce new
generation
along
with
equal
dignity
of
women.
No doubt, the capitalist society based on the private property has been
destroying the private property by the existing conditions of capital.
Even,the capitalist class has torn asunder the ties of families based on
the capitalist private property and that is one of the self-contradictions
of
capitalist
class.
Undoubtedly, the consequence of capitalist society is socialism, by the
so many self-contradictory jobs of capitalist class and thereby the
historical consequence of capital is nothing but the disappearance of
family by disappearance capitalist private property by socialist
ownership of the means of production, transportation and
communication by recognizing the individual as the basic unite of the
new
society-socialism.
Therefore, every one is equally dignified in socialism, thereby all are
free
to
do
anything
including
love
and
union.
Thus, any such sexual union without consent of anyone of the partners
is nothing but a nonsense event of rape even by the growing concepts,
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originate
from
the
moribund
capitalist
society.
So, sexual intercourse with a woman even by husband without consent
of his wife is nothing less than a nonsense event of rape.
But,Leninist parties are working for enforcing and strict implementing
the laws to protect the chastity of women by implementing the concern
laws, introduced by the private property holders to punish the rapist
but
not
husbands
to
rape
their
wives.
Therefore, such activities of the Leninist parties is nothing but a heinous
effort to protect the private property by chaining the woman by the
concern laws for so-called chastity by confusing the working class.
Noted, a communist have no separate interest except working class
interest, and working class have separate interest except vanishing the
private
property
for
their
emancipation
by
socialism.
So, Leninist parties are nothing but a tactful and cunning servant of
capitalist
interest
to
protect
the
moribund
capitalism.
More information: No Leninist Party is communist Party, a book,
published by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org .

18-05-15.
The capitalist class has torn asunder the the ties of feudal that bound
man to his natural superiors to develop the capitalist mode of
production. Noted, capitalist society has sprouted from the ruins of
feudal society.
The capitalist system has been uprooting and scattering the family ties
and relations by the existence conditions of capital: (1) Reproduction;
(2) Circulation.
The historical consequence of capitalism is socialism- a society free from
capital by the existing conditions of capital.
Therefore, the historical consequence of the capitalist family is nothing
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less than vanishing it by the united global action of the workers of the
world by selling and buying system by vanishing the private property the basis of the capitalist class and its family.
Noted, the private property is the cause of all heinous jobs including
killing,
rape
etc
&
etc.
So, not family but the individual is the basic unit of the new societySocialism, where every one is equally dignified thus, all are only human
being with full sense of humanity in socialism thereby, all are free to do
anything including love and union thus, all are lovely and friendly,
thereby any such nonsense including rape is unthinkable, in fact all such
heinous and rubbish terms including crime, punishment, killing, rape etc
& etc will be disappear and unknown in socialism.

15-05-15.
10 died in the floating boat of slave traders on the
Andaman
Sea
from
want
of
water.
They are drinking urine to live in the same floating boat.
They were not allowed to entrance in Indonesia,
Malaysia .
Some boats were returned to the sea, but there is no food,
and drinking water in the floating boats of the slave
traders.
There are some floating boats with the distressed people
from Myanmar and Bangladesh in the sea without
captain.
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Total number of such endangered people is not less than
8,000.
No concern countries has been taking required and
effective measures and steps to save the lives of these
deceived people by the effect of capitalist crisis.
The victims are also cheated, tortured, and killed by the
fraud traffickers . Some officials of the concern states are
also involved with such heinous business of trafficking.
Reports has published that the responsible nexus has
become so rich by committing such crimes against
humanity.
Even, required but urgent actions by the global agencies
including UN are not effective to save the victims. But,
these organizations are claiming that they are working for
the human on the basis of Universal declaration-19148,
to save the human being from any such waste situation
including war.
Are the mentioned victims Human being?

13-05-15.
They will die, if not rescue.
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They are in different boats in different water body
including Andaman Sea.
There are not less 8,000 modern slaves are waiting to die
or rescue from Bangladesh and Myanmar. Because, they
are illegal immigrant but cheated by the capitalist frauds.
Even,no one knows that how many such victims were
killed by the traders of modern slavery in the forest of
different countries including Thailand. So sad.
Victims are willing to sale their labour power in the
world labour market to the buyers of labour power to
produce commodity to accumulate capital for the
expected buyers of labour power of the world to live,
though they will be exploited by the buyers of labour
power of them.
A commodity have use and exchange value but if not
sold the commodity have no value.
Therefore. there were so many wars including 2 world
wars among the capitalist class to sale their commodities
for their survival. Colonial policy was introduced and
implemented for the market to sale the commodities of
colonial capitalist to develop the capitalist system
globally.
The reactionary capitalist class is going to make sure the
free movement of commodity and capital globally by
practicing the politics of globalization for make sure the
global free market under the strong administration of the
WTO by denying, ignoring, undermining and ineffective
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the political borders of the world created by the so-called
nation states.
But, the capitalist class is not ready to allow the sellers of
labour power to move freely in the global market to sale
their labour power to live.
In fact, the reactionary capitalist class have no ability to
allow the wage slaves to live by selling their labour
power. Therefore, the capitalist class has lost its ability to
rule the society, " because, it is incompetent to assure an
existence to its slaves within his slavery,because it can
not help letting him sink into such a state, that it has feed
him, instead of being fed by him."- The manifesto of the
communist party-, 1- Bourgeois and proletarians.
But, yet the unfit capitalist class is exist because, workers
of the world are not united to fight and vanish the
capitalist class. Even, there is no communist party to do
the same.
However, concern states and some global agencies
including UN are not free from rescue and rehabilitate
the victims and their dependents because of their
commitment to the universal declaration of human rights1948.
Lose of life of any single victims will be consider not
only a matter of negligence and cruelty to them but
inhuman jobs of the concern authorities even by the
standard of the said declaration for violation of it.
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All concern authorities will come forward to help and
cooperate the victims is expected.

12-05-15.
Killing any one for any reason by anyone by any way is
not only a cruel and heinous jobs but its against the
natural existence conditions of a human being by denial
the natural effort of any one to live thereby, killing man
by man is not only a dangerous action only against a man
but its against humanity by ignoring the natural love to
live a lovely life by all human being.
Nothing but only the private property is the cause of all
crimes including killing.
Therefore, if there is no private property, there is no reason
to be exist any crime even killing -originated from the
private property, introduced by the masters for their
parasitic interest.
Thereby, killing is nothing but a dangerous action to
serve and protect the parasitic interest by protecting the
private property- the source, store of parasiticism-the
cause of crimes and punishments including killing.
Noted, killing is not only a crime but punishment by the
law thereby a concepts by such laws to punish but
originated from the private property.
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Sure, working class will vanish the private property to
vanish prasiticism by vanishing capitalist class.
Thus, no one have any option except to sided with
revolutionary working class to end the killing along with
all nonsense crimes and punishments for a lovely life of
all to live with uninterrupted peace by vanishing the
wage slavery system, based on the private property.
So, no one have any option to be a communist to unite
the workers of the world to fight against wage slavery to
vanish it by vanishing the private property by working
class alone by the united forceful action of the workers of
the world to end the punishments and crimes including
killing to fight against killing.

08-05-15.
Exploiters are not only expert to exploit but they are very
much expert to confuse the exploited not only about
exploitation, but also about the legal right of exploiters
by the right of the private property- the cause of all evil
jobs including lie, cheat, fraud, rape, killing etc to exploit
the exploited not because that they are exploiters rather
they are so kind to help the exploited even to live by the
kindness of exploiters by producing so many literatures
including poem, drama, story, film etc full with lie.
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There are so many writers, poets, dramatist, director etc
to do the same as they are beneficiary from the
exploitative system.
Exploiters are not only expert to exploit but they are very
much expert to confuse the exploited not only about
exploitation, but also about the history – a factual
statement of the class struggles of the past time by
manufacturing so many descriptive but false and bogus
stories to justify their authority to rule society by
overpowering the wage slaves-the producer of capital in
this capitalist society.
There are so many story writers but known as historians
to do the same as they are beneficiary from the
exploitative system.
Exploiters are not only expert to exploit but they are very
much expert to confuse the exploited not only about
exploitation, but also about the politics- the supreme
policy of all evils by born condition of it by
manufacturing so many descriptive but false and bogus
stories by glorifying not only politics but also politicians
to justify the politics and political role of politicians to
maintain and protect the exploitative capitalist system by
oppressing, and overpowering the wage slaves –the
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exploitative class to produce commodity by paying wage
to accumulate capital by state and politics .
There are so many story writers but known as political
philosopher or observer of politics or political analyst or
commentator to do the same as they are beneficiary from
the exploitative system.
Exploiters are not only expert to exploit but they are very
much expert to confuse the exploited not only about
exploitation, but also about the writers, poets, dramatists,
directors as considering them as extra-ordinary or great
teacher, guide etc nonsense by not only manufacturing so
many fabricated stories about their so-called greatness or
extra-ordinary capacity and quality but also introducing
so many customs, traditions to celebrate their death and
birth anniversaries to worship them to justify their such
parasitic role to maintain and protect the exploitative
capitalist system by chaining the wage slaves –the only
hope for the best future of all of the world by such
nonsense slavery concepts.
Leninist writers, poets, dramatist, directors etc are not
free from doing the same nonsense by claiming that they
are also guide, teacher and savior of working class.
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But, working class as a creator of all capital and thereby
capitalist means of production, transportation and
communication have no need any such nonsense but
parasitic teacher, savior or guide, rather, working class
will vanish parasiticism by vanishing the exploiter
capitalist class including all hired writers, poets,
dramatists, directors, philosophers etc but beneficiaries
from the capitalist system by vanishing the exploitative
capitalist system for their emancipation by communisma society free from exploitation and thereby its free from
so-called extra-ordinary or great teacher or guide rather
all are not only scientist but also equally dignified in
communism.
In details: No Leninist Party is communist party, a book,
published by the ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org.

07-05-15.
They are nationalist therefore, there are against colonial
rulers but they are not against the capitalist rules
introduced by the colonial rules to exploit the wage
slaves to accumulate capital, and they are Leninist too.
Noted, colonial policy, practiced by the revolutionary
capitalist class was not only essential but also integral
part of the capitalist development but concluded it by the
winners of the 2nd world war to protect the moribund
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capitalism by the rule of some global syndicates
including IMF, to practice the politics of globalization for
the interest of the reactionary capitalist class.
Therefore, claiming such nationalist by the said claimers
even after the end of the colonial policy is not only a
fabricated lie but also a political propaganda. How funny!
They are patriot therefore, there are for the development
of independent national economy thereby they are against
colonial rulers but not the capitalist mode of production a global system based on the private property to rule and
overpowering the exploited wage slaves to accumulate
the capital, thus they are not against the rule of the IMF
and they are Leninist too.
Noted, nations are inter-dependent under global net of
capitalism, and currently, nation states are defunct thus
dead under the rule of the IMF, thus, practicing the
policy of independent national economy by a dead state
is not only lie but a false political propaganda of the
capitalist bosses including Leninist to confuse the
working by the emotional but fabricated concepts of
patriotism to chain and divide them by nation and
country to protect the moribund capitalism with a
disabled capitalist class to rule the society by paying
regular wage too.
Therefore, claiming such patriot by the said claimers is
not only false but an intentional and ill motivate
propaganda. Just mockery!
They are democrat thus they are for national state thereby
they are for a national government by choice of the
voters of their respective states to advance the country
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even to reduce the poverty so, they are against the
colonial rules, but they are not against foreign investment
rather they has been hunting sources to invest the foreign
capital by creating a friendly environment by taking all
necessary measures including killing the wage slaves to
control, by taking all required steps by denying all
traditional ideas, concepts of democracy even by
destroying the election system for the capitalists of all
over the world to invest to exploit the wage slaves
roughly and they are Leninist too.
Noted, the economic policies of the world has been
making by the IMF to serve the capitalist interest
globally, thereby, the executives of the defunct states are
nothing but the local authority to implement the policies
of the IMF in their respective areas by oppressing and
overpowering the wage slaves by ignoring the traditional
ideas and concepts of capitalist democracy, in fact
democracy is dead under the rule of the IMF.
Therefore, claiming such democrat by the said claimers is
not only false but a nonsense propaganda. Just cheating.
Again, Lenin was for the foreign investment to construct
his state - a state of state capitalism, where the rate of
exploitation was much higher than USA, but he claimed
that his state was a socialist.
Such claim of Lenin is not only lie but also cheating.
More details: Lenin Cheat & Betraying Marx So IMF
The World Lord And---------, a book, published by the
ICWF @ www.icwfreedom.org.
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06-05-15.
(2)
Masters has introduced the customs of worship to them to
chain the others by the chain of slavery to justify their
divine right to rule and oppress to others to exploit the
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slaves by overpowering by such practice of worship to
the exploiters.
Lords were for such worship.
Therefore, they had introduced so many forms of worship
including worship to idols by various manners including
offering the flowers- the reproductive organ of plants,
and fruits, milk etc to get relief by the grace of such
idols.
But, capital is nothing but the unpaid labour. And
capitalist society is a society of certainty of uncertainty
thus no one is safe and secure in this capitalist society by
the existing conditions of capital, produce by the wage
slaves.
Therefore, there is no option except vanishing the
capitalist class by replacing the capitalist society by
socialism by working class alone for security and safety
of all of the world.
Undoubtedly, socialism is a scientific society thereby
every one of the socialist society is a scientist thus, there
is no room for any master or lord or parasitic to do any
thing for anyone in socialism. So, socialism is a society
free from all nonsense customs, cultures including
worship, introduced by the exploiters for their
exploitative interest by denying the dignity of ruled,
oppressed and exploited.
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Such scientific analysis of societies and formulation
about socialism has done my Marx- a communist who
has discovered the science of communism by discovering
the code of capital and the code of society for change.
So, as a communist Marx was not for any such
discrimination among the human being and thereby he
was not for worship.
But, Leninist bosses has been worshiping even to him by
offering the flowers to his statue.
Even, Leninist boss Stalin has re-introduced the Pyramid
culture of Egypt. There are so many Leninist against
Stalin but no Leninist is against such Pyramid culture.
Sure, the culture of worship to anyone by anyone is
nothing but not only practicing the politics of masters and
lords but also acknowledging and recognizing the
disparity and discrimination among the human being by
denying the equal dignity even undermining the dignity
of human being.
Therefore, worship to Marx by any way is nothing but
not only undermined but also denial the Marx along with
science of communism.
Sure, Leninist bosses are not only master but also slave
by practicing such nonsense including worship to Marx.
But, the end of all types slavery including wage is the
condition for communism.
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So, no Leninist is considerable even to be a secular
capitalist due to such practice to worshiping Marx.
(1)He who try to roll back the wheel of history is a
reactionary.
The East India company has introduced the capitalist
mode of production at India by defeating the
beneficiaries of the ancient Indian society with selfdependent but so poor economy and the that introduction
of capitalism at India was a revolutionary job done by the
said company for the interest of capitalist development.
Sure, capitalist mode of production is more advanced
then the self-dependent poor economy, but the capitalist
class as a whole is exploiter of exploited wage slaves -the
producer of capital.
Therefore, the relation of the capitalist class and working
class is not friendly but antagonistic by the condition of
commodity production.
Thus, there is class struggle against capitalist class by the
working class. Thereby, the out come of class struggle of
working class against capitalist class is a classless
society- socialism.
Undoubtedly, defeated beneficiaries of ancient society of
India are also against the capitalist class. But, they are
not the friend of working class-the production of
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capitalist class.
Therefore, any steps to return to the ancient society of
India is nothing but a so reactionary job.
Sure, any steps to vanish the capitalist class to vanish the
capitalist mode of production by working class for a most
modern scientific society is a revolutionary job.
Leninist parties of India are against the introduction of
capitalism in India by the East India company.
Even, these parties are for the reactionary steps by some
Indians those were tried to restore the self-dependent but
poor economy of India as considering them as national
hero.
But, workers have no nation and country but they have
world to win by losing their chain by defeating capitalist
class.
Noted, Karl Marx was for the such revolutionary job by
the revolutionary capitalist class to develop the capitalist
mode of production by defeating the self-dependent but
so poor economy of not only at India but allover the
world.
But, Leninist parties has been claiming that they are for
socialism. How funny! Even, they did not feel shame to
use the name of Marx to justify their Leninist crimes
against working class.

05.05-15.
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Marx did not produce any ideology.
Marx has discovered the science of communism by
discovering the code of capital and the code of society
for change.
Noted, science and ideology are not same but also total
opposite.
Sure, Lenin has produced an ideology like as " Leninism"
-the corruption of science of communism to serve the
capitalist interest by using the name of Marx as Marx
was a communist.
Thus, it was necessity to use the name of Marx by Lenin
to confuse the workers of the world about his politics of
state capitalism.

03-05-15.
(2)
Code of nature is science.
Code of creation is science.
Code of formation of anything is science.
Code of deformation of anything is science.
Code of transformation of anything is science.
Code of existence of anything is science.
Code of any matter is science.
Code of power is science.
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Code of capital is science.
Code of existence of capital is science.
Code of society for change is science.
Therefore, science is a proved thing by the repeated and
repeated experiments thus, science is a fact so, and
science is the reality.
Thereby, science is the factual statement of the reality.
Noted, the code of capital, the code of existence of
capital and the code of society for change has discovered
by Marx.
The change of capitalist society by the existing
conditions of capital by the working class is the code of
the communist society.
The combination of these codes are the science of
communism, discovered by Marx.
Therefore, the disappearance of capitalist society is
unavoidable thus, communism is inevitable by the factual
statements of the science communism by Marx.
So, communism is a reality.

(1)
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A discussion on punishment :
A post by Shah Alam: Dated: 03-05-15.
"Punishment is not the remedy of crime.
Because, punishment or fear of punishment but the cause of crime
is the private property.
Therefore, only the abolition of the private property is the not only
the remedy but the only effective measure to disappearance of the
crime.
Undoubtedly, working class will do the so by conquering the new
society where there is no crime or punishment even the very term
fear , man by man is unthinkable in socialism.
Certainly sure, a fearless society is a society of uninterrupted
peace."

Like · Comment ·
Share
Sonia Feroz, Mh Sobuj, Anil Verma and 15 others like this.
2 shares
Responded by Aftab Ahmed :

"wishful thinking"
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Like · Reply · 4 hr

Reply of Shah Alam :
"Any one have right to differ with proper argument but no one
have right to any certificate or concluding any conclusion without
countering with logical argument."
Like · Reply · 1 h
Responded by Saarthak Tomar
"Here is my attempt to give a countering logical argument:
Assume private property is abolished. Workplaces are collectively
owned. This doesn't warrant everyone from not commiting crimes
like rape or murder. There are various other social problems that
cause criminal behavior. I admit private property is one the
problem but so is patriarchy, for example, and many other
problems. Or simply humidity, which causes anxiety and people
are more likely to comite crime.
Abolishing prison should BE a long term goal. And signaling out
private property as root of all evil sounds almost religious."
Like · Reply · 30 mins
Reply of Shah Alam:
"Any one can think anything but what is the fact or code of any
thing is the important to consider. If there is law to chain or resist
to do or not to do anything there is violation of law and the
violation of law is crime by the terms and conditions of the
respective law. But, there was no law to violet to commit crime
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before the private property. There was no written law before 3,700
years ago in this world but the age of human being is not less than
2,00,00,000 years, and the age of private property -the cause of all
nonsense including killing, rape etc is not more than 5,600 years.
Where you got the said point in my statements that the "
Workplaces are collective owned." ? But you said it to counter my
statement against punishment what is absolutely the a view of you.
I think, no one have right to draw any conclusion about others
views or observations to prove wrong on the basis of his own
views which have no scientific basis. If any one can say anything
as his own view, he is not restricted at least at his own wall but no
one can do it by responding others to compel to read by the writer
of the post. Sure, any one have right to say but no one have right to
try to compel any one to read him. But, a writer of a post is not free
from the reading reaction of any one on his post. Noted, means of
production, transportation and communication, owned by
commune/ common/society is Socialism by the consequence of the
capitalist private property, Its the code of change of capitalist
society, discovered by Marx and he is not wrong. There are so
many workplaces under the collective ownership in this capitalist
society, based on the private property. Sure, such collective
ownership is the effect of the limitation of the capitalist private
property by negating the private property, and thereby, negation of
negation of the private property is the social ownership of means
of production, transportation and communication and thereby there
is no class on the basis of the private property thus, there is no
utility of any law, rule etc to rule and control by punishment by
man by man therefore, there is no necessity to violate any rule to
chain or restrict any one by any one to or not to do anything. Any
difference on the basis of the science of communism is welcomed."

01-05-15.
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(2)
Punishment is not the remedy of crime.
Because, punishment or fear of punishment but
the cause of crime is the private property.
Therefore, only the abolition of the private
property is the not only the remedy but the only
effective measure to disappearance of the crime.
Undoubtedly, working class will do the so by
conquering the new society where there is no
crime or punishment even the very term fear ,
man by man is unthinkable in socialism.
Certainly sure, a fearless society is a society of
uninterrupted peace.

(1)The capitalist class is not only the exploiter of
working class, but also an expert highjacker to
celebrate the very special events of working class
to protect the capitalist class by confusing and
chaining the workers by so many false, bogus but
fabricated emotional political propaganda to love
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their respective country, nation etc to save
workers to save industry, to save the nation and
national economy to develop the their respective
country by peaceful co-existing with capitalist
class by maintaining the peaceful environment of
the work place to increase the productivity of
workers to get more wage by increasing the rate
of production of commodities to increase the
volume of capital as a patriot and a champion
soldiers of democracy by considering that the
class weapons of capitalist including state,
political party, ideologies etc and capitalist class
it-self are the friends, guides, saviors, protectors
and judges of the working class to ensure and
justify their so-called ‘fair wage’ and rights of
workers on basis of even ILO Conventions to live
a good life as worker under the capitalist system.
How funny!
Undoubtedly, the capitalist system that is the
selling and buying system is the cause of all
miseries of the sellers of labour power of the
world by paying wage to produce the commodity
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for the buyers of labour power of the world to
produce capital and thereby, capitalists are
exploiter and the wage slaves are exploited thus,
there is an antagonism among the sellers and
buyers of labour power of the world by the
condition of production of commodity by wage
slaves to accumulate capital.
So, there is no scope to maintain a peaceful
environment at work place, thus, there is no scope
for a peaceful co-existence of both the capitalist
class and working class, by the condition of
commodity.
Thereby, there is class struggle to reduce the wage
slavery to vanish it by vanishing the selling and
buying system by vanishing the private ownership
of means of production, transportation and
communication to vanish the capitalist class for
the emancipation of the working class by their
united global but forceful action that is a
communist revolution-the ever biggest global
events of the world but imposed by the capitalist
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class by the existing conditions of capital it-self as
: (1) Reproduction; And ( 2) Circulation.
Undoubtedly, the historical May day is the one of
very special marking day of working class to
celebrate it as it’s a one of the historical day in
the history of class struggle to decrease the daily
working hours by limiting it 8 hours to get some
sorts of time to do others including required rest
to maintain the existing condition of health to
work not only for the commodity production but
also to unite the workers of the world to fight
against capitalist system to vanish the exploiters
by the revolutionary working class by the
revolutionary workers of the Hea Market, USA,
1886.
Therefore, except working class no one have
interest or benefit by celebrating thus historical
May day to take required steps to unite the
workers of the world to fight against wage slavery
to vanish it , if he have no ill motive to use the
such important day to disturb and hampered the
class struggle of working class by confusing and
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dividing the workers of the world by so many
nonsense but effective political propaganda by
using the day with the various functions to serve
the capitalist interest to protect the capitalist
system to protect the exploiter capitalist class- a
class of corrupts, frauds, cheats and liars.
Thereby, the cheat and corrupt capitalist class has
highjacked the very special but so important day
of working class –the May day by celebrating it in
various way and by different class weapons of
capitalist class including state, ILO etc by
spreading the above mentioned political
propaganda of capitalist bosses.
The ILO is not national but a global organization
of capitalist class to serve the capitalist interest
globally since its birth to work to maintain the
peaceful existence of capitalist and working class
by maintaining the peaceful conditions of working
place by the peaceful bargaining by the both
exploiter and exploited classes by the so-called
neutral role of the state to do the same by the basis
of the Conventions of ILO by creating the false
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impression to the workers that the state is a
neutral organization to serve all, and the capitalist
class is necessary to live. But, the history of state
is not the same but the state has created by the
private property holders to serve the interest of the
ruling class by oppressing and overpowering the
oppressed and slaves. And, not working class but
the exploiter capitalist class not exist without
wage slaves, because, not capitalist but the
working class is the producer of capital, thereby
working class have no need any capitalist to live
rather, disappearing of the capitalist class is the
condition of not only the betterment of lives of
workers but the condition of liberty and freedom
of all of the world to do anything freely including
love and union as the member of a free but
scientific society- a society of loving and caring
human being with full sense of humanity.
No doubt, capitalist class is the ruling class and
the working class-the product of capitalist class is
wage slave in this class divided capitalist societya global society.
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Therefore, workers have no nation and country
but they have a world to win by defeating the
capitalist class for the emancipation by the
vanishing of the private ownership of the means
of production, transportation and communication
by the commune/common/social ownership of the
means of production, transportation and
communication to produce all required but most
modern necessities by all able bodied of the
world for all of the world.
Undoubtedly, working class will do the same by
uniting them by boycotting all such functions by
the bosses of highjacker capitalist class by
rejecting all nonsense political ideologies
including Leninism-the corruption of science of
socialism, discovered by Marx.

The End.
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